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Farewell, Ian! 
Ian Kern, our beloved long-
time store manager, will be 
leaving us later this month 
and moving to Maine. Join 
us in wishing him the best of 
luck in all his future 
endeavors!
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Unless otherwise noted all books are shipped as available. We do 
our best to accommodate requests to ship orders complete, but 
cannot hold books for more than two weeks. 

Signed Books
If you want to have books from your own collection signed by 
authors at the Mysterious Bookshop, you may bring them in or 
send them to us. There is a $5.00 handling charge for each book. 
The fee is waived for each new book by that author that you pur-
chase. Thus, if you send four books to be signed and purchase 
the author’s latest book, there will be a $15.00 handling charge. 
We take excellent care of all books, but please understand that 
we are not responsible for books lost or damaged in transit or on 
premises. It is essential that you call before delivering books here. 
Some of the authors are unwilling to sign out of print books, 
some are on schedules too tight to permit it, etc. 
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We make every effort to pack books carefully and are happy to 
track shipments when possible. Larger parcels that go via UPS 
and those shipped through US Postal Service that have been 
insured can be tracked. Most of our parcels of single books or 
small parcels are sent via media mail. UPS automatically insures 
parcels up to $100.00. For rare editions we generally insure the 
parcel ourselves. However, it should be understood that once a 
book leaves this store, it is no longer in our hands and is not our 
responsibility.
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2016 Year in Review

We’ve had a busy year here at the Mysterious 
Bookshop! In case you missed them, here’s a 
list of the books we produced this year: 

Bibliomysteries
Hoodoo Harry by Joe R. Lansdale
Dead Dames Don’t Sing 
by John Harvey
Reconciliation Day 
by Christopher Fowler

The Haze by James W. Hall

Limited Editions 
The Wrong Side of Goodbye 
by Michael Connelly
Echoes of Sherlock Holmes,
edited by Laurie R. King and Leslie Klinger
A Long Time Dead by Mickey Spillane and 
Max Allan Collins
Jack Reacher Novels #10-12, by Lee Child

Other
Silent Night, Deadly Night,
edited by Otto Penzler

Dear Friends,
I’ve written hundreds of reviews, uncountable updates, and list upon list of rare books, 
but this might be the most difficult thing I’ve had to do yet.  After more than a decade 
here at the Mysterious Bookshop, I’m sad to say it is time for me to move on.  Over the 
years I’ve had the pleasure to work with some terrific people and learned more about 
mystery fiction—and bookselling—than I ever thought possible.  From colleagues to 
publishers to the authors themselves, it has been a nigh-on endless parade of talent 
and support.  And of course, I owe a great debt to all of you.  Readers and bibliophiles 
absolutely make the best of friends.  Thank you to everyone who has made these last 
11 years so enjoyable.  
Rest assured the crack staff here at Mysterious will continue to supply you with the 
best mystery books around.  That includes my replacement, Tom Wickersham, who 
will start here in a few weeks.  Please give him a big welcome when he arrives.  
Here’s wishing you all a very Happy New Year and a bright future ahead!

Yours,
Ian Kern

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/otto-penzler-ed-silent-night-deadly-night-pre-order
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/collections/mysterious-bookshop-bibliomysteries/products/john-harvey-dead-dames-dont-sing
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/joe-r-lansdale-hoodoo-harry
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/pre-order-mickey-spillane-and-max-allan-collins-a-long-time-dead-limited-hc-edition
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/collections/mysterious-bookshop-bibliomysteries/products/james-w-hall-the-haze
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/collections/mysterious-bookshop-bibliomysteries/products/christopher-fowler-reconciliation-day
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MysteriousPress.com
New this month from

COMING SOON: 

Janice Law, Afternoons in Paris
Francis Bacon was having a ball in Berlin—until his uncle Lastings disap-
peared, leaving Francis alone, broke, and wanted by the German police as well 
as the burgeoning Nazi party for a political murder he didn’t commit. Luckily, 
for a young painter still learning his craft, there’s no better place to find refuge 
than the cafés of Paris. In the City of Lights, Francis can perfect his French, 
complete his education, and—if he’s lucky—escape with his life.
Strolling along the boulevard one lovely evening, he hears gunshots and sees 
a Russian émigré cut down by an assassin. Francis dashes into the night and 
flees to the countryside, but it’s too late—the brilliant young painter is in trou-
ble again. And when Uncle Lastings reappears, Francis will find himself back 
in the thick of a deadly game of international espionage.
Inspired by the decadent youth of real-life legendary painter Francis Bacon, 
Afternoons in Paris is the latest installment in one of the most unique espio-
nage series to come along in years.
“Law does a bangup job of recreating London during the Blitz and portray-
ing real-life artist Francis Bacon as an unlikely sleuth."—Publishers Weekly on 
Fires of London
Available in paperback ($14.99) and eBook ($9.99).

NOW AVAILABLE:

J. Sydney Jones, The Edit
On the coast of Central America, an aging man sits down to pen his memoirs. 
He begins with his childhood in Vienna, just after World War I, when his 
greatest pleasure was being rocked to sleep in the lap of his beloved babysitter. 
It would be a sweet tale if the author could withhold what comes later . . . but 
he intends to tell every horrifying detail of the truth. He’s a war criminal, a 
Nazi veteran, and he’ll write proudly of every atrocity he can recall.
Distracting him from his work is inquisitive American journalist Kate O’Brien, 
who has come in search of a story. When Kate accidentally stumbles upon the 
old man’s pages, he has no choice but to act, kidnapping her and locking her 
in his basement. 
Impeccably researched and chillingly believable, The Edit is a truly unique 
novel of suspense written by J. Sydney Jones, author of Ruin Value, a ground-
breaking mystery set in the shadow of the Nuremberg Trials. This time, Jones 
takes the reader into a truly horrifying place: deep within the mind of a Nazi.
“Jones brings deliciously dark humor to his psychological thriller, a worthy 
cousin to John Fowles’ classic The Collector.” —Kirkus Reviews
Available in paperback ($15.99) and eBook ($9.99).

http://mysteriouspress.com/products/available-in-paperback/the-edit-by-j-sydney-jones.asp
http://mysteriouspress.com/products/available-in-paperback/afternoons-in-paris-by-janice-law.asp
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MysteriousPress.com
New this month from

Check out our Bibliomystery series, a print exclusive 
from The Mysterious Bookshop, 
now available in digital formats. 

These are short tales about deadly books from some of 
today’s best crime and mystery writers. 

We’ve released titles from the likes of C.J. Box, Ken 
Bruen, Jeffrey Deaver, William Link, Anne Perry, Lor-

en D. Estleman, Reed Farrel Coleman, James Grady, 
Nelson DeMille, Ian Rankin, and Laura Lippman… 

just to name a few. 

The Mysterious Press

Thomas Perry,
The Old Man

Edgar Award-winning author Thomas Perry writes thrillers that move “al-
most faster than a speeding bullet” (Wall Street Journal). The Old Man is his 
latest whip-smart standalone novel.

To all appearances, Dan Chase is a harmless retiree in Vermont with two big 
mutts and a grown daughter he keeps in touch with by phone. But most sixty-
year-old widowers don’t have multiple driver’s licenses, savings stockpiled in 
banks across the country, and a bugout kit with two Beretta Nanos stashed in 
the spare bedroom closet. Most have not spent decades on the run. Thirty-five 
years ago, as a young hotshot in army intelligence, Chase was sent to Libya 
to covertly assist a rebel army. When the plan turned sour, Chase reacted 
according to his own ideas of right and wrong, triggering consequences he 
could never have anticipated. And someone still wants him dead because of 
them. Just as he had begun to think himself finally safe, Chase must reawaken 
his survival instincts to contend with the history he has spent his adult life 
trying to escape. Armed mercenaries, spectacularly crashed cars, a precari-
ous love interest, and an unforgettable chase scene through the snow—this is 
lethal plotting from one of the best in crime fiction. $26.00.

Now available from...

We recently added 17 new eBooks from Ed McBain 
author Evan Hunter! The books were initially pub-
lished under pseudonyms like Richard Marsten and 
Hunt Collins, but they are of the same high calibre 
that readers of McBain’s 87th Precinct series have 
come to expect. 
Two of the novels—Every Little Crook and Nanny 
and Criminal Conversation—are also available in pa-
perback! 
Find them all at MysteriousPress.com. 

17 Ed McBain Novels!

http://mysteriouspress.com/authors/dashiell-hammett/default.asp
http://mysteriouspress.com/products/legal-thriller/criminal-conversation-by-ed-mcbain.asp
http://mysteriouspress.com/products/suspense/every-little-crook-and-nanny-by-ed-mcbain.asp
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/thomas-perry-the-old-man
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Books Edited by Otto Penzler

Penzler, Otto, ed., Elizabeth 
George, guest ed., The Best 
American Mystery Stories 2016, 
Mariner. Authors include; Megan 
Abbott, Matt Bell, Tom Franklin, 
Stephen King, Elmore Leonard. 
PBO. $14.95.

Penzler, Otto, ed., James Patterson, 
guest ed., The Best American 
Mystery Stories 2015, Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt. Otto Penzler and 
co-editor James Patterson have 
collected twenty stories spanning 
the range of human behavior, rich, 
complex tales involving people that 

must make desperate decisions. Here we’ll meet a bank-robbing 
couple, a high school shooter, and a lovesick heiress who will 
do anything for her man—and that’s just for starters! Hardcover 

$28.00. Trade paper (Mariner 
Books) $15.00.

Penzler, Otto, & Laura Lippman, 
The Best American Mystery Stories 
2014, Mariner. PBO. $14.95 

Penzler, Otto, ed., Lisa Scottoline, 
guest ed., The Best American 
Mystery Stories 2013, Mariner. 

PBO. $14.95

Penzler, Otto, ed., Crais, Robert, guest ed., Best American 
Mystery Stories 2012. Mariner. PBO. $14.95 

Penzler, Otto, ed., Lee, Child, ed., guest ed., The Best American 
Mystery Stories 2010, Mariner. PBO. $14.95 

Penzler, Otto, Bibliomysteries: An Annotated Bibliography of First 
Editions of Mystery Fiction Set in the World of Books, 1849-2000, 
The Mysterious Bookshop. This is a revised edition (all errors, 
one hopes, corrected, and the two titles dropped by the printer 
restored), limited to 200 copies. This is not a novel, it’s a reference 
book, so not recommended for 
curling up in front of the fireplace 
for a good read. $75.00 

Penzler, Otto, The Best American 
Mystery Stories of the 19th Century, 
HMH. This collection brings 
together stories by authors such as 
Stephen Crane, Luisa May Alcott, 
and Nathaniel Hawthorne, as well 
as those by lesser-known writers 
like Anna Katharine Green and 
Charles W. Chesnutt, in a treasury 
of mysteries from the century of 
the genre’s founding. $30.00

Check out the boxed Publishers Weekly review for Otto’s newest Big Book, The Big Book of Jack the Ripper, out 
now from Vintage:

‘Penzler’s ambitious sixth Big Book (after 2015’s The Big Book of Sher-
lock Holmes Stories) appropriately deviates from the template of earlier 
volumes, given its focus on a real-life criminal. The opening section, “The 
True Story,” gathers primary sources, like witness statements and autopsy 
reports, contemporary newspaper accounts of the murders, and George 
Bernard Shaw’s legendary letter to the editor of the Star newspaper decry-
ing the horrific living conditions in Whitechapel. The bulk of the book 
provides a comprehensive selection of Ripper-inspired fiction, including 
such well-known works as Marie Belloc Lowndes’s “The Lodger” (presented 
in both its original short story form and later novel version) and Robert 
Bloch’s “Yours Truly, Jack the Ripper.” But as with previous Big Books, 
Penzler’s dogged research has enabled him to include undeservedly obscure 
stories as well, such as R. Chetwynd-Hayes’s creepy “The Gatecrasher” and 
Isak Dinesen’s “The Uncertain Heiress.” High-quality tales original to this 
volume, from such 21st-century masters as Daniel Stashower, Lyndsay 
Faye, and Jeffery Deaver, are another bonus.’ 

US edition, PBO: $25.00. UK edition, HC: $45.00. 

The Big Book of Jack the Ripper

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/otto-penzler-the-big-book-of-jack-the-ripper
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Penzler, Otto, The Big Book of Locked Room Mysteries, Vintage. 
This collection compiles sixty-eight of the all-time best locked-
room mysteries, featuring stories by Lawrence Block, Stephen 
King, Agatha Christie, Georges Simenon, and many more. PBO. 
$25.00

Penzler, Otto, ed., Big Book of Christmas Mysteries, Vintage 
Crime/Black Lizard. Otto Penzler has brought together sixty his 
favorite holiday themed crime tales for this collection of classics 
and rarities ranging from the Victorian era to the back alleys of 
today. It’s intrigue with a touch of cinnamon and nutmeg from 
Arthur Conan Doyle, Ed McBain, Sara Paretsky and many more. 
PBO. $25.00 

Penzler, Otto, ed., Kwik Krimes, Thomas & Mercer. In this 
anthology, over eighty authors—including veterans such as 
Chuck Hogan, Ken Bruen, and Tasha Alexander—come together 
to tell tales of murder and mayhem, all in one thousand words or 
less. Dare to confront these fearful, furious tales, each offering a 
glimpse of the darkness lurking in the human heart. PBO. $14.95

Penzler, Otto, ed., In Pursuit of Spenser: Mystery Writers on Rob-
ert B. Parker and the Creation of an American Hero, Smart Pop. In 
Pursuit of Spenser offers a look at Parker and Spenser through the 
eyes of the writers he influenced. This important festschrift col-
lects some of today’s bestselling mystery authors to discuss Parker, 

his characters, the series, and 
their impact on the world. 
Nominated for the 2013 Ed-
gar! Signed by Otto Penzler. 
PBO. $14.95

Penzler, Otto, The Big 
Book of Sherlock Holmes 
Stories, Pantheon. A massive 
collection of Sherlock Holmes 
stories drawn from over a 
hundred years of parody and 
pastiche, including tales by 
Doyle contemporaries like 
J.M. Barrie, O. Henry, and 
August Derleth, more recent 

notables such as Laurie R. King, Neil Gaiman, Anne Perry, and 
Stephen King, and even celebrated mid-century crime writers like 
Dorothy B. Hughes, and Kenneth Millar. This beautifully designed 
hardcover edition is a surefire hit for gift-giving and good reading 
alike. HC: $40.00 PB: $25.00

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Big Book of Ghost Stories, Vintage. The 
ghost story is perhaps the oldest of all the supernatural literary 
genres and has captured the imagination of almost every writer to 
put pen to the page. Otto Penzler has follows his keen sense of the 
supernatural to collect the most chilling and uncanny tales in the 
canon. PBO. $25.00

Penzler, Otto, Mark Twain’s Medieval Romance, Pegasus. This 
collection of classic stories all have one thing in common—the 
endings are uncertain, ambiguous, and just plain mysterious. From 
Stanley Ellin to Aldous Huxley to, of course, Mark Twain. $25.95

Penzler, Otto, ed., Zombies! Zombies! Zombies!, Vintage Black 
Lizard. This collection of the greatest zombie stories ever written 

includes tales by Stephen 
King, H. P. Lovecraft, Joe R. 
Lansdale, Richard Matheson, 
Harlan Ellison and more! 
PBO. $25.00

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Big 
Book of Adventure Stories, 
Vintage. Penzler follows on 
the success of the Big Book of 
Pulps and Black Mask stories 
with a thrilling collection of 
adventure tales. Including 
authors such as Jack London, 
H. Rider Haggard, and Cornell 
Woolrich, as well as stories 

featuring Tarzan, Bulldog Drummond and other fan-favorites. 
PBO. $25.00

Penzler, Otto, ed., Agents of Treachery, Vintage. This collection of 
original espionage stories (believe it 
or not, the first of its kind!) features 
Lee Child, Charles McCarry, James 
Grady, Dan Fesperman and 10 
other masters of the spy genre. 
PBO. $15.95

Penzler, Otto and James Ellroy, 
eds., The Best American Noir of the 
Century, HMH. Thirty-nine stories 
from noir’s twenties-era infancy 
up to the last decade. A dark and 
thorough distillation of American 
noir fiction. Signed by Otto Penzler. 
Hardcover, $30.00. PB. $16.95

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Black Lizard Big Book of Black Mask 
Stories, Vintage. An unstoppable anthology of crime stories culled 
from Black Mask magazine, the legendary publication that turned 
a pulp phenomenon into literary mainstream. PBO. $25.00

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Vampire Archives, Vintage. The most 
complete collection of vampire stories ever compiled—more than 
1,000 double-column pages. PBO. $25.00

Also available in three separate mass market paperbacks: 
Bloodsuckers, Fangs, and Coffins, each priced at $7.99. 

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Lineup, 
Little Brown. The first twenty-one 
Mysterious Bookshop Profiles, 
collected. Edgar winner. Signed 
by Otto Penzler. Trade paperback. 
$15.99. We also have UK first 
editions in hardcover for $25.00

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/pre-order-otto-penzler-ed-the-big-book-of-sherlock-holmes-stories-hardcover
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December Bestsellers

Hardcover Paperback

1. Lawrence Block, ed., 
In Sunlight or in Shadow, 
Pegasus.
A collection of crime stories 
inspired by the paintings of 
Edward Hopper. $26.00. 

2.  Michael Connelly, The 
Wrong Side of Goodbye, Little, 
Brown
A reclusive billionaire hires Harry 
Bosch to track down an heir he’s not 
sure ever existed. $29.00. 

3. Lee Child, Night School, 
Delacorte.  
A young Jack Reacher -- still in the 
army -- investigates a particularly 
threatening terrorist plot. $28.99.

4. Lawrence Block, Sinner 
Man, Hard Case. 
An insurance agent takes a fake 
identity to escape punishment for a 
murder he accidentally committed. 
$22.99

5. Otto Penzler, ed., Silent 
Night, Deadly Night, Mysterious 
Bookshop. 
A collection of Christmas carols reim-
agined by some of the biggest names 
in crime fiction. $16.95

1. Chan Ho-Kei, The 
Borrowed, Black Cat.
Five interwoven stories of classic 
detection, set across half a cen-
tury in Hong Kong. $16.00

2. Otto Penzler, ed., Christ-
mas at the Mysterious Book-
shop, Vanguard.
A collection of seasonal mysteries set 
in our store. 

3. Eskens, Allen, The Heavens 
May Fall, Seventh Street. 
Told from two perspectives, the truth 
about the stunning death of a woman 
remains a mystery until the very end. 
$15.95. 

4. CHB Kitchin, Crime at 
Christmas, Faber & Faber. 
Stockbroker sleuth Malcolm War-
ren investigates a seasonal murder 
mystery. $14.95. 

5. Erle Stanley Gardner, The 
Knife Slipped, Hard Case. 
A long-lost early Gardner novel fea-
turing the detective team of Donald 
Lam and Bertha Cool. $9.95.

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/michael-connelly-the-wrong-side-of-goodbye
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/lee-child-night-school
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/allen-eskens-the-heavens-may-fall
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/chan-ho-kei-the-borrowed
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/lawrence-block-sinner-man
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/lawrence-block-ed-in-sunlight-or-in-shadow
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/otto-penzler-ed-silent-night-deadly-night-pre-order
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/otto-penzler-ed-christmas-at-the-mysterious-bookshop
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Otto’s Top 10
John Hart, Redemption Road. Hart’s fifth book is a beautiful work of literature 
that includes horrific murders, violence, and detection. It features a former cop 
convicted of murdering a young woman, just released after 13 years in prison. 
Almost immediately, a second murder is discovered. Then another. The potential 
for more killings, and the evident, relentless injustice, ratchet the tension to an 
unbearable level.

Martin Cruz Smith, The Girl from Venice. The creator of Gorky Park and its 
hero, Arkady Renko, has set his latest during the last year of World War II. 
Cenzo, a simple, peaceful fisherman pulls a body out of the waters of Venice and 
is stunned to discover that the young woman is still alive. Although he wants 
nothing to do with the war, he reluctantly puts his life on the line to protect her 
from Nazi patrols and is inevitably drawn into ever greater danger. 

Lyndsay Faye, Jane Steele. Faye’s titular heroine was inspired by Jane Eyre but 
with something extra: She is a serial killer. As a girl, Jane is sent to one of the cruel 
schools that are a staple of much Victorian literature, harrowingly described by 
Dickens, Charlotte Bronte, and others. This Jane doesn’t allow herself to be a 
victim, leading a life of righteous murder. This compelling narrative follows the 
heroine from frail child to passionate lover. 

Lawrence Block, editor, In Sunlight or in Shadow. Authors were invited to write 
a story inspired by an Edward Hopper painting, and the results are diverse in 
this beautiful book, which has a full-page color reproduction of each painting. 
It includes stories by Michael Connelly, Robert Olen Butler, Joyce Carol Oates, 
Jeffery Deaver, Lee Child, and others.

Carl Hiaasen, Razor Girl. Hiaasen is the most hilarious mystery writer working 
today, and his whose novel perfectly captures the craziness of Florida, “a magnet 
for sleaze and eccentricity.” Among the characters featured are Andrew Yancy, 
the clumsy but likable ex-cop we’ve met before who desperately wants his job 
back, the titular scam artist known as Razor Girl, and a bunch of Gambian 
pouched rats. The plot cannot, I promise you, be summarized.

C.J. Box, Off the Grid. The Joe Pickett series has given constant pleasure with a 
combination of appreciation for the Big Sky country and a thoughtful, sensitive, 
game warden hero who also is very good at solving crime. In this, the most 
recent book in the series, a special ops team seeks his help in bringing a domestic 
terrorist group to justice.

Philip Kerr, The Other Side of Silence. The Bernie Gunther series has been 
intriguing from the jump. Imagine trying to be a policeman in Berlin as the 
Nazis come to power, trying to behave honorably and solve murders without 
thought to politics. Bernie may be cynical, but he is a man of honor. In the ninth 
book in the series, Bernie comes to the aid of an aging Somerset Maugham, who 
once worked for British Intelligence.

Estleman, Loren D., Desperate Detroit. Estleman’s new collection is a sample of 
most of the sub-genres in which he’s worked, leading off with “The Black Spot” 
about Macklin, a hit man who takes an assignment from a Mafioso who wants 
him to take out the heads of five other criminal organizations. Macklin describes 

Staff Favorites from 2016

Ian’s Top 10
Chan Ho-Kei, The Borrowed
Amor Towles, A Gentleman in Moscow
Ben Winters, Underground Airlines
Jeffrey Ford, A Natural History of Hell
Dan Vyleta, Smoke
China Miéville, The Last Days of New Paris
Jenni Fagan, The Sunlight Pilgrims
Thomas Mullen, Darktown 
Joe Ide, IQ 
Jess Kidd, Himself

Steve’s Top 10
Lauren Belfer, And After the Fire
M J Carter, The Infidel Stain
Allen Eskens, The Heavens May Fall
Affinity Konar, Mischling
David Lagercrantz, Fall of Man in Wilmslow
Hans Olav Lahlum, The Human Flies
David Mark, Taking Pity
Cuyler Overton, A Deadly Affection
Arturo Perez-Reverte, What We Become
J Aaron Sanders, Speakers of the Dead
Honourable Mention
Gianrico Carofiglio, A Fine Line
Alen Mattich, The Heart of Hell
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him as “an old-school Omerta man, buried so deep in the foundation of the 
Mafia he flosses his teeth with a garotte.” 

Harris, Shaun, The Hemingway Thief.  Both a caper and a bibliomystery, this 
novel is based on a well-known true story. In 1922 Paris, Ernest Hemingway’s 
suitcase, filled with his work, is stolen and never recovered. In the present, a 
crook has the first draft of A Moveable Feast and claims to know where to find 
the suitcase. Is the manuscript genuine? Is there a suitcase? 

Chris Pavone, The Travelers. Will Rhodes is a magazine columnist and gets to 
travel the world—on expense account. Then Will finds himself blackmailed 
into working for the CIA. Or is it the CIA? He got himself into a mess by being 
stupid (he’s married but is seduced by a woman, his indiscretion filmed) and 
he is ensnared in a web of lies from which the slightest mistake could cause his 
death—with global implications of even greater importance.

Mike’s Top 10
Allen Eskens, Heavens May Fall.  Courtroom drama and exciting police 
procedures are masterfully woven together in this paperback original.

Tana French, Trespasser. The most cynical detective you’ll ever meet battles 
sexism and racism in the workplace as well as all manner of crooks and lowlifes.

Alan Furst, A Hero Of France.  In Occupied France, Mathieu battles the Gestapo 
and helps captured pilots return to Britain amid an oppressive but hopeful 
atmosphere. 

Andrew Gross, The One Man. How would you like to be the one man (or 
woman) chosen to break into a concentration camp to spring a noted scientist?

J. Sydney Jones, The Edit. In this paperback original, an aging man living quietly 
in South America pens his memoirs, vowing to be completely honest about his 
complicity in Naziism. But will he be exposed as a war criminal first? 

John le Carre, The Pigeon Tunnel.  The author of several bestselling espionage 
thrillers describes his years in Cold War-era intelligence in a compelling, incisive 
narrative with a soupcon of humor.  

Peirre LeMaitre, Blood Wedding. Sophie Duguet enjoys a successful, fruitful life.  
Except for the gaslighting and the crimes.  

Stuart Neville, So Say the Fallen. Belfast detective Serena Flanagan has a feeling 
that a suicide was in fact murder despite no evidence of foul play. And that’s just 
chapter one!  

Peter Robinson, When the Music’s Over.  Newly promoted Detective 
Superintendent Peter Banks masterfully juggles two baffling cases: a long-ago 
assault, and a just-now murder. 

Charles Todd, No Shred of Evidence. Four young girls are accused of a vicious 
murder even as they claim to have been trying to save the victim.  Inspector Ian 
Rutledge investigates.

Charles’s Top 7
Tana French, The Trespasser
Patrick Hoffman, Every Man a Menace
Kevin Avery and Paul Nelson, It’s All One 
Case
Megan Abbott, You Will Know Me
Chan Ho-Kei, The Borrowed
Lawrence Block, ed., In Sunlight or in 
Shadow
Elliott Chaze, Black Wings Has My Angel 
(reissue)

Rob’s Top 10
Duane Swierczynski, Revolver  
Ben H. Winters, Underground Airlines
Cate Holahan, The Widower’s Wife
Blake Crouch, Dark Matter
Todd Robinson, Rough Trade
Lyndsay Faye, Jane Steele 
Bracken MacLeod, Stranded
Chris Holm, Red Right Hand
Joe Clifford, December Boys 
Alex Segura, Down the Darkest Street
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Bibliomystery Series
For many bibliophiles, especially aficionados of mystery fiction, some of the most beloved books and stories feature a background of 

bookstores, libraries, rare books, manuscripts, priceless volumes, and eccentric book collectors. 

Our Bibliomystery series features new fiction in this subgenre from some of the mystery world’s most well-known authors. Each 
volume features books and/or those who write them, buy them, read them, collect them, sell them, or are in some way involved with 

them. All are written exclusively for the store and are not available anywhere else until sometime after our publication. Each story will 
be available as a limited edition hardcover volume in an illustrated dust jacket. The hardcover editions are limited to only 100 copies, 
numbered and signed by the author, at $50; there also will be 26 lettered copies, also signed by the author, at $100. The stories are also 

be available in paperback priced between $4.95 and $9.95. Ebook editions are available through www.mysteriouspress.com. 

Available now, our newest Bibliomystery is...

Joe R. Lansdale’s
Hoodoo Harry

When Hap Collins and Leonard Pine first see the 
bookmobile, it’s barreling down the middle of a 
country road, seconds before it smashes into their 
car. When they come to, they learn that the young 
boy driving the bus has died in the crash. Then they 
discover several bodies, hidden in the bookmobile’s 
rear compartment. Does one of them belong to the 
woman known as “Hoodoo Harry,” one-time mobile 
librarian, who’s been missing for the past several 
years? And are the child corpses the same kids who 
disappeared from the impoverished town where 
Hoodoo Harry lived? Armed only with the evidence 
contained in the now-destroyed bookmobile, Hap 
and Leonard set out to hunt the murderous culprit, 
risking their lives to make the children of Nesbit, 
Texas, safe to read once more.

This book is available in paperback for $6.95. 
Signed, numbered hardcover copies (limited to 
100) are available for $50, and signed, lettered 
hardcover copies (edition of 26) are available
for $100.

Praise for Joe R. Lansdale
“Too often overlooked in American literature is that lineage descending from our early humorists such as Bierce, 
and from Twain: regional, darkly comic, bizarre. That’s where Joe Lansdale lives. He’s very Texan, very American, 
very funny--and a stone brilliant writer.”  —James Sallis

“Like gold standard writers Elmore Leonard and the late Donald Westlake, Joe R. Lansdale is one of the more 
versatile writers in America. —Los Angeles Times

“A folklorist’s eye for telling detail and a front-porch raconteur’s sense of pace.” —New York Times Book Review

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/joe-r-lansdale-hoodoo-harry
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Bruen, Ken, The Book of Virtue. 
Hardcover numbered edition (Sold 
out), lettered edition (Sold out). 
Paperback $4.95. 
Coleman, Reed Farrel, The Book of Ghosts. Hardcover 
numbered edition (Sold out), lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $6.95.
Perry, Anne, The Scroll. Hardcover numbered edition 
$50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $4.95.
DeMille, Nelson, The Book Case. Hardcover numbered 
edition (Sold out), lettered edition (Sold out). Paperback 
$6.95.
Box, C.J., Pronghorns of the Third Reich. Hardcover 
numbered edition (Sold out), lettered edition (Sold out). 
Paperback $4.95.
Link, William, Death Leaves a Bookmark. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition (Sold out). Paperback 
$6.95.
Deaver, Jeffery, An Acceptable Sacrifice. Hardcover 
numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paper-
back $5.95.
Estleman, Loren D., Book Club. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $5.95.
Lippman, Laura, The Book Thing. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $6.95.
Taylor, Andrew, The Long Sonata of the Dead. Hard-
cover numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $5.95.
Blauner, Peter, The Final Testament. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback 
$5.95.
Connolly, John, The Caxton Lending Library & Book 
Depository. Hardcover numbered edition (Sold out), let-
tered edition (Sold out). Paperback $6.95.
Bell, David, Rides a Stranger. Hardcover numbered edi-
tion $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $4.95.
Cook, Thomas H., What’s in a Name?. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback 
$4.95.
Spillane, Mickey & Max Allan Collins, It’s in the Book. 
Hardcover numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition 
$100. Paperback $4.95.
Lovesey, Peter, Remaindered. Hardcover numbered 

edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $4.95.
F. Paul Wilson, The Compendium of 
Srem. Hardcover numbered edition 

(Sold out), lettered edition (Sold out). Paperback $5.95.
Faye, Lyndsay, The Gospel of Sheba. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback 
$5.95.
Morrow, Bradford, The Nature of My Inheritance. Hard-
cover numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $5.95.
Stine, R.L., The Sequel. Hardcover numbered edition 
$50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $4.95.
Oates, Joyce Carol, Mystery, Inc. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $6.95.
Perry, Thomas, The Book of the Lion. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback 
$5.95.
George, Elizabeth, The Mysterious Disappearance of 
the Reluctant Book Fairy. Hardcover numbered edition 
$50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $6.95.
Hart, Carolyn, From the Queen. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $5.95.
Abbott, Megan, The Little Men. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $5.95.
Hunter, Stephen, Citadel. Hardcover numbered edition 
$50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $9.95.
Mina, Denise, Every Seven Years. Hardcover numbered 
edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $5.95.
Grady, James, Condor in the Stacks. Hardcover num-
bered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback 
$6.95.
Rankin, Ian, The Travelling Companion. Hardcover 
numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. Paper-
back $6.95.
Hall, James W., The Haze. Hardcover numbered edition 
$50.00, lettered edition $100. Paperback $6.95.
Fowler, Christopher, Reconciliation Day. Hardcover 
numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $6.95.
Harvey, John, Dead Dames Don’t Sing. Hardcover 
numbered edition $50.00, lettered edition $100. 
Paperback $6.95

 Other Titles 
 in This Series

http://mysteriouspress.com/products/bibliomysteries/
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Limited Editions 
from The Mysterious Bookshop

For the past few years the Mysterious Bookshop has been publishing handsome lim-
ited editions of some of the most popular authors. In all cases these are the true first 

editions and must-haves for any complete collection. Each title is limited to 100 signed 
and numbered copies, bound in blue marbled boards with a blue leather spine. These 

editions are priced at $150. We have also produced 26 signed and lettered editions, 
bound in red marbled boards with a red leather spine. These are priced at $275. 

Although many of our limiteds have since sold out, we do still have a few copies re-
maining of the following titles. Please call or email for more information.

Lawrence Block, The Night and the Music
Lawrence Block, A Drop of the Hard Stuff
Ken Bruen, The Devil
Ken Bruen, The White Trilogy
Robert Crais, The First Rule
James Ellroy, The Hilliker Curse
Dennis Lehane, Moonlight Mile

Elmore Leonard, Djibouti
Benjamin Black, The Black-Eyed Blonde
Jonathan Santlofer  and  S.J. Rozan, ed.,  The Dark End of 
the Street. Signed by the editors as well as all contributors, 
including  Lawrence Block, Stephen L. Carter, Lee Child, 
Michael Connelly, James Grady, Amy Hempel, Jonathan 
Lethem, Laura Lippman, Val McDermid, and Joyce Carol 
Oates. 

Also Available:

Now Available
Last fall, we produced a collectable, leatherbound edition of Leslie S. Klinger and Laurie R. 

King’s newest anthology, Echoes of Sherlock Holmes. Our edition  will be limited to 26 lettered 
copies ($275.00) and 60 numbered copies ($150.00). The edition is signed by all the contribut-
ing authors, including King and Klinger, as well as Tasha Alexander, Dana Cameron, John Con-
nolly, Deborah Crombie, Cory Doctorow, Hallie Ephron, Meg Gardiner, William Kent Krueger, 
Jonathan Maberry, Tony Lee & Bevis Musson, Catriona McPherson, Denise Mina, David Mor-

rell, Anne Perry, Gary Phillips, Hank Phillippi Ryan, and Michael Scott.

Michael Connelly, The Wrong Side of Goodbye. 
This edition is the true first edition, and is limited to 
100 numbered copies ($150), and 26 lettered cop-
ies (sold out), all signed by the author. Bound in 
leather and marbled boards. (Numbered copies of 
The Burning Room, our previous Connolly limited, 
are also available). 

Robert Crais, The Promise. The Mysterious Book-
shop limited edition of Robert Crais’s newest Elvis 
Cole novel is the true first edition, preceding all 
others. Signed and numbered hardcover copies 
(limited to 100) are available for $150.00. Signed 
and lettered copies (limited to 26) are available for 
$275.00. Both are bound in leather and marbled 
boards.

Edited by Laurie R. King and Leslie S. Klinger, In 

the Company of Sherlock Holmes is a special limited 
edition of this exceptional collection of stories in-
spired by the Sherlock Holmes canon, all of which 
are published here for the first time. Signed by all 
contributors, it was produced in the same elegant 
format as our previous publications, almost all of 
which sold out on publication. The edition is lim-
ited to only 221 copies, numbered and signed by all 
contributors. Bound in blue marbled boards with a 
blue leather spine. The price is $150.00.

Bonnie MacBird, Art in the Blood. Edition bound 
in marbled boards with a leather spine. It was print-
ed in a limited run of only sixty copies, each one 
numbered and signed by the author. Our edition is 
the only one to feature a foreword by Leslie Klinger, 
annotations by MacBird, and both black and white 
and color illustrations. $150.00

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/collections/limited-deluxe-editions-from-the-mysterious-bookshop
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The Mysterious Bookshop is currently in the process of producing a complete limited edition of this excellent series. This limited 
edition is bound the same as our other limited books—leather binding and marbled boards—and limited to 100 numbered and 
signed copies ($150) and 26 lettered and signed copies ($275). Each novel is accompanied by an exclusive introduction written by 
Lee Child, offering particular insight into his writing process for each novel. A new volume is available every three months. We are 

currently on the twelfth Reacher novel, Nothing to Lose. 
All previous books, excluding the limited edition of The Killing Floor, are currently in stock.

Our edition is the definitive author edition of the text, and is a must-have for the completist collector; the books also make great gifts 
for any fan of the series. We do offer subscription plans for the series (call us to set one up), but titles are also available individually. 

Available now, 

Jack Reacher in...

T H E   J A C K   R E A C H E R   S E R I E S
1. Killing Floor (SOLD OUT)
2. Die Trying (SOLD OUT)
3. Tripwire 
4. The Visitor 
5. Echo Burning
6. Without Fail 

7. Persuader 
8. The Enemy
9. One Shot
10. The Hard Way
11. Bad Luck & Trouble

“Reacher is the stuff of myth.... One of this century’s most original, tantalizing pop-fiction 
heroes.”—The Washington Post

“Like his hero, Jack Reacher, Lee Child seems to make no wrong steps.”—Associated Press

The protagonist of twenty bestselling novels (and counting), Lee Child’s Jack Reacher is 
one of the most popular series characters to emerge this century. Reacher is a former mili-
tary policeman who now spends his time roaming the United States and, at times, the globe, 
investigating cases that range from local disputes to international intrigue. The first Reacher 
novel, Killing Floor, was published in 1997; in the years that followed, the character has been 

as indelibly marked by current events as has our world.

Lee Child’s 
Nothing to Lose

Two small towns in the middle of nowhere: Hope 
and Despair. Between them, nothing but twelve 
miles of empty road. Jack Reacher can’t find a ride, 
so he walks. All he wants is a cup of coffee. What 
he gets are four hostile locals, a vagrancy charge, 
and an order to move on. They’re picking on the 
wrong guy. 

Reacher is a hard man. No job, no address, no bag-
gage. Nothing at all, except hardheaded curiosity. 
What are the secrets that Despair seems so desper-
ate to hide? 

With just one ally—a mysterious woman cop 
from Hope—and many enemies, Reacher goes up 
against a whole town, hunting the rich man at its 
core, cracking open his terrifying agenda, asking 
the question: Who has the edge—a man with eve-
rything to gain, or a man with nothing to lose?

Signed. Numbered, $150. Lettered, $275.

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/collections/limited-deluxe-editions-from-the-mysterious-bookshop/products/lee-child-the-hard-way-limited-edition
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/lee-child-the-hard-way-limited-edition
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Haven’t heard about the Mysterious Bookshop Crime Clubs? Well, here’s your chance to get in on the action!  Started in the early 
days of the bookshop, we designed our clubs as a means of giving readers and collectors access to signed first editions from the 
best authors working in the genre. Our clubs have expanded from the original Crime Collectors Club for bestsellers to include 

First Mysteries, Traditional & Historical, Hardboiled & Noir, British Imports, and Thriller & Espionage novels, as well as our 
Unclassifiable Club, which includes books of a more literary bent. Our selections are of the highest quality, many of them going 

on to win Edgar, Pulitzer, PEN, and Booker prizes. 
We ship one signed first edition every month for each club, with the selections noted in our monthly newsletter for easy reference. 

We never charge extra for autographed books and selections are all jacket price 
(except for the British Imports, adjusted to cover import costs).

Sign up for one or more of the clubs to receive signed first editions from the most exciting and respected authors 
writing today. Try it for as long as you like with no obligation. 

Or, pre-pay in three-month, six-month, or year-long increments!
Want to sign up a friend or family member for a gift subscription? Give us a call!

Crime Collectors Club
Featuring titles from authors like Michael Connelly, John Hart, Walter Mosley, Nelson DeMille, and George Pelecanos, 

our Crime Collector’s Club provides you with titles from the bestselling masters of the mystery genre. Join to ensure that 
you will receive a signed first edition of the month’s biggest novel—always a collectable, always an entertaining, fine read. 

January Selection: 

Perry, Thomas, The Old Man, Mysterious Press. Dan Chase is a run of the mill old 
man, right? Of course, most old men don’t have numerous identity documents, 
multiple bank accounts, or an emergency kit for continuing on the lam. Ex-mili-
tary intelligence, in hiding ever since a mission in Libya went awfully wrong, Chase 
is almost complacent, until someone from his past tries to retire him--permanent-
ly! $26.00. 

February Selection:

Berenson, Alex, The Prisoner, Putnam. There’s evidence that CIA personnel is 
passing intel on to ISIS and it’s up to John Wells to go undercover as a jihadist and 
put a stop to it. Without alerting the possible double agent. From inside a secret 
Bulgarian prison. If he lives long enough. $28.00. 

March Selection: 

Coleman, Reed Farrel, What You Break, Putnam. Long-ago crimes committed in 
Vietnam and Russia come back to haunt Gus Murphy after a young girl is mur-
dered. But the cops have the killer in custody, but what they can’t find is a mo-
tive. He must then seek a reason and solve the crime while navigating through a 
minefield of hostile cops, local gangs, and a Russian mercenary whose loyalty lies 
wherever the money is. $27.00. 

CRIME CLUB SELECTIONS

For a limited time only, those who pre-order six or more months 
of any club will get a Mysterious Bookshop mug or tote bag FREE!

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/thomas-perry-the-old-man
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January Selection:

Fridlund, Emily, History of Wolves, Atlantic. After her history teacher is busted 
for child pornography, a fourteen-year-old girl raised on a northern Minnesota 
commune struggles with the life she knows, and struggles to find a way out. $25.00.

February Selection:

Howe, K.J., The Freedom Broker, Quercus. Thea Paris is the best hostage negotia-
tor in the business. She’s also the only woman. Thea is now faced with the toughest 
undertaking she’s yet had. Her father has been snatched from his yacht, but there 
are no demands for ransom, political appeals, prisoner releases, and the plotters 
killed the yacht’s entire crew to boot. $26.99. 

March Selection: 

Jones, Stephen Mack, August Snow, Soho. August Snow joined the Detroit PD, 
only to be drummed out by a cabal of corrupt cops. Then he won a wrongful dis-
missal suit that gained him money but lost him friends. Then a powerful magnate 
enlists August to investigate sinister doings within her empire. August declines and 
the magnate is found dead the next day, apparently a suicide, which August doesn’t 
believe for a minute. $25.99. 

First Mystery Club
In addition to discovering fantastic new voices in fiction, the First Mystery Club serves another purpose: 

providing you with titles that have the potential for rapid value appreciation. Join this club to receive signed first 
editions of carefully selected works by first time mystery writers.

January Selection:

Rowland, Laura Joh, The Ripper’s Shadow, Crooked Lane. Sarah Bain, photogra-
pher in Victorian Whitechapel, supplements her income by discreetly taking bou-
doir shots of ladies of the evening. When two of the streetwalkers are murdered 
in quick succession, Sarah realizes that it’s no coincidence and she and her motley 
crew start investigating, running afoul of the bobbies in the process. $25.99.

February Selection:

Todd, Charles, Racing the Devil, Morrow. A group of English officers vow to meet 
one year after the end of WWI hostilities. They will meet in Paris—assuming they 
survive—and beg, borrow, or steal motor cars and race them to Nice. When they 
do, a rogue vehicle roars among them and one of the vets is injured. A year later, 
one of the vehicles that was used in France crashes and the driver, not one of the 
officers, is killed. Coincidence or murder? $26.99.

March Selection: 

DePoy, Phillip, The English Agent, Minotaur. The first performance of Christopher 
Marlowe’s new play was a miserable flop. Then he’s attacked on the street. When the 
Queen’s man recruits him for a secret spy mission, he’s only too happy to go. Wil-
liam the Silent of Holland is the target of a Spanish assassination plot and it’s up to 
Marlowe to foil the plan— while somehow staying alive himself. $26.99. 

Traditional & Historical Mystery Club
Our soft-boiled selections shy away from the gritty, grisly, and gory, instead focusing on character development and 

careful plotting. These are traditional mysteries which often involve historical settings, and “clean” murder... but, most 
definitely, murder. 

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/emily-fridlund-history-of-wolves
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/laura-joh-rowland-the-rippers-shadow
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January Selection:

Zandri, Vincent, The Corruptions, Polis. Two convicted murderers escape from 
prison, and the governor makes a personal appeal to PI Jack Marconi to deliver 
them right to the executive’s front door. But in so doing, a secret operation going on 
in the bowels of the prison comes to light, endangering Marconi and threatening to 
make the PI a broken-down wreck. $25.99.

February Selection:

Smith, Michael Farris, Desperation Road, Lee Boudreaux. Russell Gaines has at 
last been sprung from Parchman Farm in Mississippi. Meanwhile a woman dashes 
desperately into the woods, pistol in hand and a dead deputy lying in her wake. 
As the stories intertwine, Russell must decide whether to save Maben’s life, or his 
own. $26.00. 

March Selection: 

Estleman, Loren, The Lioness is the Hunter, Forge. Detroit’s own Amos Walker is 
engaged by Fannon to locate a business partner, Haas. Then Haas shows up and 
Fannon is found dead—murdered! The two had been buying up property, possibly 
on behalf of Madam Sing, enemy of civilization and thought to have already been 
executed. Where does Walker go from here? $25.99. 

Hardboiled & Noir Club
In a tradition defined by such protagonists as Hammett’s Sam Spade, Chandler’s Philip Marlowe, and MacDonald’s 

Lew Archer, our Hardboiled Club features books with tough but brooding detectives, solitary, flawed, and jaded by the 
world. While perhaps a bit darker in atmosphere and outlook than other clubs, our Hardboiled selections contain some 

of crime fiction’s strongest, most ambitious voices.

January Selection:

Mills, Mark, Where Dead Men Meet, Headline. Paris, 1937. Luke Hamilton - a 
junior air intelligence officer at the British Embassy - finds himself the target of an 
assassination attempt. As Luke is hunted across a continent sliding towards war, he 
comes to learn that the answers lie deep in his past. $43.00

February Selection:

Obregon, Nicholas, Blue Light Yokohama, Penguin. Inspector Iwata, Tokyo Homi-
cide, is blunt like a punch and subtle as a belch. A family of four was murdered in 
their home. Then the killer ate ice cream, surfed the web, and painted the ceiling 
before leaving the house in broad daylight. The case so deeply affected the original 
investigator that he hurled himself off a bridge! Will Iwata be removed from the 
case, or will there be another spate of murders first? $33.00. 

March Selection: 

Herron, Mick, Spook Street, Hodder & Stoughton. What to do with twenty-years-
retired spy David Cartwright, whose mind is said to be going?  How do you deal 
with a spy who’s losing his faculties in his dotage? Slough House is on the trail of 
the perps of a shopping center bombing. Is there room in the investigation for a 
man past his prime? $38.00. 

British Crime Collectors Club
This club is for collectors of “true first editions” published in the United Kingdom, as well as those who can’t wait for the 
US release date. We select the most anticipated titles from a variety of sub-genres for this club which, while more expen-

sive, is well worth the cost.

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/vincent-zandri-the-corruptions
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/mark-mills-where-dead-men-meet
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Thriller & Espionage Club
International turmoil, cloak-and-dagger operations, and political chaos characterize this club’s selections. 

An ever-popular genre, novels chosen range from entertaining thrillers in a modern setting to 
illuminating historical novels about the Cold War and before. 

Unclassifiable Club
One of our most popular clubs; join to receive titles which may have limited mystery content, but are undoubtedly works 

that you will want to read and own. Previous selections have included novels by Michael Chabon, Karen Russell, Viet 
Thanh Nguyen, and Joyce Carol Oates.

January Selection:

Sheck, Laurie, Island of the Mad, Counterpoint. Venetian hunchback Ambrose 
is travelling around the lagoons in search of a strange notebook about which he 
knows little. On one of the islands he finds an abandoned hospital and papers from 
previous inhabitants that deepen the mystery and calls Ambrose’s belief system 
into question. $26.00. 

February Selection:

Saunders, George, Lincoln in the Bardo, Random House. Shortly after the Civil 
War started, President Lincoln’s young son Willie died. Overcome with grief, the 
chief executive spends a night at his son’s grave. In so doing he meets all manner of 
ghosts as he tries to deal with his grief and loss. $28.00. 

March Selection: 

La Farge, Paul, The Night Ocean, Penguin. Marina Willett’s husband is obsessed 
with H.P. Lovecraft. As he is delving into the author’s private life, he suddenly dis-
appears. The cops say suicide, but Marina doesn’t believe that, and so she moves 
across the decades and across the country to search for her beloved. $27.00.

January Selection:

Petrie, Nick,  Burning Bright, GP Putnam’s Sons. War veteran Peter Ash’s Northern 
California vacation takes an unexpected turn when he stumbles upon an inves-
tigative journalist on the run. With her pursuers hot on their trail, the duo races 
to unravel a mystery that involves a paramilitary organization and an eccentric 
recluse. $26.00.

February Selection:

Reardon, Scott, The Prometheus Man, Mulholland. A mass murder in Paris, and 
CIA man Blake is on the case. But two months ago Blake’s identity was stolen, so 
who is actually investigating? It may be the last enhanced man from Project Pro-
metheus! $27.00. 

March Selection: 

TBA

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/nick-petrie-burning-bright
http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/laurie-sheck-island-of-the-mad
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Signed and Expected New Titles
Here you will find recent and expected signings in a variety of sub-genres. If you have previous titles by these 

authors that you would like to send in to be signed, please call or email first to check 
that the author will be in-store.

Expected Signings
Airth, Rennie, The Death of Kings, Pan Macmillan. An 
anonymous letter arrives on the desk of Chief Inspec-
tor Derry, Canterbury PD. It contains the exact jade 
pendant worn by Portia Blake, noted actress who died 
mysteriously a decade ago, in 1938. In the haste to hang 
the confessed killer, no one retrieved the necklace, so 
Derry’s boss asks him to reopen the case, lest the wrong 
man had been executed. $48.00. (UK, Traditional, 
Historical)

Auster, Paul, 4 3 2 1, Holt. Archibald Ferguson’s birth 
in Newark, New Jersey, in 1947 would seem to be un-
remarkable. But four Archibalds emerge, taking four 
separate life paths. Independent of one another, they 
each deal in their own way with life’s passions, victories, 
losses, small joys, minor annoyances, and the enigmatic 
Amy Schneiderman. Perhaps, through the Archibalds, 
some small truths of this life will be explored. $32.50. 
(Unclassifiable)

Benz, Chanelle, The Man Who Shot Out My Eye Is 
Dead, Ecco. This debut collection of stories includes 
outlaw siblings, incarcerated parents, and a sixteenth 
century English monk with problems of his own. The 
lines between victim and perpetrator are blurred as all 
run pell-mell towards the moral crossroads. And that’s 
just for starters in this trove of identity, abandonment, 
and love. $24.99. (Unclassifiable)

Berenson, Alex, The Prisoner, Putnam. There’s evi-
dence that CIA personnel is passing intel on to ISIS and 
it’s up to John Wells to go undercover as a jihadist and 
put a stop to it. Without alerting the possible double 
agent. From inside a secret Bulgarian prison. If he lives 
long enough. $28.00. (Thriller)

Box, C.J., Vicious Circle, Putnam. Game warden Joe 
Pickett has been circling warily around the Cates fam-
ily for some time. When his daughter April was threat-
ened, he dealt them a blow, but now— the final reckon-
ing! They are coming for Joe and his family now, and 
all he can do is enlist his friend Nate to help and wait 
for the next salvo in the battle. $27.00. (Hardboiled, 
Thriller)

Chang, Henry, Lucky, Soho. Chinatown gang leader 
Lucky Louie wasn’t so lucky when he was gunned down 
outside a legal gambling parlor. Comatose for 88 days, 
he wakes on Easter Sunday and commences a spree 
against the rival criminal underground. Detective Jack 
Yu is using modern methods of detection along with 
his knowledge of traditional Chinese culture to try and 
stop the trouble before Lucky’s luck runs out. $24.95. 
(Hardboiled)

Coleman, Reed Farrel, What You 
Break, Putnam. Long-ago crimes 
committed in Vietnam and Russia 
come back to haunt Gus Murphy af-
ter a young girl is murdered. But the 
cops have the killer in custody, but 
what they can’t find is a motive. He 
must then seek a reason and solve 
the crime while navigating through 
a minefield of hostile cops, local gangs, and a Russian 
mercenary whose loyalty lies wherever the money is. 
$27.00. (Hardboiled)

Cumming, Charles, A Divided Spy, St. Martin’s. It’s 
Thomas Kell of MI6 against a charming Russian dou-
ble agent against a peaceful retirement that can never 
be. Left with a pension, a great grief, and resentment 
of the Kremlin, he can try to turn the Russian—or kill 
him. What has more meaning to Kell? Loyalty to the 
service, his own conscience, or something else? $26.99. 
(Thriller)

Dahl, Julia, Conviction, Minotaur. A black family is 
brutally murdered in their home amid ongoing strife 
between the Hasidic and African-American commu-
nities. A teenager is quickly convicted, and that’s that. 
Or is it? Two decades later, journalist Rebekah Roberts 
gets a letter from the convict claiming his innocence, 
but no one is interested in reopening a cold case, and a 
closed one at that. Is the tabloid journalist setting her-
self up as a target? $25.99. (Suspense)

DePoy, Phillip, The English Agent, Minotaur. The first 
performance of Christopher Marlowe’s new play was a 
miserable flop. Then he’s attacked on the street. When 
the Queen’s man recruits him for a secret spy mission, 
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he’s only too happy to go. William the Silent of Holland 
is the target of a Spanish assassination plot and it’s up to 
Marlowe to foil the plan— while somehow staying alive 
himself. $26.99.  (Historical)

Deutsch, Kevin, Pill City, St. Martin’s. A true crime 
yarn about two high schoolers who turned a $100 stake 
into a thriving business in opiates in Greater Baltimore. 
Using hi-tech gadgetry and their gang connections, 
they eschewed street-corner sales for a supply chain 
based on theft and an efficient delivery system for the 
end customer. But soon the feds got wind of it, but do 
they want to bust the operation…or join up? $26.99. 
(True Crime)

Egan, Kevin, A Shattered Circle, Forge. A PI needs 
NYC Judge Lonergan to help investigate the murder 
of a prominent lawyer. But the Judge has suffered an 
accident that has left him mentally impaired, and he’s 
being propped up by his wife/secretary Barbara, and 
his law clerk Larry Seagle. Not only will it be difficult 
to keep the judge’s secret, but before too long, Barbara 
finds herself drawn into the case, to her peril. $29.99. 
(Thriller)

Estleman, Loren, The Lioness is the Hunter, Forge. De-
troit’s own Amos Walker is engaged by Fannon to lo-
cate a business partner, Haas. Then Haas shows up and 
Fannon is found dead—murdered! The two had been 
buying up property, possibly on behalf of Madam Sing, 
enemy of civilization and thought to have already been 
executed. Where does Walker go from here? $25.99. 
(Hardboiled)

Faye, Lyndsay, The Whole Art of Detection, Mysterious 
Press. Fifteen tales of Sherlock Holmes, collected from 
the pages of the new Strand Magazine. From the author 
of the acclaimed Holmes/Jack the Ripper novel Dust 
and Shadow, there are also two brand new tales in this 
set. $25.00. (Historical)

Fowler, Christopher, Bryant & May: Wild Chamber, 
Transworld. The Peculiar Crimes Unit is called in to 
investigate the murder of a woman walking her dog 
within a locked garden. No one could have gotten in or 
out— and the dog’s disappeared too! With the PCU un-
der house arrest, Bryant is the only one still at large to 
investigate. Can an old codger stop the killer before s/
he strikes again and before all of London’s open spaces 
must be closed? $43.00. (UK, Traditional)

Fridlund, Emily, History of Wolves, Atlantic Monthly. 
14 year old Linda is isolated in the northern Minnesota 
woods with her parents at a nearly deserted commune. 

Drawn to a charismatic classmate 
and a new teacher, her world is up-
ended when the latter is accused of 
possession of child pornography. A 
new job babysitting completes her 
journey to newfound acceptance 
but it’s equally frightening to burst 
out of her isolation. $25.00. (First 
Mystery, Suspense, Unclassifiable)

Heller, Peter, Celine, Knopf. Celine 
is aces at tracking down missing persons, except for 
her own father, who disappeared and was assumed to 
have been mauled by a bear (!). But his body was never 
found, and Celine and her partner are drawn deeper 
into their own investigation. Soon they realize they are 
being followed by someone desperate to keep this case 
closed. $25.95. (Hardboiled, Unclassifiable)

Herron, Mick, Spook Street, Hodder & Stoughton. 
What to do with twenty-years-retired spy David Cart-
wright, whose mind is said to be going?  How do you 
deal with a spy who’s losing his faculties in his dotage? 
Slough House is on the trail of the perps of a shopping 
center bombing. Is there room in the investigation for a 
man past his prime? $38.00. (UK, Thriller)

Howe, K.J., The Freedom Broker, Quercus. Thea Paris 
is the best hostage negotiator in the business. She’s also 
the only woman. Thea is now faced with the toughest 
undertaking she’s yet had. Her father has been snatched 
from his yacht, but there are no demands for ransom, 
political appeals, prisoner releases, and the plotters 
killed the yacht’s entire crew to boot. $26.99. (First 
Mystery, Thriller)

Iles, Greg, Mississippi Blood, Morrow. Penn Cage’s 
world has collapsed. His lover has left him, his father 
is on trial for murder, and his principles are in the bin. 
Worse, his father seems bent on perishing in prison 
rather than reveal his crimes. Meanwhile a splinter 
group of the KKK is gaining influence and has the ear 
of some influential people. Penn joins up with a jour-
nalist to thwart the extremists— and uncover his own 
family secrets! $28.99. (Thriller)

Jones, Stephen Mack, August Snow, Soho. August 
Snow joined the Detroit PD, only to be drummed out 
by a cabal of corrupt cops. Then he won a wrongful dis-
missal suit that gained him money but lost him friends. 
Then a powerful magnate enlists August to investigate 
sinister doings within her empire. August declines and 
the magnate is found dead the next day, apparently 
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a suicide, which August doesn’t believe for a minute. 
$25.99. (First Mystery, Noir)

La Farge, Paul, The Night Ocean, Penguin. Marina Wil-
lett’s husband is obsessed with H.P. Lovecraft. As he is 
delving into the author’s private life, he suddenly disap-
pears. The cops say suicide, but Marina doesn’t believe 
that, and so she moves across the decades and across 
the country to search for her beloved. $27.00. (Thriller, 
Unclassifiable)

Moshfegh, Ottessa, Homesick for Another World, Pen-
guin. A collection of eagerly anticipated stories from 
the celebrated author of Eileen. You’ll find characters 
and stories that are unsettling, dangerous, delightful, 
funny, impulsive, deluded, but also compassionate and 
all too human. $26.00. (Unclassifiable)

Oates, Joyce Carol, A Book of American Martyrs, Ecco. 
Luther Dunphy is a zealot who murders abortionist 
Augustus Vorhees, supposedly on orders from a higher 
power. The latter’s wife and children are understand-
ably embittered and the two families are drawn togeth-
er as conflict is inevitable given their warring convic-
tions. $29.99. (Unclassifiable)

Obregon, Nicholas, Blue Light Yokohama, Penguin. In-
spector Iwata, Tokyo Homicide, is blunt like a punch 
and subtle as a belch. A family of four was murdered 
in their home. Then the killer ate ice cream, surfed the 
web, and painted the ceiling before leaving the house 
in broad daylight. The case so deeply affected the origi-
nal investigator that he hurled himself off a bridge! 
Will Iwata be removed from the case, or will there be 
another spate of murders first? $33.00. (First Mystery, 
Hardboiled)

Petrie, Nick, Burning Bright, Putnam. Peter Ash is seek-
ing peace and quiet amid the redwoods, but instead his 
claustrophobia rears its ugly head. Stumbling upon 
a grizzly bear in the woods, he takes to the trees and 
stumbles across a woman in an ersatz treehouse who 
is on the run! Shots and yelling from below convince 
Ash to join forces with the lady on the lam, an investi-
gative journalist ardently pursued by… Who? $26.00. 
(Thriller) 

Preston, Douglas, The Lost City Of the Monkey God, 
Grand Central. Since the time of Cortes, some believe 
that there is a lost city of untold riches somewhere in 
the Honduran jungle. The indigenous peoples warn 
that anyone who enters the sacred city will fall ill and 
die. Author Preston ventures into the jungle to seek the 
truth with a terrain-mapping machine. But the curse 

holds true—Preston and his party fall ill with a mys-
terious, and incurable, disease. $28.00 (Non-Fiction)

Rankin, Ian, Rather Be the Devil, Little Brown. Rebus 
doesn’t like retirement so much, as he’s had to give up 
most of his vices. Except, that is, for doggedly pursuing 
closed cases. Long ago, a glamorous woman was mur-
dered at a posh hotel on the same night a world-famous 
rocker was there. No sooner does Rebus start inquiring 
than another body turns up and now retirement isn’t 
looking so bad. $27.00.  (Hardboiled) (US edition)

Reardon, Scott, The Prometheus Man, Mulholland. A 
mass murder in Paris, and CIA man Blake is on the 
case. But two months ago Blake’s identity was stolen, 
so who is actually investigating? It may be the last en-
hanced man from Project Prometheus! $27.00. (First 
Mystery, Thriller)

Rowland, Laura Joh, The Ripper’s Shadow, Crooked 
Lane. Sarah Bain, photographer in Victorian Whi-
techapel, supplements her income 
by discreetly taking boudoir shots 
of ladies of the evening. When two 
of the streetwalkers are murdered in 
quick succession, Sarah realizes that 
it’s no coincidence and she and her 
motley crew start investigating, run-
ning afoul of the bobbies in the pro-
cess. $25.99. (Historical)

Saunders, Adelia, Indelible, Mulholland. Magdalena 
has an unsettling gift. She can see writing all over peo-
ple’s bodies that is invisible to everyone else. Names, 
dates, the profound, the banal...and her own name on 
the cheek of an exchange student! When a friend dies, 
Magdalena, guilt-ridden, embarks on her own pilgrim-
age, fraught with danger and intrigue. $26.00. (First 
Mystery, Suspense, Unclassifiable)

Saunders, George, Lincoln in the Bardo, Random 
House. Shortly after the Civil War started, President 
Lincoln’s young son Willie died. Overcome with grief, 
the chief executive spends a night at his son’s grave. In 
so doing he meets all manner of ghosts as he tries to 
deal with his grief and loss. $28.00. (Unclassifiable)

Smith, Michael Farris, Desperation Road, Lee Bou-
dreaux. Russell Gaines has at last been sprung from 
Parchman Farm in Mississippi. Meanwhile a woman 
dashes desperately into the woods, pistol in hand and 
a dead deputy lying in her wake. As the stories inter-
twine, Russell must decide whether to save Maben’s life, 
or his own. $26.00. (Noir)
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Swanson, Peter, Her Every Fear, 
Morrow. Kate Priddy is still hav-
ing issues after an ex kidnapped 
her and nearly killed her. A cousin 
suggests they swap apartments, so 
Kate decamps for Boston, leaving 
London behind. No sooner does 
she arrive that her new next door 
neighbor is murdered. The cops 

have some questions for Kate’s cousin—and for Kate. 
$26.99. (Suspense)

Tinti, Hannah, The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley, 
Dial. Twelve-year-old Loo has more than the usual bag-
gage that comes with being the new kid in school. For 
starters, there’s her deceased mother and the grand-
mother she’s forbidden to speak to. And then there’s her 
father’s criminal past and involvement with the under-
world. That’s going to come back to haunt them, and 
how! $27.00. (Unclassifiable)

Todd, Charles, Racing the Devil, Morrow. A group of 
English officers vow to meet one year after the end of 
WWI hostilities. They will meet in Paris—assuming 
they survive—and beg, borrow, or steal motor cars and 
race them to Nice. When they do, a rogue vehicle roars 
among them and one of the vets is injured. A year later, 
one of the vehicles that was used in France crashes and 
the driver, not one of the officers, is killed. Coincidence 
or murder? $26.99. (Traditional, Historical)

Winspear, Jacqueline, In This Grave Hour, Harper. 
Maisie Dobbs is back, and the world is at war. It’s Sep-
tember 1939, and she’s got a new assignment: find the 
killer of a Belgian refugee from the Great War. Then an-
other Belgian escapee, from the second world conflict, 
is killed. Complicating matters is Maisie’s new room-
mate— an escapee from London who is unwilling or 
unable to speak! $27.99. (Historical)

Zandri, Vincent, The Corruptions, Polis. Two con-
victed murderers escape from prison, and the governor 
makes a personal appeal to PI Jack Marconi to deliver 
them right to the executive’s front door. But in so doing, 
a secret operation going on in the bowels of the prison 
comes to light, endangering Marconi and threatening 
to make the PI a broken-down wreck. $25.99. (Hard-
boiled)

Recently Signed
Belsky, R. G., Blonde Ice, Atria. Daily News reporter and 

sometime sleuth Gil Malloy has reported on serial kill-
ers in the past who all had one thing in common—they 
were all men who got gratification out of killing. But 
now, a new wrinkle: a deadly blonde woman, who picks 
up men before brutally slaying them. Malloy thinks this 
could be related to New York’s mayoral election as well 
as the biggest scoop he’s ever had—but can he stay alive 
long enough to find out? 16.00 PBO (Hardboiled)

Chabon, Michael, Moonglow, Harper. A deathbed con-
fession from grandfather to grandson forms this sear-
ing tale of madness and obsession, of secrets and lies, of 
a speculative version of America in the mid-twentieth 
century. From the slums of Philadelphia, to the retire-
ment communities of Florida, to the prison culture of 
upstate New York, and dissolving into the twilight of 
the ‘Great American Century,’ here is an epic tale the 
reader won’t soon forget. $28.99. (Unclassifiable)

Child, Lee, Night School, Delacorte. It’s 1996, and Jack 
Reacher is still in the Army. But when he’s taken out of 
battle and placed in a classroom, along with a CIA ana-
lyst and an FBI agent, he finds himself wondering what 
he did wrong. The three are charged with stopping an 
epic act of terrorism, and to do so they’ll have to navi-
gate a treacherous series of double crosses, faked iden-
tities, and terrible enemies, in a trail of deceit leading 
from Langley to Kiev. $28.99. (Thriller, Hardboiled)

Connelly, Michael, The Wrong Side of Goodbye, Little, 
Brown. Harry Bosch searches for a missing heir. $29.00. 
[Note: A Limited Edition of this book was published 
through The Mysterious Bookshop - Check our limited 
edition section for details] (Hardboiled)

Estleman, Loren, Brazen, Forge. Beata Limerick tells 
UCLA film archivist and sometime sleuth Valentino 
that she quit acting because of the well-known curse 
on blonde actresses but he doesn’t put much stock in 
curses. That is, until he finds Limerick dead, posed as 
Marilyn Monroe and with ‘Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best 
Friend’ playing on the stereo. When another actress is 
killed in imitation of Thelma Todd, Valentino knows 
he’s got a tough case on his hands. $25.99. (Traditional)

Fedarcyk, Jan, Fidelity, Simon and Schuster. Spe-
cial Agent Kay Malloy is struggling on the New York 
counterintelligence desk at the FBI with a work culture 
that is militaristic and misogynist. Given a chance at a 
plum assignment investigating missing Russian double 
agents, Kay sets out to prove to her employers and her-
self that she’s up to the job. But what happens when she 
must choose between loyalty to loved ones and loyalty 
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to her country? $25.00. (First Mystery, Thriller)

Franklin, Ruth, Shirley Jackson: A Rather Haunted Life, 
Liveright. Author Jackson (1916-1965) has been un-
fairly overlooked by the arbiters of American literature. 
Renowned for her short story ‘The Lottery’ and the 
novel ‘The Haunting of Hill House,’ there is much more 
to her body of work, such as pioneering the ‘domestic 
horror’ story, as this in-depth biography makes clear. 
Biographer Franklin reveals the darker underpinnings 
beneath the prose. $35.00. (Non-Fiction)

Frost, Mark, The Secret History of Twin Peaks, Flatiron. 
From the co-creator of the classic series, this multi-lay-
ered novel explores the mysteries of the fictional town, 
deepening the stories from the show’s original run and 
building upon them in preparation for the upcoming 
Showtime continuation. $29.99. (Unclassifiable)

George, Elizabeth, editor, The Best American Mystery 
Stories 2016, Mariner. Authors include; Megan Abbott, 
Matt Bell, Tom Franklin, Stephen King, Elmore Leon-
ard. PB. Signed by series editor, Otto Penzler. $14.95. 

Groom, Winston, El Paso, Liver-
ight. The Mexican government is 
embattled on all sides, both from 
Pancho Villa’s revolutionaries and 
from rapacious American capital-
ists. ‘The Colonel,’ a jaded Bos-
tonian whose shrinking fortune 
is tied up in a Chihuahua ranch, 
rushes to it only to find that Villa’s 
forces have run roughshod over 

the place, murdered the foreman, and taken his grand-
children hostage. He unites with an aspiring matador 
to combat Villa, and an epic tale takes the reader for an 
unforgettable ride. $27.95. (Historical)

Hamdy, Adam, Pendulum, Headline. A photojournal-
ist awakens to find himself trussed up and tied to a 
chair with a noose around his neck. John Wallace has 
no idea where he is, why he is here or who is menacing 
him. He has one chance to escape, and takes it! With 
a killer on his trail, all he can do is run. But where? 
$33.00. (UK, Thriller)

Hannah, Sophie, The Closed Casket, Morrow. Edward 
Catchpool, Detective of the Yard, accepts an invitation 
to visit the Irish home of Athalinda Playford, a famous 
writer. Who should be awaiting him in the drawing 
room but Hercule Poirot! What occasions the presence 
of the Belgian detective? $26.99. (Traditional)

Hart, Rob, South Village, Polis. 
Amateur PI Ash McKenna made 
a hash of things in New York and 
started over in Portland. Now he 
finds himself at a commune in 
Georgia, inhaling rotgut whiskey 
and waiting on his passport so he 
can flee the country and the relent-
less pursuit of his demons. When 
a commune dweller dies, everyone 
writes it off as an accident but Ash is not so sure. But 
can the outwardly placid commune really be a cesspool 
of violence and murder? Paperback Original $14.95. 
(Hardboiled)

Lin, Ed, Incensed, Soho Crime. Taiwanese 25-year-old 
Jing-nan has one mission: to retrieve the daughter of his 
gangster uncle and bring her back to Taipei, away from 
her biker boyfriend and back in her father’s charge. But 
Mei-ling is more trouble than the average bratty teen, 
and before long, she has Jing-nan and his uncle’s two 
henchmen wrapped around her finger. Still, it becomes 
clear that she’s hiding something, and it’s up to Jing-nan 
to find out what before they all end up in harm’s way. 
$26.95. (Traditional)

Mills, Mark, Where Dead Men Meet, Headline. Luke 
Hamilton is a minor functionary at the British embassy 
in 1937 Paris. Targeted for an assassination attempt, it 
must be a case of mistaken identity, right? Wrong! The 
impetus for wanting him out of the way even predates 
Luke’s abandonment at the steps of the orphanage over 
a quarter-century ago. $43.00. (UK, Thriller)

Morrell, David, Ruler of the Night, Mulholland. In the 
fantastic conclusion to the Opium-Eater trilogy, it is 
1855 England, and the railroad is no longer a newfan-
gled marvel, but a part of daily life. Still, people revel 
in their newfound freedom to travel greater distances 
than ever before. Criminals also revel in their ability 
to use the new transportation as a vehicle for murder! 
A gentleman stabbed in a locked compartment? Un-
thinkable! $27.00. (Historical)

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Big Book of Jack the Ripper, Vin-
tage. A giant collection of the greatest stories ever to 
feature the notorious villain. $25.00. (Traditional & 
Historical, Anthology)

Perry, Thomas, The Old Man, Mysterious Press. Dan 
Chase is a run of the mill old man, right? Of course, 
most old men don’t have numerous identity docu-
ments, multiple bank accounts, or an emergency kit for 
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continuing on the lam. Ex-military 
intelligence, in hiding ever since 
a mission in Libya went awfully 
wrong, Chase is almost complacent, 
until someone from his past tries to 
retire him—permanently! $26.00. 
(Thriller)

Phillips, Louise, Red Ribbon, Polis. 
Dublin-based criminal psychologist 

Kate Pearson is called in to investigate a budding serial 
killer, who so far has ritually murdered two schoolgirls. 
Intense pressure to solve the case leads to a re-exam-
ination of Ellie Brady, institutionalized these past fif-
teen years for the murder of her daughter Amy. Can the 
connection between the two, if it even exists, be helpful 
in solving today’s crime? PBO. $16.00. (Suspense)

Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child, The Obsidian 
Chamber, Grand Central. After a harrowing confronta-
tion on the Massachusetts shore, Special Agent A.X.L. 
Pendergast is missing and presumed dead. His grieving 
ward Constance retreats to her chambers to privately 
mourn, only to be kidnapped by a longtime adversary. 
The bodyguard Proctor acts, chasing Constance’s kid-
napper over hill and dale, but by the time he uncovers 
the truth, it may be too late. $28.00. (Thriller)

Rankin, Ian, Rather Be the Devil, Orion. Inspector Re-
bus is back, and unsurprisingly not taking well to ‘re-
tirement.’ He investigates a cold case from the 1970s, 
when a fabulously wealthy socialite was found mur-
dered in one of Edinburgh’s posh hotels. It seems there 
are those who wish the past to stay buried and Rebus 
soon finds that he has made some very powerful en-
emies. $50.00. (UK, Hardboiled)

Robinson, Peter, When the Music’s Over, Hodder and 
Stoughton. A fourteen-year-old girl is found bloody, 
battered, and quite dead, having apparently been hurled 
from a moving car. DI Annie Cabbot is looking into the 
case, while Detective Superintendent Alan Banks must 
find the truth behind a fifty-year-old case in which a 
woman was attacked by an entertainer, but no inquiry 
ever took place. Why? $50.00. (UK, Hardboiled)

Robinson, Todd, Rough Trade, Polis. Boo and Junior 
are asked to scare away a friend’s harassing ex, leav-
ing him bloody but alive. When he later turns up dead, 
they are shocked, then even more shocked to find that 
the friend’s story isn’t on the level. With Junior in cus-
tody, Boo is determined to clear their names but first 
must deal with crooked cops, mobsters—and himself. 

$25.00. (Hardboiled)

Sheck, Laurie, Island of the Mad, Counterpoint. Vene-
tian hunchback Ambrose is travel-
ling around the lagoons in search 
of a strange notebook about which 
he knows little. On one of the is-
lands he finds an abandoned hos-
pital and papers from previous in-
habitants that deepen the mystery 
and calls Ambrose’s belief system 
into question. $26.00. (Unclassifi-
able)

Assorted Items from the 
Mysterious Bookshop

Mug: $9.95

T-Shirts: $12.95

Totes: $14.95
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Adams, Cleve F., The Private Eye, N.Y., Reynal, 1942.  First edition 
by this outstanding hard-boiled writer. Very good in a very good 
jacket.  Bump to top right corner of front cover, residue where 
flaps were glued or taped down.  Corresponding glue/tape marks 
at top and bottom edges of flaps, small chips to corners, soiling to 
back panel.  $100.00

Adams, Cleve F., Contraband, N.Y., Knopf, 1950.  First edition.  
Near fine in jacket.  Small bumps to top corners.  $35.00

Ames, Robert, Awake and Die, New York: Gold Medal/Fawcett, 
1955. First edition, paperback, near fine with some wear along 
edges, stamp on front free endpaper. $10.00

Ames, Robert, The Devil Drives, New York: Gold Medal/Fawcett, 
1952. First edition, paperback, fine. $20.00

Alan, Marjorie, Rue the Day, N.Y., Mill, 1946. First edition. Fine 
in a fresh dust jacket with light chipping at top of spine and a small 
tear at the top of the front panel. $25.00

Anderson, Frederick Irving, The Book of Murder, N.Y., Dutton, 
1930. First edition of this very scarce Queen’s Quorum title. Spine 
ends rubbed, else very good. $100.00

Andersen, U.S., Hard and Fast, N.Y., Popular, 1956.  First edition.  
PBO.  Fine in wrappers.  $20.00

Appel, Benjamin, Life and Death of a Tough Guy, Avon Publishing, 
1955. First edition. Paperback original. Slightly cocked with a 
creased spine. $20.00

Ard, William, .38, N.Y., Rinehart, 1952. First edition. Fine in dust 
jacket. $65.00

Ard, William, As Bad As I Am, N.Y., Rinehart, 1959. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. $50.00

Bailey, H.C., The Red Castle, London, Ward, Lock, 1932. First 
edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone. Spine a bit sunned, 
else very good or better. $75.00

Beeding, Francis, Death Walks in Eastrepps, N.Y., Mystery 
League, 1931. First edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone. 
Very good-near fine in dust jacket, which is rubbed along folds 
and lightly chipped at spine ends. $100.00

Bentley, E.C., Trent’s Last Case, London, Nelson, 1913. First 
edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone. Neat gift inscription, 
else very good or better. $50.00

Blake, Nicholas, The Beast Must Die. New York, Harper, 1938. 
First American Edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone title. 
Cloth spotted; very good in a good dust jacket. Inscribed by the 
author (C. Day-Lewis), “Eric Gillette [?] with best wishes from the 
author.” $1000.00

Bloch, Robert, Out of the Mouths of Graves, N.Y., Mysterious Press, 
1979. First edition, limited to 250 copies, numbered and signed by 
Bloch. Contains the bibliomystery “Night School,” a short story 

about a used book store. Very fine in dust jacket, which has a hint 
of wear at the very top of the spine, and slipcase. $100.00

Bloch, Robert, The Night of the Ripper, N.Y., Doubleday, 1984. First 
edition. A chilling tale of Jack the Ripper with brief appearances 
by Arthur Conan Doyle, George Bernard Shaw, and the Elephant 
Man. Very fine in dust jacket. $35.00

Bradley, Mary Hastings, Nice People Poison, N.Y., Longmans, 
1952. First edition. Very fine in dust jacket, which has minor wear 
at the top of the spine. $25.00

Brown, Frederic, The Deep End, N.Y., Dutton, 1952. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket which has light wear at the corners. $150.00 

Brown, Frederic, The Wench is Dead, N.Y., Dutton, 1955. Near 
fine copy in dust jacket, which has very light wear at top of spine. 
$250.00

Burnett, W.R., Little Caesar, New York: Lincoln MacVeagh/ The 
Dial Press, 1929. First edition. A very good copy in a good dust 
jacket with considerable interior archival mending. Haycraft-
Queen cornerstone. $3,000.00

Burnett, W.R., The Quick Brown Fox, N.Y., Knopf, 1942. First 
edition. Name on front endpaper, ink stain on lower page edges, 
else very good copy in the scarce dust jacket, which is chipped at 
spine ends. $85.00

Cain, James M., The Moth, N.Y., Knopf, 1948.  First edition.  An 
inked date on the front free endpaper, otherwise fine in a fine 
jacket.  $100.00

Cain, James M., The Institute, N.Y., Mason/Charter, 1976. First 
edition. Fine in dust jacket. $45.00

Carr, John Dickson, Patrick Butler for the Defense, N.Y., Harper, 
1956. First edition. A fine copy in a fine dust jacket with only a 
trivial bit of rubbing to the top of the spine. A review slip is laid 
in. $65.00

Chandler, Raymond, Selected Letters of Raymond Chandler. 
Ed. Frank MacShane. New York: Columbia U. Press, 1981.  First 
edition. Fine in price-clipped dust jacket. $25.00

Christie, Agatha, The Mysterious Mr. Quin, N.Y., Dodd, Mead, 

Rare & Collectable
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1930. First U.S. edition of this scarce title. Spine a trifle sunned, 
else fine in an exceptionally fine, fresh dust jacket that shows no 
signs of wear. Rare in this condition. $3,000.00

Clark, Marian B., The Model Corpse, Boston, Hale, Cushman 
& Flint, 1942. First edition of an extremely uncommon book 
featuring a female sleuth in Cincinnati. Page edges a bit toned, top 
of spine rubbed, else near fine in dust jacket with a small chip at 
the top of the spine and minor wear to spine ends and a corner. 
$75.00

Collins, Max Allan, True Detective, N.Y., St. Martin’s, 1983. 
Advance proof copy of the first Nate Heller novel. Small split in 
spine, else fine in the original wrappers. $15.00

Coxe, George Harmon. The Crimson Clue. New York: Knopf, 
1953.  First edition. Fine in near fine dust jacket with some wear 
to extremities, light rubbing to front panel.  Dorothy B. Hughes’ 
signature on front endpaper.  $45.00

Coxe, George Harmon. Flash-Casey Detective. New York: Avon, 
1946.  First edition of this paperback original. Short stories 
collected from the pulps. Near fine in wrappers.  Light creasing to 
spine, front cover.  $75.00

Coxe, George Harmon. The Inside Man.  New York: Knopf, 1974.  
First edition. Fine in dust jacket with slight crimping to top of 
spine.  $45.00

Crowe, John. Another Way to Die. New York: Random House, 
1972.  First edition by the pseudonymous Dennis Lynds, better 
known as Michael Collins, an excellent hard-boiled author. Fine 
in dust jacket.  $25.00

Crowe, John. A Touch of Darkness. New York: Random House, 
1972.  First edition. Fine in dust jacket.  $25.00

Crowe, John. When They Kill Your Wife. New York: Dodd, Mead, 
1977.  First edition. Fine in dust jacket.  $25.00

Crowe, John. Close to Death. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1979.  First 
edition. Near fine in  dust jacket.  Bump to top of spine, some 
rubbing to front and pack panels, water mark on interior of front 
flap.  $25.00

Crumley, James, The Wrong Case, N.Y., Random House, 1975.  
First edition.  Fine in a fine jacket with some minor wrinkling to 
top of dj spine and front flap.  Signed.  $650.00

Daly, Carroll John. Emperor of Evil. New York, Stokes, 1937.  First 
edition by the first important author of the hard-boiled novel. 
About fine without dust jacket.  $150.00

Daly, Carroll John.  The Man in the Shadows.  New York, Clode, 
1928.  First edition. About fine. $185.00

Daly, Carroll John. The White Circle. New York: Edward Clode, 
1936.  Author’s first book.  Fine.  $125.00

Downing, Todd, Death Under the Moonflower, N.Y., Doubleday, 
1938. First edition. Very good. $35.00

Ehrlich, Jack. Cry, Baby. New York, Dell, 1962.  First edition. PBO.  
Closed tear at top of spine, else fine.  $10.00

Ehrlich, Jack. Slow Burn. New York: Dell, 1961. First edition. PBO. 
Trace of rubbing to top and bottom of spine, else fine.  $20.00

Ellroy, James, L.A. Confidential, N.Y., Mysterious Press, 1990. 
First edition. Very fine in dust jacket, which has a crease on the 
front flap but is otherwise fine. The basis for the outstanding, 
Oscar film. Signed on title page. $125.00

Fisher, Steve. The Hell-Black Night. Los Angeles: Sherbourne, 
1970.  First edition. Fine in dust jacket with two very small tears at 
bottom of front panel.  $35.00

Francis, Dick, For Kicks, N.Y., Harper, 1965. First U.S. edition 
of the author’s uncommon third book. Fine in a fine dust jacket. 
Signed. $275.00

Francis, Dick, For Kicks, N.Y., Harper, 1965. First U.S. edition of 
the author’s uncommon third book. Fine in dust jacket with the 
red on the spine a bit sunned. $150.00

Gault, William Campbell, Don’t Cry for Me, N.Y., Dutton, 1952.  
First edition.  Author’s scarce first book and an Edgar Award-
winner.  Pages tanned as usual, else about fine in a good  dust 
jacket, with chips and creasing to extremities.  $65.00

Goodis, David, The Moon in the Gutter, N.Y., Fawcett, 1953.  First 
edition.  PBO.  About fine in wrappers with some light rubbing to 
spine, a nick to bottom edge of back cover, and an inked R on the 
first page.  $85.00

Gore, William, Death in the Wheelbarrow, London, Harrap, 1935.  
First edition.  Mystery by an author admired by Dorothy L. Sayers.  
Fine. $35.00

Gruber, Frank. The Lonesome Badger. New York: Rinehart, 1954. 
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First edition. Fine in dust jacket, which has very minor wear to 
spine tips. $65.00

Gruber, Frank, The Gold Gap, N.Y., Dutton, 1968.  First edition.  
Fine in a near fine jacket that was light wear to spine ends and 
light rubbing to rear panel.  Inscribed and signed by the author.  
$100.00

Gruber, Frank, The Etruscan Bull, N.Y., Dutton, 1969.  First 
edition.  Fine in fine jacket.  $45.00

Halliday, Brett, Marked for Murder, N.Y., Dodd, 1945.  First 
edition.  Top of spine bumped, else fine in dust jacket jacket, which 
has small chips to corners and spine ends.  $100.00

Halliday, Brett, Michael Shayne’s Long Chance, N.Y., Dodd, 1944.  
First edition.  Soiling to cloth, glue residue to front end pages, else 
very good in dust jacket with a heavily sunned spine and with 
small chips to spine ends and corners.  $45.00

Halliday, Brett, Weep for a Blonde, N.Y., Dodd, 1957.  First edition.  
A hint of rubbing at spine ends, else a fine copy in dust jacket, 
which has tiny chips to corners and larger chip to bottom corner 
of rear panel.  $65.00

(Hammett, Dashiell), Dashiell Hammett: A Casebook, by William 
F. Nolan. Santa Barbara: McNally and Loftin, 1969. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. $45.00 

Harrington, Kent, The American Boys, Dennis McMillan, 2000. 
First limited signed edition; unopened in plastic wrap and 
slipcase. $125.00

Harris, Thomas, Black Sunday, N.Y., Putnam, 1975. First edition 
of the author’s first book, preceding his Hannibal Lecter thrillers. 
About fine copy in dust jackets, which is chipped at spine ends. 
$65.00 

Heyer, Georgette, They Found Him Dead, N.Y., Doubleday, 1937. 
First U.S. edition. Good. $20.00

[Himes, Chester], Chester Himes: A Life by James Sallis. New York, 
Walker, 2000. First edition. Fine in dust jacket. $28.00

Hunter, Evan, Nobody Knew They Were There, N.Y., Doubleday, 
1971. First edition. Very fine in dust jacket. A man becomes 
involved in an assassination plot during a time of unusual violence 
in America. Signed. $65.00

Hunter, Evan, Come Winter, London, Constable, 1973. First U.K. 
edition. Very fine in dust jacket. $15.00

Hunter, Evan, Streets of Gold, N.Y., Harper, 1974. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket, which has a bit of wear at the top of the spine. 
$20.00

Hunter, Evan, Far from the Sea, N.Y., Atheneum, 1983. First 
edition. Name on front endpaper, else fine in dust jacket. $35.00

Hunter, Evan, Privileged Conversation, NY, Warner Books, 1996. 
First edition. Fine in dust jacket. Signed as Evan Hunter. $22.95

Hunter, Evan, & Ed McBain, Candyland, NY, Simon & Schuster, 
2001. First edition. Near fine in dust jacket, with four small stains 
on fore-edge. Signed as both Evan Hunter and Ed McBain. $25.00 
(image top right)

Hunter, Evan, The Moment She Was Gone, NY, Simon & Schuster, 

2002. First edition. Fine in dust jacket. Signed as Evan Hunter. 
$23.00

Innes, Michael, Lament for a Maker, London, Gollancz, 1938. 
First edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone. Pages foxed, else 
a fine, bright copy, lacking the rare dust jacket. $150.00

Izzi, Eugene, Safe Harbor, New York: Avon, 1999. First edition.  
Fine in like dust jacket. $24.00

Izzi, Eugene, The Criminalist, New York: Avon, 1998. First edition.  
Fine in like dust jacket. $22.00

Izzi, Eugene, Prowlers, New York: Bantam, 1991. First edition.  
Fine in dust jacket with crease in front flap. $19.00

Kane, Frank, Bare Trap, N.Y., Ives Washburn, 1952.  First edition.  
A Johnny Liddell mystery set in Hollywood.  Fine in fair dust 
jacket. $15.00

Kane, Frank, Grave Danger, N.Y., Ives Washburn, 1954.  First 
edition.  A Johnny Liddell mystery cleans up the crime-ridden 
New York City waterfront.  Mystery Writers of America stamp, 
else fine in dust jacket with chipping at extremities and tear on 
rear panel. $35.00.

Kane, Henry, Until You Are Dead, N.Y., Simon & Schuster, 1951.  
First edition.  A Peter Chambers humorous hard-boiled novel 
set in New York City.  Fine in near-fine, lightly soiled dust jacket. 
$45.00

King, C. Daly, Obelists Fly High, London, Collins, 1980. A reprint 
of this Golden Age classic, with a new introduction by Julian 
Symons. Fine in dust jacket. $15.00

Knight, Adam, Sugar Shannon, N.Y., Belmont, 1960.  First edition.  
Fine in wrappers.  $45.00

Kyd, Thomas, Blood Is a Beggar, Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1946. 
First edition. Near fine in a dust jacket with light chipping at spine 
ends. A scarce hard-boiled detective about the murder of a college 
professor. $45.00

Leitfred, Robert H., Death Cancels the Evidence, NY: Green Circle 
Books, 1938. Near fine with some rubbing to top and bottom of 
spine. Near fine dust jacket with small closed tears at top and 
bottom and chips at corners. $150.00

Leon, Donna, Aqua Alta, N.Y., Harper, 1966. First U.S. edition. A 
very fine copy in dust jacket. $65.00
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Leon, Donna, The Death of Faith, London, Macmillan, 1997. First 
edition. A very fine copy in dust jacket. $75.00

Leroux, Gaston, The Mystery of the Yellow Room, N.Y., Brentano’s, 
1908. First U.S. edition of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone. Name, 
bookplate, and rubber stamp on front endpaper, binding dulled, 
else a very good copy. $75.00

McBain, Ed, Goldilocks, N.Y., Arbor House, 1977. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. The first novel in the Matthew Hope series. 
$50.00

McBain, Ed, Rumpelstiltskin, N.Y., Viking, 1982. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. Matthew Hope. Signed. $45.00

McBain, Ed, Jack and the Beanstalk, N.Y., Holt, 1984. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. Matthew Hope. $20.00

McBain, Ed, Cinderella, N.Y., Holt, 1986. First edition. Fine in 
dust jacket. Matthew Hope. Signed. $35.00

McBain, Ed, Another Part of the City, Mysterious Press, 1986. First 
edition. Fine in dust jacket. $15.95

McBain, Ed, Puss in Boots, N.Y., Holt, 1987. First edition. Fine in 
dust jacket. Matthew Hope. Signed. $35.00

McBain, Ed, Widows, NY, William Morrow, 1991. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. $25.00

McBain, Ed, Downtown, NY, William Morrow, 1991. First US 
edition. Near fine in dust jacket. Signed. $25.00

McBain, Ed, Mary, Mary, NY, Warner Books, 1992. First edition. 
Fine in dust jacket. $25.00

McBain, Ed, There Was a Little Girl, Warner Books, 1994. First 
edition. Fine in dust jacket. $25.00

McBain, Ed, The Last Best Hope, NY, Warner Books, 1998. First 
edition. Fine in dust jacket. $24.00

McBain, Ed, The Frumious Bandersnatch, NY, Simon & Schuster, 
2004. First edition. Fine in dust jacket. Review material laid in. 
$25.00

McBain, Ed, Alice in Jeopardy, NY, Simon & Schuster, 2005. First 
edition. Fine in dust jacket. $25.00

McCoy, Horace, No Pockets in a Shroud, NY: Signet Books, 1948.  
First U.S. edition. Near fine with tiny chips at spine ends and a 
one-inch crease in bottom left corner of back cover. $65.00 

MacDonald, Philip, Persons Unknown, N.Y., Doubleday Crime 
Club, 1931. First edition of this Anthony Gethryn novel. Name 
and date inside front cover, damp staining on rear cover, page 
edges foxed, else a very good copy in dust jacket, which damp 
staining on the rear panel, darkening of the spine,  and several 
small chips. $100.00

MacDonald, John Ross, Find a Victim, N.Y., Knopf, 1954.  First 
edition.  Fine in a near fine jacket, which has some light soiling, 
a couple of small closed tears, and minuscule chips. An unusually 
nice copy of a book that seldom turns up in collectable condition. 
$650.00

Macdonald, Ross, The Far Side of the Dollar, N.Y., Knopf, 1965. 
First edition. A very fine, fresh copy. $300.00

McGivern, William P., Night of the Juggler, NY: Putnam, 1975. 
First edition. Fine in dust jacket with light foxing to top edges and 
a small bookshop sticker inside back cover. $45.00

McGivern, William P., A Choice of Assassins, NY: Dodd, Mead 
and Co., 1963. First edition. Near fine in dust jacket with a small 
closed tear and light chipping to the top edge. $45.00

McGivern, William P., Reprisal, NY: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1973. 
First edition. Fine in dust jacket. $35.00

Paretsky, Sara, Dead-Lock, Garden City: Dial Press, 1984. First 
edition. Near fine with light water stain to inside of front cover 
and front free endpaper which has a bookplate, light foxing to top 
edges. Near fine dust jacket with some minor cracks at the bottom 
of the spine. Inscribed and signed by the author on front free 
endpaper. $150.00

Perry, Thomas, The Butcher’s Boy, New York: Scribner’s, 1982. First 
edition of the winner of the Edgar for Best First Novel. Review 
copy; fine in dust jacket. $450.00

Prather, Richard, Take a Murder, Darling, Greenwich, Gold 
Medal, 1958.  First edition.  PBO.  Fine in wrappers.  $35.00

Prather, Richard S., Shell Scott’s Murder Mix: Three Novels, NY: 
Trident Press, 1974. First edition. Near fine with upper right front 
and lower right rear corners bumped. Dust jacket shows some 
wear at the corners and chipping at top of spine towards the back. 
$35.00

Rinehart, Mary Roberts, The Circular Staircase, Indianapolis: 
Bobbs-Merrill, 1908. First edition. Very nearly fine. The author’s 
first book; a Haycraft-Queen cornerstone, noting this as the 
founding moment of the “Had-I-But-Known School.”  $50.00

Sayers, Dorothy L., Unpopular Opinions, London, Gollancz, 1946. 
First edition. Contains 21 essays, including five under the general 
heading “Studies in Sherlock Holmes.” Gift inscription, else a fine 
copy of this cheaply produced book in an unusually nice dust 
jacket with a trace of wear at spine ends. $100.00

Sayers, Dorothy L. and Robert Eustace, The Documents in the 
Case: A Scientific Murder, London, Ernest Benn, 1930. First edition 
of this Haycraft-Queen cornerstone title. Only 1,000 copies were 
printed. A near fine copy, the cloth clean and bright, some spotting 
to the page edges. The dust jacket is very good, lightly rubbed, with 
minor nicks, and is slightly darkened at the spine. There is a short 
closed tear to the top of the spine and two small pieces of archival 
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tape to the top edge of the dustwrapper underside. An excellent 
copy, scarce in this condition. $9,500.00

Spain, John, The Evil Star, N.Y., Dutton, 1944.  First edition.  Fine 
in fine dust jacket, which has minor wear at spine tips.  $200.00

Stevens, Shane, Dead City, N.Y., Holt, 1973.  First edition.  Very 
fine in very fine dust jacket.  $100.00

Stevens, Shane, The Anvil Chorus, Delacorte, 1985.  First edition.  
Very fine in very fine dust jacket.  $45.00

Stokes, Manning Lee, The Iron Tiger, N.Y., Arcadia, 1958.  First 
edition.  Set in Manhattan and Ohio.  Name and bit of tar residue 
on front endpaper, else fine in dust jacket. $35.00

Stout, Rex, Seed on the Wind, N.Y., Vanguard, 1930. First edition 
of the author’s second book. A fine copy in a remarkably fine, 
clean, fresh dust jacket. Rare in this condition. $4,500.00

Stout, Rex, In the Best Families, N.Y., Viking, 1950. First edition. 
Nero Wolfe. Spine a bit darkened, else about fine in dust jacket, 
which is lightly chipped at spine ends. $125.00

Stout, Rex, The Golden Spiders, N.Y., Viking, 1953. First edition. 
Nero Wolfe. About fine in dust jacket, which is lightly chipped at 
spine ends and has a long, slim chip along the lower two inches of 
the front flap hinge. $75.00

Stout, Rex, Before Midnight, N.Y., Viking, 1955. First edition. Nero 
Wolfe. Rubber stamp on endpaper and title page, else very good in 
dust jacket, which has wear and tear at the spine and hinge. $50.00

Stout, Rex, Three Witnesses, N.Y., Viking, 1956. First edition. Nero 
Wolfe. Fine in dust jacket, which has a one-inch chip at the bottom 
of the spine, which is a bit sunned. $65.00

Stout, Rex, Triple Jeopardy, N.Y., Viking, 1952. First edition. Nero 
Wolfe. Fine in dust jacket, which is chipped at the base of the spine 
and has several small tears and dings. $85.00 

Stout, Rex, Corsage: A Bouquet of Rex Stout and Nero Wolfe, 
Bloomington, IN, 1977. First edition, one of 1,776 numbered 
copies in trade paperback format; there also were 276 hardcover 
copies. About fine copy of a very scarce book. $175.00

Stout, Rex, Under the Andes, N.Y., Penzler Books, 1987. First 
edition of this lost race novel, originally serialized in a pulp 
magazine. Fine in dust jacket. $20.00

Thornburg, Newton, To Die in California, Boston, Little, Brown, 

1973.  First edition of the author’s first hardcover book.  Fine in 
fine dust jacket.  $45.00

Towne, Stuart, Death Out of Thin Air, N.Y., Coward-McCann, 
1941. First edition of this very scarce title by the pseudonym 
Clayton Rawson. Features the pulp fiction magician Don Diavolo. 
About fine. $350.00

Van Dine, S.S., The Gracie Allen Murder Case, N.Y., Scribners, 
1938. First edition. A fine copy of this Philo Vance novel in a 
dazzling dust jacket with a mere trace of wear at the foot of the 
spine. $350.00

Walker, Gertrude, So Deadly Fair, N.Y., Putnam, 1948.  First 
edition of the hard-boiled author’s scarce first novel.  Fine in about 
fine dust jacket with small chips to spine ends, price-clipped. 
$85.00

Waters, Recollections of a Detective Police Officer, London, J. & C. 
Brown, 1856. First Edition of the first English detective yellowback. 
A Haycraft-Queen cornerstone and Queen’s Quorum title. While 
in the rare original pictorial boards, the spine has been repaired 
with cloth which extends about a half inch onto each cover; ink 
inscription on the front free endpaper; a good copy only. Housed 
in a custom clamshell box.  $500.00

White, Lionel, Operation Murder, Gold Medal, 1956.  First edition 
of this paperback original.  Fine with trivial wear to extremities.  
$35.00

White, Lionel, The Ransomed Madonna, N.Y., Dutton, 1964.  First 
edition.  Fine in dust jacket, which has minor rubbing to top of 
spine and a small ink mark on front panel.  $45.00

Willeford, Charles, Cockfighter, Chicago, Chicago Paperback, 
1962.  First edition.  PBO.  Good-very good in wrappers.  Precedes 
revised hardcover edition.  A bit cocked, bookseller stamps on first 
page and front cover, price marked on cover.  General creasing and 
rubbing.  Text is clean and tight. $45.00

Willeford, Charles, A Guide for the Underhemorrhoided, Boynton 
Beach, FL, Star Publishing, 1977.  First edition of this limited 
printing.  Fine in fine dust jacket with some light foxing to 
endpapers.  Signed by Willeford on front end-paper.  An unusual 
memoir from this popular noir author.  $350.00

Willeford, Charles, High Priest of California / Wild Wives, San 
Francisco, Re/Search, 1987.  First edition, signed and numbered, 
limited to 250 copies. Fine in fine dust jacket.  Contains the two 
titular novels and a play based on the first, respectively.  Produced 
in a dos-a-dos format.  $250.00

Willeford, Charles, The Way We Die Now, Ultramarine Press, 
1988.  First edition limited.  Signed and numbered (#11/99).  Fine 
without dust jacket, as issued.  A very handsome edition.  $250.00 
(image next page)

Willeford, Charles, Kiss Your Ass Goodbye, Miami Beach, Florida, 
McMillan, 1987.  First edition.  Signed by the author and limited 
to 400 copies.  Fine in fine dust jacket.  $275.00

Willeford, Charles, The Second Half of the Double Feature, New 
Albany, Wit’s End, 2003.  First edition.  Fine in fine dust jacket.  
$35.95

Woolrich, Cornell, Darkness at Dawn: Early Suspense Classics by 
Cornell Woolrich, ed. Francis M. Nevins and Martin H. Greenberg, 
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Carbondale, Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1985.  First edition.  
Fine in fine dust jacket.  $100.00

[Woolrich, Cornell] Irish, William, You’ll Never See Me Again, 
N.Y., Dell, 1939.  First edition thus. About fine in wrappers with 
light wear to edges and creasing to spine.  $100.00

BIBLIOMYSTERIES

Cline, Ed, First Prize, N.Y., Mysterious Press, 1988. First edition. 
The winner of an important literary prize disappears. Very fine in 
dust jacket.  $25.00

Pronzini, Bill, A Killing in Xanadu, Richmond, VA, 1980. First 
edition. Paperback issue, simultaneous with the cloth edition. 
Limited to 150 copies, numbered and signed. There also was a cloth 
state, limited to ten copies. The pulp-collecting Nameless private 
detective becomes involved in a publishing-related mystery. Fine. 
$100.00

Rosenfeld, Lulla, Death and the I Ching, N.Y., Potter, 1981. First 
edition. A Greenwich Village party in which guests are asked 
questions relating to the ancient book of Oracles, the I Ching, leads 
to several disasters, including murder. Very fine in dust jacket, 
which has a short closed tear and crease on front panel. $35.00

Sherlock Holmes
Celebrate Sherlock Holmes's birthday, 

Friday, January 6th at the 
Mysterious Bookshop!

From 11:00 AM til 5:00 PM, we will hold an open 
house for our enormous collection of Sherlockiana, 
much of which is usually stored in the basement of-
fices of our store. Light refreshments will be served. 
We are also be holding two sales in the week leading 
up to the event, with select titles for 50% off, and 
20% off purchases of 6 or more Sherlockian titles. 
(In-store only)
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Please Note: Newly published books listed for the first time are 
indicated with an asterisk*

Please see the special half-price sale section at the end of this list.

Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem and Anna Waterhouse, Mycroft Holmes, 
London, Titan, 2015. First edition. The first pastiche written by the 
NBA’s all-time leading scorer. Fine in dust jacket. $25.99

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2004. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 85 
numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2005. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 85 
numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2006. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 90 
numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2008. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 90 
numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2009. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 80 
numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2010. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 
100 numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2011. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 
115 numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

(Anonymous) Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, WA, The 
Sound of the Baskervilles, 2016. A collection of critical works, 
studies, and fiction by members of the scion society. Limited to 
110 numbered copies. Large format, spiral bound. Fine. $10.00

Special Offer: Buy all eight issues for $45.00

(Anonymous) The Best of Beaten’s Christmas Annual, Gig Harbor, 
WA, The Sound of the Baskervilles, 2004. A large collection (nearly 
300 pages) of the first quarter-century of works collected from the 
annuals. Large format trade paperback. Fine. $25.00

Bangs, John Kendrick, The Dreamers A Club, N.Y., Harper, 1899. 
First edition. A very fine, crisp copy. $125.00

Baring-Gould, William S., see Doyle, Arthur Conan

Barr, Robert, “The Adventure of the Second Swag” and “The 
Adventures of Sherlaw Kombs” contained in The Triumphs of 
Eugene Valmont, N.Y., Oxford University Press, 1997. First of this 
edition. Very fine trade paperback. $15.00

Barsham, Diana, Arthur Conan Doyle and the Meaning of 
Masculinity, Aldershot, U.K., Ashgate, 2000. First edition. An 
examination of the Holmes stories as secret autobiography. As new 
in dust jacket. At published price. $85.00

Britland, David, Sherlock Holmes & the Mayfair Murders, 
Cambridge, Breese Books, 2011. Holmes spars with another 
investigator, the German Dr. Karl Schermann. First edition trade 
paperback. Fine. $18.95

Brown, Russell A., Sherlock Holmes and the Mysterious Friend of 
Oscar Wilde, N.Y., St. Martin’s, 1988. First trade paperback edition. 
Holmes and Wilde join forces to solve a crime. Fine. $7.95

Brown, Russell A., Sherlock Holmes and the Mysterious Friend of 
Oscar Wilde, N.Y., St. Martin’s Press, 1988. First edition. Holmes 
and Oscar Wilde join forces to solve a crime. Small closed tear in 
dust jacket, else fine. $20.00

Bruce, Colin, The Strange Case of Mrs. Hudson’s Cat, Various, Helix 
Books, 1997. First edition. Physics concepts illustrated through 
the adventures of Holmes and Watson. Fine in dust jacket. $23.00

Bugge, Carole, The Haunting of Torre Abbey, N.Y., St. Martin’s, 
2000. First edition. A wealthy aristocrat’s family is threatened 
by ghosts at his 12th century home. Holmes believe they are in 
danger—but not from supernatural beings. As soon as he arrives, 
a servant dies—apparently from fright. Very fine in dust jacket. 
Signed. $22.95

Bunson, Matthew E., Encyclopedia Sherlockiana, N.Y., Barnes & 
Noble, 1997. A comprehensive reference book covering characters, 
stories, films, chronology, etc. As new in dust jacket. $20.00

Bunson, Matthew E., Encyclopedia Sherlockiana, N.Y., Macmillan, 
1997. A comprehensive reference book covering characters, 
stories, films, chronology, etc. First trade paperback edition. As 
new. $16.00

Cardwell, James Moss, Mrs. Hudson? ... Mrs. Hudson!!, Shelburne, 
Ontario, The Battered Silicon Dispatch Box, 2000. First edition. A 
musical play, introduced by Michael H. Kean. Fine in dust jacket. 
$26.00. 

We have acquired three large collections of Sherlock Holmes books numbering more than 4,000 volumes. I will be 
cataloguing them as quickly as possible but it will take a lot of time. If you have specific wants, please drop me a note and 
I will be happy to quote them as soon as I come across them during the unpacking process (73 very large cartons with 
precious little shelf space). Monthly lists will be larger than usual.

****Also, if you are a bookseller or beginning collector and would like to add a substantial number of volumes to your 
shelves, we can offer 100 guaranteed first editions, all different, my choice, all in very fine condition, for $1,000; we’ll 
pay the postage.****
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Clouston, J. Storer, Carrington’s Cases, London, Blackwood, 
1920. First edition of this Queen’s Quorum title. Chapter 10, “The 
Truthful Lady,” is a parody about Watson in which Holmes is 
present but invisible. Spine sunned and with a ding, otherwise 
about a very good copy of a scarce, poorly produced book. $175.00

Copper, Basil, The Exploits of Solar Pons, Minneapolis, Fedogan 
& Bremer, 1993. First edition. The fifth collection of Solar Pons 
stories, illustrated by Stefanie Hawks. Fine in dust jacket. Signed. 
$45.00. 

Copper, Basil, The Recollections of Solar Pons, Minneapolis, 
Fedogan & Bremer, 1995. First edition. The sixth collection of 
Solar Pons stories from the prolific follower of August Derleth. 
Fine in dust jacket. $25.00

(Cumberbatch, Benedict), see Porter, Lynette

Davies, Bernard, Holmes & Watson Country: Travels in Search 
of Solutions, London, The Sherlock Holmes Society of London, 
2008. First edition. Two volumes, strictly limited to 200 numbered 
copies, the first 25 of which were signed by the author. This is copy 
#18. A handsomely produced, over-sized set about the locales of 
the stories, with map illustrations. As new in pristine dust jackets 
and a very fine slipcase. $150.00

Davies, David Stuart, Bending the Willow: Jeremy Brett as Sherlock 
Holmes, Pennyffordd, Chester, UK, Calabash, 1996. First edition of 
this very scarce book. As-new in dust jacket. $275.00

Davies, David Stuart, The Devil’s Promise, London, Titan. The 
discovery of a corpse on a deserted beach brings Holmes and 
Watson to investigate where they are attacked by the strange 
inhabitants of a nearby village. Trade paperback. $9.95

Davies, David Stuart, The Scroll of the Dead, London, Titan. A 
trade paperback edition of this tale of a priceless Egyptian papyrus 
that may hold the key to immortality and a phony medium. $9.95

Davies, David Stuart, The Veiled Detective, London, Titan. A new 
trade paperback edition of this tale of a young Holmes forced to 
battle Prof. Moriarty. $9.95

Derleth, August, The Original Text Solar Pons, Omnibus Edition, 
Sauk City, WI, Mycroft & Moran, 2000. Two massive volumes, 
collecting the complete Solar Pons written by Derleth. Very fine in 
dust jacket. Published in a very tiny quantity and thus very scarce. 
$125.00

Dibdin, Michael, The Last Sherlock Holmes Story, N.Y., Pantheon, 
1978. First U.S. edition. One of the best-written Holmes pastiches 
of all time (however ill-conceived it’s premise. Fine in dust jacket 
with light wear at spine ends. $25.00

Dirda, Michael, On Conan Doyle, Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 2012. First edition. An appreciation of Doyle written by a 
renowned critic and lifelong fan. Fine in dust jacket. Signed. 
$19.95. 

*Dolley, Chris, The Unpleasantness at Baskerville Hall, Cedar 
Crest, NM, Book View Café. A combination of P.G. Wodehouse, 
steampunk, and Sherlock Holmes. Trade paperback. $14.99

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., 
Harper, 1894. “New and Revised Edition.,” published in the same 
year as the first edition. Hinges repaired, else very good. $100.00

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Annotated Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., 
Clarkson-Potter, 1967. Third printing. Two volumes annotated by 
William S. Baring-Gould. Fine copies in dust jackets. $40.00 for 
both.

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Annotated Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., 
Clarkson-Potter, 1970. Fifth printing. Two volumes annotated by 
William S. Baring-Gould. Fine copies, lacking the dust jackets. 
$30.00 for both.

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Original Illustrated Strand Sherlock 
Holmes: The Complete Facsimile Edition. N.Y., Mallard, 1990. First 
of this very handsome, massive edition. Fine in dust jacket. $30.00

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Haunted Grange of Goresthorpe, 
Ashcroft, B.S., Arthur Conan Doyle Society, 2000. First edition 
of a story first published in Blackwood’s Magazine. Limited to 500 
copies. Very fine in dust jacket. $45.00

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Adventure of the Dying Detective, 
London, Westminster Libraries & the Arthur Conan Doyle Society, 
1991. A facsimile of the original manuscript. Limited to 100 copies 
(this is copy #100), numbered and signed by Jean Conan Doyle, 
Julian Symons, who wrote the introduction, and Owen Dudley 
Edwards, who wrote the afterword. Fine in a fine dust jacket and 
in a fine slipcase. $250.00

Doyle, Arthur Conan, The Hound of the Baskervilles, London, 
Pulp! Classics. New paperback edition with a cover inspired by 
old pulp magazines. $9.95

Doyle, Arthur Conan, see Strand Magazine

Doyle, PJ, & E.W. McDiarmid, eds., The Baker Street Dozen, 
N.Y., Congdon & Weed, 1987. First edition. Arthur Conan Doyle’s 
thirteen favorite Holmes stories, each introduced by a famous 
Sherlockian. Fine in dust jacket. $15.00. 

Doyle, Steven T. and Mark A. Gagen, eds., The Illustrious Clients’ 
Second Case-Notes, Indianapolis, Gasogene, 1999. First edition 
trade paperback. The second collection of case-notes from The 
Illustrious Clients of Indianapolis. Fine. Signed by the editors. 
$12.95.

Dudley, Ernest, The Return of Sherlock Holmes, Shelburne, Ont., 
Battered Silicon Dispatch Box.  An extensive re-write of the 
original play by J.E. Harold Terry and L. Arthur Rose.  56-page 
pamphlet. $12.00
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Dudley, Ernest, see also Terry, J.E. Harold

Elward, Miles, Sherlock Holmes in Canterbury, Kenley, UK, Wynne 
Howard, 1995. Three pastiches. Very fine slim trade paperback. 
$20.00

Epstein, Marvin, The Case of the Reappearing Figure, no place, 
privately printed, 1976. First (and only) edition, limited to 60 
copies, each identified by a story from the canon. A pastiche 
involving a bizarre mathematical anomaly. Very fine chapbook. 
Signed. $40.00

Ernst, Bernard M.L., and Hereward Carrington, Houdini 
and Conan Doyle: The Story of a Strange Friendship, London, 
Hutchinson, 1933. First U.K. edition of a scarce title. Name and 
address on title page, else about very good. $100.00

Estleman, Loren D., The Perils of Sherlock Holmes, Blue Ash, Ohio, 
Tyrus. Second printing. A collection of pastiches and a couple of 
essays collected from various magazines and other sources. One 
story, “The Serpent’s Egg,” has never before been in print. Signed. 
$24.95

Estleman, Loren D., Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Holmes, London, Titan. A 
new trade paperback edition of this excellent pastiche in which 
the Queen asks Holmes to solve the crimes connected to the 
respectable Dr. Henry Jekyll and the debauched Edward Hyde. 
$9.95  

Eustace, Grant, Absolute Discretion, Ashcroft, Canada, Calabash 
Press, 1997.  First edition.  Mysteries are solved and secrets 
uncovered by a young Oxford student who calls himself Vernet.  
Trade paperback. $19.98

Faye, Lyndsay, Dust and Shadow, N.Y., Simon and Schuster, 2009. 
First edition. The harrowing story of Holmes’s attempt to track 
down Jack the Ripper. Fine in dust jacket. $25.00.

Fleissner, Robert F., Shakespeare and Other Literary Investigations 
with the Master Sleuth (and Conan Doyle): Homing in on Holmes, 
Wales, Edward Mellen Press, 2003. First edition. A collection of 
studies (and a couple of pastiches), including “Sherlock Holmes 
Investigates the Hamlet Spectre,” “The Harvard Affair “Proves” 
a Holmes Connection with Edwin Drood,” “Dr. Moriarty, Mr. 
Holmes, and the Clues of Art: the Falstaff Connection,” etc. Fine 
without dust jacket, as issued. A rare book. $100.00

*Garrison, T.L., Watson & Holmes, Book One: The Twisted 
Blackmailer, London, MX. The teenaged Joanna Watson needs 

Sherlock Holmes to bail her out of trouble. Trade paperback. 
$14.95

Goldfarb, Clifford, The Great Shadow: Arthur Conan Doyle, 
Brigadier Gerard, and Napoleon, Ashcroft, B.C., 1997. First edition. 
A comprehensive study of Doyle’s Napoleonic novels and stories. 
Very fine trade paperback. $27.50

Goodrich, William D., Good Old Index, Dubuque, IA, Gasogene, 
1987. The first concordance to the entire canon. Fine. Large format 
trade paperback. $25.00

Gordon, Irwin L., Who Was Who 5000 B.C. to Date, Philadelphia, 
McKay, 1914. First edition. Brief humorous biographies, the 
longest of which is about Holmes, who gets a full-page illustration. 
Very scarce. About fine. $85.00

Graham, Harry, More Misrepresentative Men, N.Y., Fox Duffield, 
1905. First edition. Encapsulated biographies of famous people 
told in verse. One of the personalities is Holmes, with a full-page 
caraicature of William Gillette. Near fine. $60.00

Hall, John, I Remember the Date Very Well,” Essex, UK, Ian Henry, 
1993. First edition. A chronology of Sherlock Holmes and Arthur 
Conan Doyle. Fine. Trade paperback. $17.95

Hannah, Edward B., The Whitechapel Horrors, London, Titan. 
First trade paperback edition. Holmes on the trail of Jack the 
Ripper. $9.95

*Holloway, Emma Jane, A Study in Silks, N.Y., Del Rey, 2013. In 
the Victorian era, Sherlock Holmes’ niece becomes involved with 
murder, missing automatons, and a sorcerer. Paperback. $7.99

*Holloway, Emma Jane, A Study in Ashes, N.Y., Del Rey, 2013. 
The ruthless Gold King uses Sherlock Holmes’ niece as his pet 
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magician, handcuffs her, and prevents her from making contact 
with Holmes. Paperback. $7.99

Holmes, Bruce, The Return of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan 
Doyle. Privately printed, no place, no date. Each story in the 
collection is excerpted and illustrated with appropriate postage 
stamps. An unusual and interesting compendium. Large format 
folio. Fine. $15.00

Holroyd, James Edward, Baker Street By-Ways, London, Allen & 
Unwin, 1959. First edition of this classic volume of Sherlockian 
study. An exceptionally fine copy in a fresh, bright, price-clipped 
dust jacket that has two tiny stains on rear panel. $65.00

Honce, Charles, For Loving a Book, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., Golden 
Eagle Press, 1945. First edition, limited to only 111 copies. A 
handsomely produced volume by the great Sherlockian, containing 
numerous Sherlockian essays, including “Was Sherlock Holmes a 
Crook?”, “A Note on Freddy Steele,” “A Lady Sherlock,” “The Baker 
Street Twins,” “The Lowdown on Edgar W. Smith,” and “Sherlock 
Holmes in Sharps and Flats.” Fine in original boards. $350.00

Humphrey, David C., Sir Hugo’s Literary Companion, Lincoln, NE, 
iUniverse, 2007. First edition. “A Compendium of the Writings of 
Hugo’s Companions, Chicago, on the Subject of Sherlock Holmes.” 
Very fine in dust jacket. Signed. $30.00

Hunt, William. R., Front-Page Detective: William J. Burns and 
the Detective Profession, 1880-1930, Bowling Green, OH, Popular 
Press, 1990. First edition. Chapter 17 is titled “Sherlock Holmes 
in New York” and mainly features Doyle. Fine. Trade paperback. 
$15.00

*Jarvis, Ian, Cat Flap, London, MX. Bernie Quist is a contemporary 
Sherlock Holmes in New York with a teenaged assistant, Watson, 
who reluctantly helps a Christmas mystery. Trade paperback. 
$18.95

Jewell, Donald Girard, Butterflies and Blind Beetles, Westminster, 
MD, Pinchin Lane Press, 1993. A monograph on insects and insect 
collecting in the time of Sherlock Holmes. First edition, limited to 
only 500 numbered copies. Fine chapbook. $15.00

Jorgenson, Michael, Murillo Murder Mystery, Victoria, Australia, 
Black Jack Press, 1999. First edition. Some characters are based on 
the 1911 cast of the Melbourne production of The Speckled Band. 
Large format trade paperback. Covers rubbed, else fine. $29.00

King, Laurie R. and Leslie S. Klinger, A Study in Sherlock, N.Y., 
Bantam, 2011. First edition trade paperback. A collection of stories 
inspired by the Holmes canon from eighteen authors. Fine. $15.00.

*Krisko, Kim, Irregular Lives: The Untold Story of Sherlock Holmes 
and the Baker Street Irregulars, London, MX. Pastiches featuring 
the street Arabs employed by Holmes. Trade paperback. $18.95

Lee, Christopher, Tall, Dark and Gruesome, Baltimore, MD, 
Midnight Marquee Press, 1999. First U.S. edition of the actor’s 
autobiography. Limited to 500 hardcover copies. Very fine without 
dust jacket, as issued. With a label signed by Lee. Very scarce. An 
occasional paperback copy turns up, but this is the first of this 
limited, signed copy I have seen since it was first issued. $250.00

Lees, Stephen, The Iron Soul, Eastbourne, UK, privately printed. 
First edition. A novel in which Holmes & Watson continue to 
explore the cause of the Titanic tragedy face Moriarty. Trade 
paperback. $15.95

Lethcoe, Jason, The Future Door, Nashville, Thomas Nelson. 
Griffin Sharpe and his uncle are the best detectives in London 
since Sherlock Holmes, but their invention, a time machine, is 
stolen by the Moriartys and they fear for their future. Young adult. 
Trade paperback. $9.95

Livingston, Bud, Some More Trifling Monographs, N.Y., Magico, 
2005. First edition. Chapters on “Henry Ward Beecher,” “God in 
the Canon,” “Little Known Facts,” etc. Fine. Chapbook. $10.00

Lovisi, Gary, Relics of Sherlock Holmes, Brooklyn, Gryphon, 1989. 
Second printing, with a new introduction. Chapters devoted to the 
plays, the books, comic books, etc. Fine. Chapbook. $7.50

McArdle, Kenneth, ed., A Cavalcade of Collier’s, N.Y., A.S. Barnes, 
1959. First edition. Contains “The Adventure of the Dancing Men” 
and “The Original of Sherlock Holmes” by Fr. Harold Emery 
Jones, which appeared in the Jan. 9, 1904 issue of the magazine. A 
fine copy in a price-clipped dust jacket with minor wear to spine 
tips. $35.00

*Marcum, David, ed., The MX Book of New Sherlock Holmes 
Stories. Part V: Christmas Stories. London, MX. Thirty all new 
Holmes stories compiled for the bemefit of the restoration of 
Undershaw. Hardcover. $48.95

Mengert, Thomas, The Confessions of Sherlock Holmes: The Wager 
at Reichenbach Falls, Poulsobo, WA, Kitsap. First edition. Trade 
paperback. $24.95 (image next page)
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Merrill, Edward A., “For the Sake of the Trust,” Bloomington, IN, 
Gaslight, 1982. First edition. A monograph on Holmes and “The 
Musgrave Ritual.” Fine without dust jacket, as issued. $65.00

*Messick, Viktor, Sherlock Holmes and a Hole in the Devil’s Tale, 
London, MX.  Holmes and Watson investigate the London Tarot 
Killings. Trade paperback. $9.95 

Mitchell, Allan, Sherlock Holmes and the Menacing Metropolis, 
London, MX. A novel in verse featuring the evil of Victorian 
London. Trade paperback. $9.95

Penzler, Otto, ed., The Big Book of Christmas Mysteries, N.Y., 
Vintage. Fifth printing. A huge collection (one short of a canonical 
60 stories, 654 double-column, over-sized pages) including six 
Holmes stories: Doyle, “The Blue Carbuncle”; Gillian Linscott, 
“A Scandal in Winter”; Edward D. Hoch, “The Christmas Client”; 
S.C. Roberts, “Christmas Eve”; and two by Peter Todd, “The Secret 
in the Pudding” and “Herlock Sholmes’s Christmas Case.” Signed 
(or inscribed on request). Trade paperback. $25.00

*Porter, Lynette, Benedict Cumberbatch: London & Hollywood, 
London, MX. An unauthorized performance biography. Trade 
paperback. $19.95

(Reference) Eames, Hugh, Sleuths Inc., Philadelphia, Lippincott, 
1978. First edition. Studies of five authors: Doyle, Simenon, 
Hammett, Ambler, Chandler. Very fine in dust jacket. $20.00

*Riccard, Roger, Sherlock Holmes: Further Adventures for the 
Twelve Days of Christmas, Cambridge, UK, Irregular Special Press. 
Six new pastiches. Trade paperback. $18.95

Riccard, Roger, Sherlock Holmes & the Case of the Twain Papers, 
Cambridge, UK, Irregular Special Press. Mark Twain consults 

Holmes, telling him that someone has stolen his life. Trade 
paperback. $18.95

Saler, Michael, As If: Modern Enchantment and the Literary 
Prehistory of Virtual Reality, N.Y., Oxford University Press. 
Contains “Clap If You Believe in Sherlock Holmes: Arthur Conan 
Doyle and Animistic Reason,” one of five sections of the book 
(others cover Lovecraft, Tolkien, etc.). Trade paperback. $39.95

Sayers, Dorothy L., Unpopular Opinions, London, Gollancz, 1946. 
First edition. Contains 21 essays, including five under the general 
heading “Studies in Sherlock Holmes.” Gift inscription, else a fine 
copy of this cheaply produced book in an unusually nice dust 
jacket with a ptrace of soiling and minor wear to the top of the 
spine. $100.00

*Schear, Geri, Return to Reichenbach, London, MX. A shadowy 
figure known as The Sorcerer who can bend people to his will 
leads Holmes from Dartmoor to Ireland and, eventually, the edge 
of the Reichenbach Falls. Trade paperback. $16.95

Showler, Betty & Karl, The Case of the Holmes Bee Book, Hay-
on-Wye, B & K Books, 1996. Contains: Sherlock Holmes, The 
Practical Handbook of Bee Culture (with) Bee Keeping by Kenneth 
K. Clark. Two volumes housed in a custom slipcase. Limited to 
100 numbered copies. A rare book in fine condition. $100.00

Simpson, A. Carson, Simpson’s Sherlockian Studies, N.Y., privately 
printed, 1953-1960. A scarce series of critical and analytical 
works, issued in pamphlet form as a Christmas greeting. We have 
individual issues 1-8 (lacking only #4) of the original publications, 
all fine, priced at $85.00 each. 

Smith, D.O., The Secret of Shoreswood Hall, Buckinghamshire, 
Diogenes, 1985. First edition. A pastiche in this fine series. 
Pamphlet. Fine. $25.00

Soares, Jo, A Samba for Sherlock, N.Y., Pantheon, 1997. First U.S. 
edition. A rare Stradivarius violin, a gift from the Emperor of 
Brazil to his mistress, is stolen so Sarah Bernhardt, on her great 
1886 tour, suggests that Sherlock Holmes be summoned to solve 
the crime. By the time her arrives, Rio de Janeiro has been shocked 
by a series of murders of beautiful young women, each with the 
killer’s souvenir left behind: a violin strong. Very fine in dust 
jacket. $23.00

Stashower, Daniel, The Adventure of the Ectoplasmic Man, 
London, Titan. A new trade paperback edition of this Edgar-
nominated novel in which Holmes must rescue Harry Houdini 
from charges of espionage. $9.95

Steele, Frederic Dorr, “Veteran Illustrator Goes Reminiscent” 
contained in The Colophon, Number Three, September 1939. Base 
of spine bumped, else fine. $40.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1891, 
vol. 2. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of the first six Sherlock Holmes stories: ‘A Scandal 
in Bohemia,’ ‘The Red-Headed League,’ “A Case of Identity, ‘The 
Boscombe Valley Mystery,’ ‘The Five Orange Pips,’ ‘The Man with 
the Twisted Lip.’ The stories were collected in The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes (1892). Small metallic book label inside front 
cover, else a very good copy. $250.00 (image next page)

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1892, 
vol. 3. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
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appearance of six Sherlock Holmes stories: “The Adventure of 
the Blue Carbuncle”; “The Adventure of the Speckled Band”; 
“The Adventure of the Engineer’s Thumb”; “The Adventure of the 
Noble Bachelor”; “The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet”; and “The 
Adventure of the Copper Beeches”. The stories were collected in 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1892). Small metallic book 
label inside front cover, else a very good copy. $250.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1892, vol. 
3. Handsomely bound in black buckram with black leather spine 
and corners, red leather label. Contains the first appearance of six 
Sherlock Holmes stories: “The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle”; 
“The Adventure of the Speckled Band”; “The Adventure of the 
Engineer’s Thumb”; “The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor”; “The 
Adventure of the Beryl Coronet”; and “The Adventure of the 
Copper Beeches”. The stories were collected in The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes (1892). A few small scuffs, but still a fine copy. 
$125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1892, 
vol. 4. Handsomely bound in black buckram with black leather 
spine and corners, red leather label. Contains the first appearance 
of ‘Silver Blaze,’ published in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 
(1892). A few small scuffs, but still a fine copy. $125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1892, 
vol. 4. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of ‘Silver Blaze,’ published in The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes (1892). Small metallic book label inside front cover, wear 
to the bottom of the spine, else a very good copy. $200.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1893, vol. 
5. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first appearance 
of six Sherlock Holmes stories: ‘The Adventure of the Cardboard 
Box’, ‘The Adventure of the Yellow Face’, ‘The Adventure of the 
Stockbroker`s Clerk’, ‘The Adventure of the “Gloria Scott”’, ‘The 
Adventure of the Musgrave Ritual’, ‘The Adventure of the Reigate 
Squire.’ The tales appear here under the series title The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes’ and are numbered XIV-XIX. The six stories 
appeared in book form as The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1894). 
Small metallic book label inside front cover, else a very good copy. 
$250.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1893, 
vol. 5. Handsomely bound in black buckram with black leather 
spine and corners, red leather label. Contains the first appearance 
of six Sherlock Holmes stories: ‘The Adventure of the Cardboard 
Box’, ‘The Adventure of the Yellow Face’, ‘The Adventure of the 

Stockbroker`s Clerk’, ‘The Adventure of the “Gloria Scott”’, ‘The 
Adventure of the Musgrave Ritual’, ‘The Adventure of the Reigate 
Squire.’ The tales appear here under the series title The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes’ and are numbered XIV-XIX. The six stories 
appeared in book form as The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1894). 
A few small scuffs, but still a fine copy. $125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1893, 
vol. 6. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of five Sherlock Holmes stories: ‘The Adventure of 
the Crooked Man’, ‘The Adventure of the Resident Patient’, ‘The 
Adventure of the Greek Interpreter’, ‘The Adventure of the Naval 
Treaty’ (in two consecutive parts) and ‘The Adventure of the Final 
Problem’. The tales appear here under the series title The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes’ and are numbered XX-XXIV. The five stories 
appeared in book form as The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1894). 
A very good copy. $250.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1893, 
vol. 6. Hansomely bound in brown buckram and leather spine 
and corners, stamped in gold. Contains the first appearance of 
five Sherlock Holmes stories: ‘The Adventure of the Crooked 
Man’, ‘The Adventure of the Resident Patient’, ‘The Adventure of 
the Greek Interpreter’, ‘The Adventure of the Naval Treaty’ (in two 
consecutive parts) and ‘The Adventure of the Final Problem’. The 
tales appear here under the series title The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes’ and are numbered XX-XXIV. The five stories appeared in 
book form as The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1894). A fine copy. 
$125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1896, 
vol. 11. Nicely rebound in dark green buckram and leather spine 
and corners, stamped in gold. Contains the first section of Doyle’s 
Rodney Stone. A very good copy. $45.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1896, 
vol. 12. Nicely rebound in dark green buckram and leather spine 
and corners, stamped in gold. Contains the final section of Doyle’s 
Rodney Stone. A very good copy. $45.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1897, vol. 
13. Nicely rebound in dark green buckram and leather spine and 
corners, stamped in gold. Contains the first three installments of 
Doyle’s The Tragedy of the Korosko. A very good copy. $45.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1898, 
vol. 15. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of ‘The Story of the Man with the Watches’ and 
‘The Story of the Lost Special’, understood by Sherlockians as 
lost Holmesian adventures, though the protagonist is unnamed. 
Published as Round the Fire Stories (1908). Small metallic book 
label inside front cover, else a very good copy. $100.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1898, 
vol. 18. Nicely rebound in dark green buckram and leather spine 
and corners, stamped in gold. Contains six stories later published 
in Round the Fire Stories (1908). A very good copy. $45.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1901, 
vol. 22 (with January-June 1902) Rebound in gray cloth. Contains 
The Hound of the Baskervilles (1908). Cloth rubbed. Good-very 
good. For both volumes: $175.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1903, 
vol. 26. Nicely rebound in black buckram and leather spine 
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and corners, stamped in gold. Contains “The Adventure of the 
Empty House,” “The Adventure of the Norwood Builder,”  and 
“The Adventure of the Dancing Men,” collected in The Return of 
Sherlock Holmes (1905). A fine copy. $125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1904, 
vol. 27. Nicely rebound in black buckram and leather spine and 
corners, stamped in gold. Contains “The Adventure of the Solitary 
Cyclist,” “The Adventure of the Priory School,” “The Adventure 
of Black Peter,” “The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton,” 
“The Adventure of the Six Napoleons,” and “The Adventure of the 
Three Students,” collected in The Return of Sherlock Holmes (1905). 
A fine copy. $125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1904, 
vol. 28. Nicely rebound in black buckram and leather spine and 
corners, stamped in gold. Contains “The Adventure of the Golden 
Pince Nez, “The Adventure of the Missing Three Quarter,” “The 
Adventure of the Abbey Grange,”  and “The Adventure of the 
Second Stain,” collected in The Return of Sherlock Holmes (1905). 
Light wear at base of spine, stains on a few early pages, else a fine 
copy. $125.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1908, 
vol. 36. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. No Sherlockian 
content. A very good copy. $50.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, July-December 1913, 
vol. 46. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of the Sherlock Holmes story “The Dying Detective.” 
A very good copy. $250.00

(The Strand Magazine) London, Newnes, January-June 1922, 
vol. 43. Original publisher’s pictorial cloth. Contains the first 
appearance of ‘The Problem of Thor Bridge.’ Later editions of The 
Strand are far rarer than early issues. An interesting copy as the 
endpaper is stamped “The Strand Magazine Editorial Department.” 
Spine rubbed, else very good. $300.00

*Symonds, Tim, Sherlock Holmes and the Nine-Dragon Sigil, 
London, MX. A deadly plot is hatching in Peking and Holmes 
is asked to stop the fearsome Dowager Empress Cixi. Trade 
paperback. $16.95

Terry, J.E. Harold, & Arthur Rose, The Return of Sherlock 
Holmes: A Play in Four Acts, Essex, Ian Henry, 1993. With an 
informative introduction by Ernest Dudley. This appears to be the 
first published edition of this play, the third play about Holmes, 
originally staged in 1924. Limited to 500 copies, numbered and 
signed by Dudley. Very fine in a slipcase of matching cloth. $75.00

Tracy, Jack, Subcutaneously, My Dear Watson, Bloomington, IN, 
James A. Rock, 1978.  First edition. An illustrated study of Holmes 
and his cocaine use.  Trade paperback.  Fine. $10.00

(The Undershaw Set) Contains On Conan Doyle by Michael Dirda 
and The Remarkable Characters of Arthur Conan Doyle edited by 
Joel B. Silver, Indianapolis, IN, The Baker Street Irregulars, 2013. A 
limited edition (the BSI website states 80 copies, but the limitation 
pages of both books states 75 copies) signed by all contributors to 
both volumes. Handsomely produced in purple cloth with gold-
stamped silhouettes, housed in a slipcase. As-new. At published 
price, $165.00 

Utechin, Nicholas, Wycomb Wonders: The Sherlock Holmes Society 
of London versus the Gold Bats of the P.G. Wodehouse Society, 2001-
2010. London, Sherlock Holmes Society. A 40-page chapbook to 
celebrate the annual cricket matches between the two societies. 
Limited to 221B copies. $9.95

Vanderburgh, George A., Lasting Impressions, Shelburne, Ontario, 
The Battered Silicon Dispatch Box, 1997. First edition. Collected 
Sherlockiana from the 25th anniversary of The Bootmakers of 
Toronto, the Sherlock Holmes society of Canada. Fine in dust 
jacket. $35.00.

*Veley, Charles, The Wilhelm Conspiracy, Seattle, Thomas & 
Mercer. A trail of murder, a stolen super-weapon, a German 
conspiracy at the outset of the Great War. Sherlock Holmes and 
his daughter are on the case. Trade paperback. $15.95

Wellman, Manly W. , and Wade Wellman, The War of the Worlds, 
London, Titan. Trade paperback. Holmes and Prof. Challenger 
who must battle with invaders from Mars. $9.95

Wilson, Edmund, “’Mr. Holmes, They Were the Footprints of 
a Gigantic Hound!’” contained in Classics and Commercials: A 
Literary Chronicle of the 1940s, N.Y., Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1950. 
First edition. An essay by the famous and curmudgeonly literary 
critic. Name on front endpaper, else fine in a price-clipped dust 
jacket, which has a sunned spine. $45.00

*Wilson, Marcia, Text of the Professionals 1: The Adventure of 
the Flying Blue Pigeon, London, MX. “Sherlock Holmes’ London 
through the Eyes of Scotland Yard.” Trade paperback. $14.95

Wolff, Julian, The Sherlockian Atlas, N.Y., Magico, 1984. First 
edition, collecting Wolff ’s famous maps in hardcover for the first 
time. With an introduction by Hugh Pentecost. Very fine without 
dust jacket, as issued. Very scarce. $45.00

Wolff, Julian, Practical Handbook of Sherlockian Heraldry & A 
Visitation of Conanical Arms, N.Y., Magico, 1983. First hardcover 
edition of these two essays, previously published as small, limited 
edition chapbooks. Very fine without dust jacket, as issued. $45.00

Wolff, Julian, see (Anonymous)

Special Sale: All Books Listed Below Are Half 
the Listed Price Until January 31, 2017

Bridges, Margaret Park, My Dear Watson, London, MX, 2011. 
First edition trade paperback. In this book, it is revealed that 
Sherlock Holmes was female all along. Fine. $18.95. 

Bugge, Carole, The Haunting of Torre Abbey, N.Y., St. Martin’s 
Minotaur, 2000. First edition. The second pastiche from the author 
of The Star of India. Fine in dust jacket. $22.95. 

Bugge, Carole, The Star of India, N.Y., St. Martin’s, 1998. First 
edition. A now-classic pastiche that pits Holmes and Watson 
against Moriarty. Fine in dust jacket. $21.95. 

Bullard, Scott R., & Michael Leo Collins, Who’s Who in Sherlock 
Holmes, N.Y., Taplinger, 1980. First edition. A reference of every 

https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=20484815966&searchurl=bi%3D0%26ds%3D30%26sts%3Dt%26bx%3Doff%26sortby%3D1%26tn%3Dheraldry%26an%3DWOLFF%26recentlyadded%3Dall
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=20484815966&searchurl=bi%3D0%26ds%3D30%26sts%3Dt%26bx%3Doff%26sortby%3D1%26tn%3Dheraldry%26an%3DWOLFF%26recentlyadded%3Dall
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character in the Sherlock Holmes canon. Fine in dust jacket. 
$14.95. 

Bullimore, Tom, Baker Street Puzzles, N.Y., Sterling, 1994. Second 
printing trade paperback. Puzzles featuring characters from the 
world of Sherlock Holmes. Fine. $4.95. 

Burr, Bob, and Philip K. Jones, eds., The Punishment of Sherlock 
Holmes, London, MX, 2011. First edition trade paperback. A 
collection of Sherlockian puns. Fine. $18.95. 

Caplan, Richard M., “Dr. Watson, Mr. Sherlock Holmes”, 
Shelburne, Ontario, The Battered Silicon Dispatch Box, 1996. First 
edition. A dermatologist’s account of the life of Young Stamford, 
famous for introducing Holmes and Watson. Fine in dust jacket. 
$24.00. 

Carr, Molly, A Study in Crimson, London, MX, 2010. First edition 
trade paperback. Mrs. Watson continues her hilarious career as a 
detective. Fine. $19.95. 

Carr, Molly, The Sign of Fear, London, MX, 2010. First edition 
trade paperback. Mary Morstan and a friend solve a crime while 
her husband Dr. Watson is away with Holmes. Fine. $19.95.  

Diamond, Susan Z., and Marilynne McKay, eds., Serpentine 
Muse-ings: Volume One, Indianapolis, Gasogene, 2004. First 
edition trade paperback. Collection of stories from The Serpentine 
Muse magazine, from the Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes. 
Fine. $19.95. 

Diamond, Susan Z., and Marilynne McKay, eds., Serpentine 
Muse-ings: Volume Two, Indianapolis, Gasogene, 2005. First 
edition trade paperback. Collection of stories from The Serpentine 
Muse magazine, from the Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes. 
Fine. $22.95

DeMaio, Harry, The Case of Spotted Ban, London, MX. Volume  
of The Casebook of Octavius Bear, a Sherlockian super-sleuth in a 
parallel universe ruled by animals. By the author of The Open and 
Shut Case (Vol. 1, still available at $18.95). Trade paperback. 18.95

DeMaio, Harry, The Case of Scotch, London, MX. Volume 3 of The 
Casebook of Octavius Bear, a Sherlockian super-sleuth in a parallel 
universe ruled by animals. By the author of The Open and Shut 
Case (Vol. 1, still available at $18.95). Trade paperback. 18.95 

Douglas, Carole Nelson, Good Morning, Irene, N.Y., Tor, 1990. 
First edition, second printing. The second novel in a series of 
books starring Irene Adler. Fine in dust jacket. Signed. $15.00.

Doyle, Steven T., ed., Sherlock Holmes in the Heartland, 
Indianapolis, Gasogene, 2006. First edition trade paperback. The 
Illustrious Clients of Indianapolis’ fifth casebook. Fine. $16.95.

Fawcett, Quinn, Against the Brotherhood, N.Y., Forge, 1997. First 
edition. The first novel in a series featuring Mycroft Holmes. Fine 
in dust jacket. $23.95. 

Fawcett, Quinn, Embassy Row, N.Y., Forge, 1998. First edition. 
The second novel in a series featuring Mycroft Holmes. Fine in 
dust jacket. $24.95.

Gilbert, Paul D., The Chronicles of Sherlock Holmes, London, 
Robert Hale, 2008. First edition. A collection of cases referred to 
in the canon, but never chronicled… until now. Fine in dust jacket. 
$48.00. (image top right)

Greenberg, Martin H., Carol-Lynne Waugh, eds. The New 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., Carroll & Graf, 1987. 
First edition. Stories occasioned by the 100th anniversary of the 
publication of “A Study in Scarlet.” Fine in dust jacket. $20.00

Greenberg, Martin H., John L. Lellenberg, and Carol-Lynn 
Waugh, eds., Holmes for the Holidays, N.Y., Berkley, 1996. First 
edition. A collection a Christmas-themed Sherlock Holmes stories 
from Anne Perry and others. Fine in dust jacket. $21.95.

Greenberg, Martin H., John L. Lellenberg, and Carol-Lynn 
Waugh, eds., More Holmes for the Holidays, N.Y., Berkley, 1999. 
First edition. A second collection a Christmas-themed Sherlock 
Holmes stories from Peter Lovesey and others. Fine in dust jacket. 
$21.95.

Greenberg, Martin H., John L. Lellenberg, and Carol-Lynn 
Waugh, eds., More Holmes for the Holidays, N.Y., Berkley, 2001. 
First paperback edition. A second collection a Christmas-themed 
Sherlock Holmes stories from Peter Lovesey and others. Fine. 
$13.00.

Greenberg, Martin H., Jon L. Lellenberg, and Daniel Stashower, 
eds., Sherlock Holmes in America, N.Y., Skyhorse, 2009. First 
edition. A collection of stories from Holmes and Watson’s first trip 
across the Atlantic. Fine in dust jacket. $24.95. 

Greenberg, Martin H., Jon L. Lellenberg, and Daniel Stashower, 
eds., Murder in Baker Street, N.Y., Carroll & Graf, 2001. First 
edition. A collection of original Sherlock Holmes tales, from 
Loren D. Estleman and others. Fine in dust jacket. $25.00.

Greenberg, Martin H., Jon Lellenberg, and Daniel Stashower, 
eds., Murder, My Dear Watson, N.Y., Carroll & Graf, 2002. First 
edition. A collection of original Holmes stories and essays, from 
authors such as Christopher Redmond and Barry Day. Fine in dust 
jacket. $25.00.

Growick, Phil, The Revenge of Sherlock Holmes, London, MX, 
2014. First edition trade paperback. The thrilling follow-up to The 
Secret Journal of Dr. Watson. Fine. $18.95. 

Growick, Phil, The Secret Journal of Dr. Watson, London, MX, 
2012. First edition trade paperback. Holmes and Watson travel to 
Bolshevik Russia to rescue the Romanov Family. Fine. $18.95

Hapi, 221A Baker Street: The Adamantine Sherlock Holmes, 
Brookline, MA, Kanthaka Press, 1974. First edition. Holmes as 
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seen through the screen of Buddhist philosophy. Near fine. Trade 
paperback. $20.00 

Hardwick, Michael, The Complete Guide to Sherlock Holmes, 
N.Y., St. Martin’s Press, 1986. First US edition. A 100th anniversary 
companion to the master detective. Two small, closed tears in 
jacket, else a fine copy. $16.95. 

Hardwick, Michael, Prisoner of the Devil, London & N.Y., Proteus, 
1980. First U.S. edition. At the request of Queen Victoria, Holmes 
tackles a politically-sensitive case that includes an encounter with 
the supernatural. Minor rubbing to jacket edges, else fine. $25.00. 

Hardwick, Michael, Sherlock Holmes: My Life and Crimes, Garden 
City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1984. First edition. An autobiography of 
Holmes, by the author of The Private Life of Dr. Watson. Fine in 
dust jacket. $30.00. 

Hardwick, Michael, Sherlock Holmes: My Life and Crimes, Garden 
City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1984. First edition. An autobiography of 
Holmes, by the author of The Private Life of Dr. Watson. Fine in 
dust jacket. $25.00. 

Hardwick, Michael, The Private Life of Dr. Watson, N.Y., Dutton, 
1983. First edition. The rousing autobiography of Dr. Watson. 
Date penned on front page, else a fine copy in dust jacket. $35.00.

Hardwick, Michael, The Revenge of the Hound, N.Y., Villard 
Books, 1987. First edition. A continuation of The Hound of the 
Baskervilles. Fine in dust jacket. $17.95. 

Hardwick, Michael, The Revenge of the Hound, N.Y., Villard 
Books, 1987. First edition. A continuation of The Hound of the 
Baskervilles. Tiny closed tear in dust jacket, else fine. $17.95. 

Harrison, Michael, I, Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., Dutton, 1977. First 
edition. A collection of the memoirs of Sherlock Holmes. Split 
front hinge, else very good in a torn jacket. $15.00. 

James, Christopher, Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Ruby 
Elephants, London, MX. An elephant escapes from the London 
zoo and leads Holmes on a hunt for the eight ruby elephants 
said to unlock a vault containing the lost Nizam diamond. Trade 
paperback. $14.95

King, Laurie R., Garment of Shadows, London, Allison & Busby, 
2012. First UK edition. The twelfth novel in King’s Mary Russell 
series. Fine in dust jacket. $25.00. 

King, Laurie R., Garment of Shadows, N.Y., Bantam, 2012. First 
edition. The twelfth novel in the author’s Mary Russell series. Fine 
in dust jacket. Signed. $26.00. 

King, Laurie R., Pirate King, N.Y., Bantam, 2011. First edition. 
The eleventh of King’s Mary Russell novels. Fine in dust jacket. 
Signed. $25.00. 

Millett, Larry, Sherlock Holmes and the Red Demon, NY, Viking, 
1996. First edition. In 1894, Sherlock Holmes travels to Minnesota 
to help stop a murderous arsonist who is threatening a railroad 
baron and his Great Northern Railway. As new in dust jacket. 
$22.95

Millett, Larry, Sherlock Holmes and the Ice Palace Murders, NY, 
Viking, 1999. First edition. Holmes and Watson come to St. Paul 
to learn why one of the city’s wealthiest bachelors disappeared on 
the day before his wedding, planned to be held in the magnificent 
ice palace built for the winter carnival. In this curious case, they 
must learn why the bride gave back her wedding dress, what is the 
secret of the Muskrat Club, and who is the mysterious “Spider” at 
the center of the affair? Remainder mark on bottom edge, else fine 
in dust jacket. $15.00

Millett, Larry, Sherlock Holmes and the Ice Palace Murders, NY, 
Viking, 1999. Later printing Holmes and Watson come to St. Paul 
to learn why one of the city’s wealthiest bachelors disappeared on 
the day before his wedding, planned to be held in the magnificent 
ice palace built for the winter carnival. In this curious case, they 
must learn why the bride gave back her wedding dress, what is the 
secret of the Muskrat Club, and who is the mysterious “Spider” at 
the center of the affair? Fine in dust jacket. $15.00

Millett, Larry, Sherlock Holmes and the Rune Stone Mystery, 
NY, Viking, 1999. First edition. King Oskar II of Sweden has 
learned of a rare Viking treasure in Minnesota and asks Holmes 
to authenticate it and bring it to him. Before Holmes arrives, 
however, the man who unearthed the priceless stone is murdered. 
An as-new copy in dust jacket.  $23.95

Millett, Larry, The Disappearance of Sherlock Holmes, NY, Viking, 
2002. First edition. Holmes gets a letter in a secret cipher in a 
hand that he recognizes—Abe Slaney, the murder who appears 
to have risen from the dead. Soon after, headlines proclaims the 
disappearance of the great detective and that foul play is suspected. 
Very fine in dust jacket. $23.95

Neely, Dicky, with Paul R. Spiring, ed., The Case of the Grave 
Accusation, London, MX, 2011. First edition trade paperback. 
Holmes and Watson try to save the legacy of a disgraced Arthur 
Conan Doyle. Fine. $10.95. 

Pugh, Brian W. and Paul R. Spiring, On the Trail of Arthur Conan 
Doyle, Sussex, Book Guild Publishing, 2008. First edition. A study 
of Doyle’s friendship with Bertram Fletcher Robinson and George 
Turnavine Budd, accompanied by an illustrated tour of Devon. 
Fine in dust jacket. $26.95. (image next page)

Richards, Antony J., and Bryson Gore, Holmes, Chemistry, 
and the Royal Institution, London, Sherlock Holmes Society of 
London, 1998.First edition trade paperback. A collection of essays 
assessing the chemical work of Holmes. Slightly water damaged 
copy. $10.00.
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Springer, Nancy, The Case of the Missing Marquess, N.Y., Philomel, 
2006. First edition. The first young adult novel starring Enola 
Holmes, Sherlock’s sister. Fine in dust jacket. $10.99

Thomas, Amy, The Detective and the Woman, London, MX, 
2012. First edition trade paperback. Holmes investigates a plot to 
endanger Irene Adler. Fine. $16.95. 

Thomas, Donald, The Lost Casebooks of Sherlock Holmes, N.Y., 
Pegasus, 2012. First edition. One massive volume containing three 
of Thomas’s previous collections of Sherlockian tales. Fine in dust 
jacket. $35.00.

Thomson, June, Holmes and Watson, N.Y., Carroll & Graf, 1995. 
First edition. A fascinating companion to Conan Doyle’s tales. 
Fine in dust jacket. $24.00. 

Thursfield, Fred, Sherlock Holmes and the Escape Artist, London, 
MX, 2014. First edition trade paperback. Holmes joins Harry 
Houdini to disprove spiritualism. Fine. $14.95.

Thursfield, Fred, Sherlock Holmes and the Terrible Secret, MX, 
2012. First edition trade paperback. At the beginning of WWI, 
Holmes comes out of retirement to retrieve a secret document. 
Fine. $14.95.

Tolins, Steve, Sherlockian Twaddle, Shelburne, Ontario, The 
Battered Silicon Dispatch Box, 1999. First edition. A miscellany of 
Sherlockian tidbits. Fine in dust jacket. $22.00. 

Toughill, Thomas, Oscar Slater, Stroud, U.K., Sutton Publishing, 
2006. First revised edition, trade paperback. Nonfiction account 
of Arthur Conan Doyle’s role in the trial of Oscar Slater, a man 
framed by the British officers for murder. Fine. $19.95. 

Trow, M.J., Brigade: The Further Adventures of Lestrade, 
Washington, D.C., Regnery Publishing, 1998. First US edition. 
The second volume in Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. 
$19.95.

Trow, M.J., Lestrade and the Dead Man’s Hand, Washington, D.C., 
Regnery Publishing, 2000. First edition. The eleventh volume in 
Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. $19.95.

Trow, M.J., Lestrade and the Devil’s Own, Washington, D.C., 
Regnery Publishing, 2001. First US edition. The sixteenth volume 
in Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. $19.95.

Trow, M.J., Lestrade and the Hallowed House, Washington, D.C., 
Regnery Publishing, 1999. First US edition. The third volume in 
Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. $19.95.

Trow, M.J., Lestrade and the Leviathan, Washington, D.C., 
Regnery Publishing, 1999. First US edition. The fourth volume in 
Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. $19.95.

Trow, M.J., Lestrade and the Ripper, Washington, D.C., Regnery 
Publishing, 1999. First US edition. The sixth volume in Trow’s 
Lestrade series. Fine in dust jacket. $19.95.

Trow, M.J., The Supreme Adventure of Inspector Lestrade, Briar 
Cliff Manor, N.Y., Stein and Day, 1985. First US edition. The first 
volume in Trow’s Lestrade series. Fine copy in very good dust 
jacket, with three small closed tears along bottom edge. $14.95.

Turnbloom, Dean P., Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel 
Vampire, London, MX, 2012. First edition trade paperback. 
Holmes and Watson investigate Jack the Ripper and are led to a 
vampire. Fine, $18.95

Wilson, Gahan, Everybody’s Favorite Duck, N.Y., Mysterious 
Press, 1988. First edition. A trio of villains, including the Professor 
(known as the Napoleon of Crime) gather in New York, where 
they are confronted by Enoch Bone (who closely resembles a Great 
Detective) and his sidekick, John Weston, as they try to protect the 
much loved cartoon creation, Quacky the Lucky Duck. Very fine 
in dust jacket. $20.00

The Mysterious Bookshop is proud to announce a lim-
ited edition of Echoes of Sherlock Holmes.  This is the 
true first edition, preceding all others. Limited to 60 
signed and numbered copies ($150), and 26 signed and 
lettered copies ($275).  

Signed by King and Klinger, as well as Tasha Alexan-
der, Dana Cameron, John Connolly, Deborah Crom-
bie, Cory Doctorow, Hallie Ephron, Meg Gardiner, 
William Kent Krueger, Jonathan Maberry, Tony Lee 
& Bevis Musson, Catriona McPherson, Denise Mina, 
David Morrell, Anne Perry, Gary Phillips, Hank 
Phillippi Ryan, and Michael Scott.

http://www.mysteriousbookshop.com/products/laurie-r-king-and-leslie-s-klinger-echoes-of-sherlock-holmes-limited-edition
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New and Forthcoming
ANTHOLOGY

Kirk, Tanya, The Haunted Library: Classic Ghost Stories, Brit-
ish Library. A new collection of 12 classic ghost stories-many of 
which have never before been anthologized-from the golden age 
of the genre in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Authors in-
clude: May Sinclair, Mary Webb, Denis Mackaill, Edmund Gill 
Swain, Elizabeth Bowen, and Edith Wharton. PB. $13.99.

AMERICAN
Geni, Abby, The Lightkeepers, Counterpoint. Miranda, a nature 
photographer is on a one-year residency to capture the landscape 
of the Farallon Islands. What follows is a story shifting from 
mystery to travelogue to horror and beyond. A novel as merci-
less, strange, and coldly beautiful as the islands she describes. PB. 
$16.95.

LaSalle, Peter, Sleeping Mask, Bellevue. Twelve mind-bending 
tales of passion, obsession, and brutality from an award-winning 
master of short fiction. PB. $16.95.

Lat, David, Supreme Ambitions, Amer. Bar Assn. A legal novel 
with the inside scoop. While working for a powerful judge, Au-
drey Coyne discovers high ambitions come with a high price. PB. 
$16.95.

Lippman, Laura, Wilde Lake, Morrow. An African-American 
man accused of rape. A vengeful father. A courageous attorney 
who’s about to learn the legal system does not have all the answers. 
PB. $15.99. Feb.

North, Claire, The Sudden Appearance of Hope, Redhook. When 
she was sixteen years old, Hope Arden began to disappear – from 
people’s memories. PB. $15.99.

Oates, Joyce Carol, The Man Without a Shadow, Ecco. A novel 
spanning thirty years in which a neuroscientist meets, studies, 
and falls in love with a man whose devastated memory is unable 
to store new experiences or to retrieve the old. PB. $15.99.

Shames, Terry, An Unsettling Crime for Samuel Craddock, Sev-
enth St. When five young black people are found murdered, Chief 
of Police Craddock finds himself an outsider in an investigation 
led by a racist trooper. PB. $15.95.

Sweazy, Larry D., Where I Can See You, Seventh St. Haunted by 
the disappearance of his mother eight years before, Det. Hud Mat-
thews begins his own investigation to find out what really hap-
pened. At the same time, he finds himself the target of a killer. PB. 
$15.95.

Tomlinson, David Eric, The Midnight Man, Tyrus. A brutal of a 
former basketball star. The only witness is the five-year-old son of 
the prime suspect. In the investigation, four strangers are brought 
into the boy’s orbit, each of whom is deeply invested in the sus-
pect’s fate. PB. $16.99.

BRITISH

Adams, Jane A., A Murderous Mind, Severn House. When a stu-
dent is found murdered in her room, police find similarities to 
a 15 year-old unsolved crime. A crime investigated by Naomi 
Blake’s one-time mentor. PB. $17.95.

Atkins, Lucy, The Other Child, Quercus. Recently married Tess 
begins to suspect something is not quite right in her marriage and 
decides to look into her husband’s past. She discovers more ques-
tions than answers. PB. $16.99. Feb.

*Barton, Fiona, The Widow, Berkley. There’s a lot Jean Taylor 
hasn’t said about the crime her husband was suspected of commit-
ting. But he died last week. Now there’s no reason to stay quiet. “A 
twisted, psychological thriller you’ll have trouble putting down.” 
People. PB. $16.00

*Black, Benjamin, Even the Dead: A Quirke Novel, Picador. A sus-
picious death, a pregnant woman suddenly goes missing: Quirke’s 
latest case leads him inexorably toward the dark machinations of 
an old foe. PB. $16.00.

Boyarsky, Nancy, The Swap, Light Messages. Nicole graves ar-
ranges a swap of her LA condo for a London couple’s house. But 
the Londoners fail to arrive and appear to be missing. Then people 
begin following Nicole but neither her husband nor the police be-
lieve her. PB. $16.99. Feb.

Brett, Simon, The Killing in the Cafe, Severn House. Jude and her 
neighbor Carole

Cleeves, Ann, The Crow Trap, Minotaur. The first Vera Stanhope 
mystery. The first victim was thought to be suicide. But when a 
second woman of a team of botanists dies, the unconventional DI 
Vera Stanhope pieces together the truth of these women’s tangled 
lives. PB. $16.99. Feb.

come across a decomposed body on Fethering beach and uncover 
a link to Polly’s Cake Shop. PB. $17.95. Feb.

Dainty, Suellen, The Housekeeper, Washington Square. A novel of 
psychological suspense about a woman who becomes the house-
keeper for a London power couple, only to discover a world of 
secrets and lies. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Diamond, Katerina, The Teacher, Avon. The body of the head 
teacher at an exclusive school is found hanging from the rafters. 
As Exeter suffers a rising count of deaths, two cops are drawn 
closer to grim secrets hidden at the heart of the community. PB. 
$12.99.

Dolan, Eva, After You Die, Random House UK. A woman is 
stabbed to death while her disabled daughter was upstairs in her 
room Backhand Smash: A British Police Procedural. DS Ferreira 
is battling her demons and DI Zigic is in conflict with an official 
hiding the truth about a suspect. Can either officer bring a killer 
to justice? PB. $14.95.

Flanders, Judith, A Bed of Scorpions, Minotaur. Armed with 
nothing but satire, cynicism, and a stock of irrelevant information 
culled from novels, Samantha Clair races to find a killer before he 
finds her first in the newest fast-paced novel in the critically ac-
claimed series. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Gregson, J. M., Backhand Smash, Severn House. A distinguished 
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tennis club member is murdered. But how can DS Northcott and 
DCI Peach find the killer when almost everyone seemed to want 
the victim dead? PB. $17.95.

Harris, Oliver, The House of Fame, Harper. The third in the series 
featuring London detective Nick Belsey, whose investigation into 
a child’s disappearance pulls him into the orbit of a hot actress and 
the seedy underside of her seemingly perfect life. PB. $15.99.

*Herron, Mark, Real Tigers, Soho Crime. Slough House is the MI5 
branch where disgraced operatives are reassigned after they’ve 
messed up. Now they find themselves caught in a conspiracy that 
threatens MI5 itself. PB. $15.95.

Holland, Jane, Lock the Door, Thomas & Mercer. On the evening 
of her wedding anniversary, Meaghan Smith’s baby disappears. 
PB. $15.95.

Hunter, Cari, A Quiet Death, Bold Strokes. The body of a Paki-
stani girl is found on the moors. No one knows who she is or how 
she came to be there. PB. $16.95.

Hurley, Graham, The Order of Things, Orion. DS Jimmy Suttle is 
called to the brutal murder of a local GP who was suspected of 
offering mercy killings. PB. $13.99.

James, Peter, Love You Dead, Pan MacMillan. There a major de-
velopments involving his missing wife, and an old adversary is 
back. But worse than all this, DS Roy Grace believes a Black Wid-
ow is operating in his city. And he may have underestimated how 
dangerous the lady is. PB. $10.95.

Kent, Christobel, The Crooked House, Picador. An atmospheric 
psychological thriller about an isolated British village and the 
sinister abandoned house that holds the key to its most shameful 
secrets. PB. $16.00.

Malone, Michael J., A Suitable Lie, Orenda. A widower thinks he’s 
met his perfect match. But when he ends up in the hospital on his 
wedding night, he receives the first clue she may not be what she 
seems. PB. $14.95.

*Mark, David, Taking Pity, Blue Rider. Fast-paced, noirish, and 
fresh off the violent finale of Sorrow Bound. DS McAvoy is given a 
case to ease him back into the job: a reinvestigation of a quadruple 
murder of fifty years ago. But McAvoy digs up new evidence steer-
ing closer to some of the most notorious criminals in Northern 
England. PB. $16.00.

May, Peter, Runaway, Quercus. London, 2015. A man lies dead 
in a one-room flat. What started with five teenagers following a 
dream five decades before has been transformed over the years 
into a waking nightmare that might consume them all. PB. $16.99. 
Feb.

McCallum, David, Once a Crooked Man, Minotaur. Well-inten-
tioned Harry Murphy finds himself in a foreign country, on the 
wrong side of the law, with a suitcase full of cash, and a dangerous 
man on his trail. PB. $15.99.

McCarthy, Ava, Dead Secret, Harper. Jodi has one task to fulfill 
before she takes her own life. And that’s to kill the man respon-
sible for her daughter’s death-her seemingly perfect husband. PB. 
$12.99.

Moody, Susan, The Quick and the Dead, Severn House. When 
her business partner disappears, a former police detective is de-

termined to use her skills to find out what happened to her, and 
whether she is a victim or a killer. PB. $17.95. Feb.

*Naughtie, James, The Madness of July: A Thriller, Overlook. Will 
Flemyng was trained as a spy, but now he’s in politics. When a 
bizarre death starts to unravel some of the most sensitive govern-
ment secrets, he’s drawn back into the shadows of the Cold War. 
PB. $17.95.

Oswald, James, Prayer for the Dead, Crooked Lane. DI Tony 
McLean investigates a carefully arranged murder. In a sealed 
chamber beneath Edinburgh, a body is discovered in a macabre 
ritual of purification. PB. $14.99. Feb.

Rowson, Pauline, Fatal Catch: An Andy Horton Police Procedural, 
Severn House. DI Andy Horton is called out to examine a grue-
some catch by two fishermen: a human hand. Soon Horton finds 
himself in a case where everyone has a reason to lie and no one is 
who they seem. PB. $17.95.

Savile, Steven, Parallel Lines, Titan. A bank robbery goes wrong 
and yet no one is in a hurry to call the police. Eight people, twelve 
hours, one chance to cover up a murder. But it’s not just the police 
they have to fool. PB. $14.95.

Skelton, Douglas, Blood City, Luath Press. Meet Davie McCall-
not your average henchman. Set in the Glasgow underworld at 
a time when it was undergoing a seismic shift. A tale of violence, 
corruption and betrayal. PB. $15.95. Feb.

Skelton, Douglas, Crow Bait, Luath Press. Davie McCall is just 
out of prison. It’s 1990, there are new kings in the underworld 
and Glasgow is awash with drugs. Now his father is back in town, 
ready to waste anyone who stops him getting a piece of the action. 
That includes Davie. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Skelton, Douglas, Devil’s Knock, Luath Press. When Dickie Himes 
is killed, war breaks out in the Glasgow underworld and Davie is 
caught in the middle of something he never wanted. PB. $18.95. 
Feb.

Thomson, Lesley, The House with No Rooms: A Detective’s Daugh-
ter Mystery, Head of Zeus. Stella Darnell’s new case draws her into 
the obsessive world of botany, and towards an unsolved murder 
that has lain dormant for decades. PB. $14.95.

Tobin, Sophia, The Silversmith’s Wife, S&S. London, 1792. Intri-
cate and beautifully told, this is a story of love, murder, and buried 
secrets. $16.00. PB. Feb.

*Walters, Minette, The Cellar, Mysterious Press. A family of Afri-
can immigrants have a dark secret they keep hidden in the depths 
of their seemingly respectably British home. Until their son disap-
pears and Scotland Yard comes calling. PB. $15.00.

Whitehouse, Lucie, Keep You Close, Bloomsbury. When an artist 
falls to her death, everyone insists it was a tragic accident. But her 
closest friend knows better. PB. $16.00.

HARD-BOILED
Armstrong, Kelley, A Darkness Absolute, Minotaur. When homi-
cide dick Casey Duncan and her partner chase a deranged suspect 
into the woods, they are trapped by a blizzard. Taking refuge in 
a cave, they find a captive missing for over a year and two other 
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bodies besides! $25.99. Feb.

Ausma Zehanat Khan, Among the Ruins, Minotaur. Detective Esa 
Khattack is on holiday in Iran when he’s asked to investigate the 
case of a Canadian-Iranian filmmaker, murdered in prison. When 
the trail leads back to Canada, Khattack enlists his partner to as-
sist in uncovering a conspiracy stretching all the way back to the 
Shah. $25.99. Feb.

*Beverly, Bill, Dodgers, Broadway. A young LA gang member is 
sent by his uncle to kill a key witness hiding out in Wisconsin. 
The journey takes him out of a city he’s never left into an America 
totally alien to him, forcing him to grapple with his place in the 
world and the kind of man he wants to become. PB. $15.00.

Boyce, Trudy Nan, Old Bones, Putnam. At a campus rally deplor-
ing crimes against women, the gathering is rocked by rifle fire 
from a passing vehicle. While the other detectives puzzle this one 
out, ‘Salt’ is assigned to ID a decomposed body which turns out to 
be a woman she arrested two years before. $27.00. Feb.

*Coleman, Reed Farrel, What You Break, Putnam. Crimes com-
mitted decades ago in Vietnam and Russia come roaring back to 
haunt Gus Murphy. The ex-cop’s ex-priest friend, Bill Kilkenny, 
sets Gus on a case involving a man’s murdered granddaughter—
the killer is in custody, but what was the motive? $27.00. Feb.

Coleman, Reed Farrel, Where It Hurts, Putnam. Divorced and 
working as a courtesy van driver, an ex-Suffolk County cop agrees 
to help when an ex-con asks for his help. His son has been mur-
dered and the police don’t seem interested in investigating. PB. 
$16.00.

Crombie, Deborah, Garden Of Lamentations, Morrow. A young 
girl dressed in white appears to be sleeping. But Reagan Keating 
has been murdered, and the lead detective, DI Kerry Boatman, 
turns to Gemma James for help. $26.99. Feb. 

Estleman, Loren D., The Lioness Is the Hunter, Forge. Amos 
Walker is back, hired by Carl Fannon to find his missing busi-
ness partner. Said partner turns up and asks Walker for a meeting. 
Who should turn up but Fannon himself—dead! $25.99. Feb.

Frank, Scott, Shaker, Vintage. An “errand runner” for NY crimi-
nals arrives in LA to shoot a man. After the hit he stumbles into 
a mugging and gets shot but becomes a hero when a video of the 
shooting goes viral. PB. $16.00.

Jones, Stephen Mack, August Snow, Soho. A conspiracy drove 
August Snow from the police force, but a $12 million wrongful 
dismissal judgement was the consolation prize. Bereft of friends, 
August declines some investigative work for a business magnate, 
who turns up dead the very next day. Suicide? Not bloody likely. 
$25.95. Feb.

Kellerman, Faye, Bone Box, Morrow. While tramping in the 
woods, Rina Decker discovers the remains of a student at a nearby 
posh university. When more bodies are discovered, Decker, Laza-
rus, and McAdams know they have a serial killer on their hands! 
$27.99. Feb.

Lansdale, Joe R., Honky Tonk Samurai, Mulholland. For Hap and 
Leonard, what began as a missing person case becomes one of 
blackmail and murder. Whip smart dialogue, relentless pacing, 
and unorthodox characters. A rambunctious thrill ride by one hell 
of a writer. PB. $15.99. Feb.

*Lansdale, Joe R., Rusty Puppy, Mulholland. While Hap, a former 
60s activist and self-proclaimed white trash rebel, is recovering 
from a life-threatening stab wound, Louise Elton comes into Hap 
and Leonard’s PI office to tell him that the police have killed her 
son, Jamar. $26.00. Feb. 

*Mark, David, Cruel Mercy, Blue Rider. DS McAvoy is back, and 
in America! Flown in to investigate a crime that’s left an up-and-
coming boxer dead and one in an induced coma, the Detective 
Sergeant has an ulterior motive—find Valentine Teague, amateur 
boxer and brother-in-law. $28.00. Feb.

McDonald, Gregory, Snatch, Hardcase. Two brilliant kidnapping 
novels appearing for the first time in three decades. Two opportu-
nities for mayhem, danger, and social satire. PB. $12.95. Feb.

Monday, T. T., Double Switch, Vintage Crime. Relief pitcher/PI 
Johnny Adcock is back. This time he’s hired to protect a rookie 
phenom threatened by a cartel of smugglers, and tangles with a 
mysterious, sexy assassin. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Robb, J.D., Echoes In Death, St. Martin’s. After NYPD Lt. Eve Dal-
las nearly runs down a naked, bleeding woman, she finds herself 
neck-deep in a case of murder. The woman’s husband is dead in 
their home, a victim of robbery, or something even more sinister? 
$27.99. Feb.

Spillane, Mickey, & Collins, Max Allan, Mike Hammer: Mur-
der Never Knocks, Titan. A failed attempt on his life by a contract 
killer gets Mike Hammer an unlikely job: guarding a New York 
socialite. In the meantime, Hammer is trying to figure out who 
put the hit on him. PB. $7.99. Feb.

White, Dave, Blind to Sin, Polis. Jackson Donne has spent the last 
year in prison, protected by his mentor. Upon their release, they 
find themselves being forced to steal millions from the Federal 
Reserve in New Jersey. PB. $15.99. Feb.

HISTORICAL/TRADITIONAL
Barron, Stephanie, Jane and the Waterloo Map, Soho. On tour of 
the Prince Regent’s London home, Jane Austen stumbles upon a 
dying man who utters a single phrase--“Waterloo map”--sending 
Jane on the hunt for a treasure of incalculable value and a killer of 
considerable cunning. PB. $16.95. Jan.

Bowen, Rhys, Time of Fog and Fire, Minotaur. Molly Murphy re-
ceives a cryptic letter from her husband in San Francisco on an 
assignment for the Secret Service. PB. $15.99.

Briggs, J. C., Murder by Ghostlight, History Press. 1849: Charles 
Dickens discovers the corpse of an actor on the empty stage of 
a Manchester theatre and becomes the chief suspect. PB. $15.95. 
Feb.

Brody, Frances, A Death in the Dales, Minotaur. A Yorkshire tav-
ern keeper is murdered, but witness Freda Simonson is feeling 
guilty herself. Has the wrong person been convicted of the crime? 
When she herself dies, it seems that no one will ever know, but 
Kate Shackleton, renowned amateur sleuth, arrives on the scene. 
$25.99. Feb. 

Brody, Frances, Murder on a Summer’s Day, Minotaur. Kate 
Shackleton is called to investigate the mysterious murder of a Ma-
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harajah whose body is found on the Moors. PB. $16.99.

Bussi, Michel, Black Water Lilies, Hachette. A thrilling tale of a 
murder that takes place in Claude Monet’s garden and the mystery 
that surrounds it. PB. $15.00. Feb.

*Carter, M. J., The Infidel Stain, Putnam. Blake and Avery return 
in this stunning sequel to The Strangler Vine. A shocking series of 
murders in the world of London’s gutter press. Blake and Avery 
race to find the culprit before he kills again. But is he being pro-
tected by some of the highest powers in the land? PB. $16.00. Feb.

Casey, Donis, The Return of the Raven Mocker: An Alafair Tucker 
Mystery, Poisoned Pen. The deadly influenza epidemic of 1918 is 
sweeping through Oklahoma. But when a mother and son suc-
cumb unexpectedly, Alafair suspects murder. The only witness to 
their deaths is a young girl so traumatized that she is rendered 
mute. PB. $15.95.

Clare, Alys, The Night Wanderer: An Aelf Fen Mystery, Severn 
House. Eleventh century Cambridge is rocked by a series of brutal 
murders. If they can find the link between the victims, they may 
discover the Night Wanderer’s identity-and what is it he really 
wants. PB. $17.95.

Deering, Julianna, Murder on the Moor, Bethany House. When 
mysterious incidents begin occurring on a moor in Yorkshire, an 
old friend begs Drew for help. PB. $15.99.

Durham, Kelly, Berlin Calling, Lake Union. Germany, 1938. Mag-
gie, a naive American student takes a job with the Propaganda 
Ministry and soon finds herself with a broadcasting career as a 
champion of the Fatherland. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Flanders, Judith, A Cast of Vultures, Minotaur. Arson! An un-
identified body, a wisecracking, hungover book editor, missing 
persons, a hardboiled private eye, and a goth assistant enliven this 
tale. Can Sam Clair, even with the help of her friends, untangle 
this one? $25.99. Feb. 

Hugh Conway, Hugh & Lang, Andrew, Dark Days and Much 
Darker Days, Collins Crime Club. Phillippa is beautiful, charm-
ing, and a murderess! Dr. North is convinced of the innocence 
of Phillippa, but can he prove it? Another in the series of reprints 
from Collins Crime Classics! $15.99. Feb. 

*Law, Janice, Afternoons in Paris, MysteriousPress.com. Wanted 
by the German police for a murder he didn’t commit, Francis Ba-
con travels to Paris. PB. $14.99.

Lawhon, Ariel, Flight of Dreams, Anchor. A portrait of the real 
people on board the last flight of the Hindenburg, unaware of the 
tragic fate that awaits them. PB. $16.95.

Nickson, Chris, Modern Crimes: A WPC Lottie Armstrong Mys-
tery, The History Press. Leeds, 1924. Eager to prove herself, Lottie 
faces apathy from colleagues until she finds herself on the trail of a 
missing girl that leads to the underbelly of the city and to murder. 
PB. $15.95.

Ramsey, Frederick, Copper Kettle, Poisoned Pen. After WWI 
Jesse Sutherlin returns to Buffalo Mountain and finds himself 
in a war between two families when his cousin is murdered. PB. 
$15.95. Feb.

Sheridan, Sara, Brighton Belle, Kensington. In post WWII Eng-
land, former Secret Service operative Mirabelle Bevan becomes 

unravels a web of evil stretching from the Brighton beachfront to 
the darkest corners of Europe. PB. $15.00.

Stratmann, Linda, The Royal Ghost: A Mina Scarletti Mystery, The 
History Press. Brighton, 1871. A book by two spinsters claiming 
to have seen the ghost of the Prince Regent in Brighton Pavilion 
shocks the town. But Mina, suspecting fraud, delves into the mys-
tery and discovers nothing is as it seems. PB. $16.95.

*Todd, Charles, Chasing the Devil, Morrow. Ian Rutledge of the 
Yard is investigating the fate of a group of British soldiers who, 
just before the Battle of the Somme, make a pact to journey across 
France one year hence. One of their number is killed one year 
after that—accident or murder? $26.99. Feb. 

Trow, M. J., The Circle: A Grand & Batchelor Victorian Mystery, 
Severn House. 19th-century private investigators American Mat-
thew Grand and Englishman James Batchelor receive a commis-
sion to come to America and investigate the death of the head of 
the US National Detective Police. PB. $17.95. 

Watt, Douglas, Pilgrim of Slaughter, Luath Press. On the eve of 
Scotland’s Glorious Revolution of 1688, a series of gory murders 
are discovered by investigative advocate John MacKenzie. Drawn 
into a world of secret societies and political upheaval, he follows 
a trail of clues left by a self-proclaimed “Messenger of God”. PB. 
$18.95. Feb.

Wilson, D. K., The Traitor’s Mark: A Tudor Mystery, Pegasus. 
Based on the unsolved disappearance of Hans Holbein. A London 
goldsmith is awaiting a design from Holbein only to discover the 
painter has disappeared. In his hunt for Holbein he is led into a 
morass of dangerous political intrigue. PB. $15.95. Feb.

*Winspear, Jacqueline, Journey to Munich: A Maisie Dobbs Novel, 
Harper. Working with the British Secret Service, Maisie is asked 
to go into Nazi Germany to bring home a British subject from 
Dachau. PB. $15.99. Feb.

INTERNATIONAL
Borrmann, Mechtild, To Clear the Air, AmazonCrossing. A man 
is found brutally murdered in the woods outside a German vil-
lage, and homicide detective Peter Bohm faces a daunting task of 
unraveling a mystery with deep and twisted roots. PB. $14.95.

Brackston, P. J., The Case of the Fickle Mermaid, Pegasus. Gretel 
is all grown up and working as a PI in 18th century Bavaria inves-
tigating a series of mysterious disappearances, with Hans as her 
bodyguard. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Brekke, Jorgen, Dreamless, Minotaur. Chief Insp. Singsaker of the 
Trondheim Police investigates the ritual murder of a singer, grue-
somely murdered, and a music box placed on her body, playing a 
melody no one can quite place. PB. $15.99.

Brekke, Jorgen, The Fifth Element, Minotaur. Inspector Odd Sing-
saker wakes to find himself imprisoned on an island off the coast 
of Norway, a shotgun in his hand and a corpse at his feet. Does 
this have anything to do with his recently deceased wife, corrupt 
cops, aggrieved dope dealers, or a hit man? $26.99. Feb. 

Bussi, Michel, After the Crash, Hachette. A plane crashes leaving 
one survivor, a three month-old-girl. But there were two infants 
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and two families are claiming the child. Eighteen years later a pri-
vate detective tasked with solving the mystery is on the verge of 
giving up and taking his own life when a secret hiding in plain 
sight is discovered. PB. $15.00.

Centeno, Israel, The Conspiracy, Phoneme. When an attempted 
assassination goes bad, the sniper and his former comrade and 
possible betrayer, take refuge in a beachside commune. This po-
etic thriller resulted in the author’s own exile from Venezuela. PB. 
$16.00.

Cook, Kenneth, Fear is the Rider, Text. A nail-biting chase into 
the outback, towards the devil lurking at its center. PB. $14.95.

Costantini, Roberto, The Root of All Evil, Quercus. The rivet-
ing second book in the Commissario Ballestreri diptych, when a 
modern case links the investigator’s misspent youth in Libya to his 
later years as a dissolute cop in Rome. PB. $14.99.

Cowley, Liz, & O’Brien, Donough, Serial Damage, Urbane. A se-
ries of apparently unconnected murders in equally disconnected 
locations all over the world. All the result of one man’s obsessive 
mind, but a Scotland Yard psychologist may have personal ties to 
him. PB. $14.95.

de Haan, Tracee, Swiss Vendetta, Minotaur. Following the death 
of her husband, Agnes Luthi has been transferred from Financial 
Crimes to Violent Crimes. Now, on the eve of an epic blizzard, 
she’s got her first homicide—a young woman stabbed to death on 
the shores of Lac Leman. $25.99. Feb.

Donellan, J. M., Killing Adonis, Poisoned Pen. It’s been said com-
edies always end in weddings, tragedies with funerals. This story 
ends with both a bride and a body count. This dazzling North 
American debut mixes outlandish, eccentric storylines with cin-
ematic zest. PB. $15.95.

Eriksson, Caroline, The Missing, AmazonCrossing. A dark, psy-
chological thrill ride. An ordinary outing takes a family to an iso-
lated island in Sweden. The mother stays behind on the boat as 
husband and daughter explore. But they don’t return. Both have 
disappeared without a trace. Now Greta must confront what she 
has always kept hidden. PB. $14.95.

Fox, Candice, Hades: An Archer & Bennett Thriller, Kensington. 
Sydney, Australia. Twenty years ago, two children were kidnapped 
and left for dead. Raised by a master criminal, they grew up to 
become cops. Very unusual cops. PB. $15.00.

Hiekkapelto, Kati, The Exiled, Orenda. Anna Fekete has returned 
to her Balkan village. But when her purse is stolen and the thief is 
found dead on the banks of a river, Anna is pulled into a murder 
case. PB. $14.95. Feb.

*Ho-Kei, Chan, The Borrowed, Black Cat. An epic and award-
winning crime novel, The Borrowed follows a preternaturally gift-
ed Hong Kong police detective’s eventful career, delving deep into 
the city’s momentous history over the past fifty years. PB. $16.00.

Holt, Anne, The Lion’s Mouth: A Hanne Wilhelmsen Novel, Scrib-
ner. A political thriller, a police procedural, and a locked-room 
mystery. Norway’s Prime Minister is shot dead. Was it politically 
motivated or personal revenge? PB. $16.00. Feb.

*Indridason, Arnaldur, Into Oblivion, Picador. A prequel to the 
series presents Erlendur in his early days as a young, budding de-

tective. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Kaaberbol, Lene, & Friis, Agnete, The Considerate Killer, Soho 
Crime. The final installment in the Nina Borg series set in Den-
mark. It’s a long way from Viborg to Manila, and yet Nina and 
her pursuer face the same dilemma. How far will they go to save 
themselves? PB. $16.95. Feb.

Khan, Ausma Zehanat, The Language of Secrets, Minotaur. After 
an informant is murdered at a training camp, Rachel Getty goes 
undercover in a small-town mosque to gain information on a ter-
rorist cell planning an attack on New Year’s Day. PB. $15.99.

Lahlum, Hans Olav, The Catalyst Killing, Pan. A woman’s death 
acts as a catalyst in a series of events which will leave K2 and Patri-
cia confronting their most dangerous and complex investigation 
yet. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Lee, Jason, Unholy Days, Roman. A crime-thriller set in Tenerife. 
An intricately plotted novel of serial killing, criminal investigation 
and detection. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Lotz, Sarah, Dark Tourism, Mulholland. A thriller about a man’s 
quest to discover horror lurking at the top of the world, Mt. Ever-
est, and uncovers the truth behind a decade-old tragedy. PB. 
$7.99. Feb.

Manfredi, Valerio, The Ancient Curse, Pan MacMillan. The vic-
tims have all been involved in the desecration of an unexplored 
tomb. Can a young archaeologist unravel its secrets without being 
sucked into the spiral of violence? PB. $14.95.

Molay, Frederique, Looking to the Woods, AmazonCrossing. Paris 
chief of police Nico Sirsky must catch an elusive killer who calls 
himself The Gamemaster. PB. $14.95.

*Moliner, Sara, The Whispering City, Pegasus. Barcelona, 1952. 
A wealthy socialite is found dead and Ana, a young journalist is 
assigned the story. Ana realizes a bundle of letters found at the 
scene point to a series of events different from the official version. 
PB. $14.95. Feb.

*Montes, Raphael, Perfect Days, Penguin. A twisted young medi-
cal student kidnaps the girl of his dreams and embarks on a dark 
and delirious road trip across Brazil. PB. $16.00. Feb.

*Nakamura, Fuminori, The Gun, Soho Crime. In Tokyo a college 
student’s discovery and eventual obsession with a stolen handgun 
awakens something dark inside him and threatens to consume 
not only his life but also his humanity. PB. $14.95.

Nesbo, Jo, Midnight Sun, Vintage. A renegade hitman goes to 
ground far above the Arctic Circle, running from the notorious 
druglord he once worked for. PB. $15.00.

Oldham, Nick, Onslaught, Severn House. Accused of murdering 
his boss, and his ex-girlfriend kidnapped, sportfishing captain 
Steve Flynn must re-hone his military skills to go up against a 
gang for whom violent death is a way of life. PB. $17.95.

Ould, Chris, The Killing Bay: A Faroes Novel, Titan. A woman is 
found murdered after a confrontation at a whale drive. For Faro-
ese detectives Hentze and Reyna it becomes clear that the murder 
has other, more sinister aspects to it. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Pattison, Eliot, Soul of the Fire, Minotaur. Shan Tao Yun is chosen 
for a special commission investigating Tibetan suicides. He soon 
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finds his predecessor was murdered and the Commission itself is 
riddled with crime and intrigue. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Ravatn, Agnes, The Bird Tribunal, Orenda. A psychological thrill-
er that builds to a shocking, dramatic crescendo. A woman leaves 
her job and partner to take a job as a housekeeper on an isolated 
fjord. PB. $14.95.

Sigurdardottir, Yrsa, The Silence of the Sea, Minotaur. A luxury 
yacht crashes into a Reykjavik pier. But the boat is empty. Where 
is the wife of the boat’s owner. And whose is the body that has 
washed up further along the shore? PB. $15.99.

Sveen, Gard, & Norlen, Paul, Hell is Open, AmazonCrossing. 
Det. Tommy Bergmann is forced to reopen an old case that still 
haunts him and confront the demons of his own history. Book 2 
of the series, following this year’s The Last Pilgrim. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Takano, Kazuaki, Genocide of One, Mulholland. An award win-
ning thriller about a three year-old boy who can perceive patterns 
and predict future events, and is capable of manipulating events 
like pieces on a chess board. PB. $15.99.

Tanizaki, Junichiro, Devils in Daylight, New Directions. A sus-
penseful early novella about obsession, voyeurism, and Tokyo’s 
seedy underworld. PB. $16.95. Feb.

Tuomainen, Antti, The Mine, Orenda. Investigative reporter 
Janne Vuori sets out to uncover the truth about a mining compa-
ny, whose illegal activities have created an environmental disaster 
in Northern Finland. PB. $14.95. Feb.

Yokoyama, Hideo, Six Four, FSG. Even fourteen years later, the 
unsolved kidnapping of a seven-year-old Tokyo girl festers in the 
public mind, police excuses and apologies notwithstanding. A 
functionary in the PD discovers an anomaly in the bungled inves-
tigation known as Six Four. Had he known just what he would un-
cover, he never would have searched in the first place. $28.00. Feb. 

Yrsa Sigurdardottir, The Undesired, Minotaur. Odinn is looking 
into allegations of abuse at an Icelandic juvenile detention center, 
but he is puzzled. Are the events of the 1970s somehow related 
to the death of his ex-wife. Was it an accident or something even 
more sinister? $25.99. Feb.

RE-ISSUE
Allingham, Margery, The White Cottage Mystery, Bloomsbury 
Academic. A country house, blackmail, and murder. Allingham’s 
first published work originally ran as a newspaper serial. PB. 
$13.99.

*Crofts, Freeman Wills, The 12:30 From Croydon, British Library. 
We begin with a dead body. In the ensuing flashback we live with 
the killer at every stage, from the planning to the execution. Seen 
from the killer’s perspective, Insp. French is just another character 
to be dealt with. Will the killer get away with it? PB. $12.95. Feb.

*Crofts, Freeman Wills, The Mystery in the Channel, British Li-
brary. A yacht seems to have been abandoned but for a dark red 
stain on the deck. Two bodies later, there certainly is a mystery 
in the Channel and Insp. French must wade through a world of 
high-powered banking, luxury yachts, and international double-
dealing, and a cast of shady characters. PB. $12.95.

Dunn, Carola, Requiem for a Mezzo, Minotaur. England, 1923. 
Daisey Dalrymple attends the opera with DCI Alec Fletcher. But 
the performance is interrupted when the mezzo falls dead on 
stage-poisoned by cyanide. PB. $15.99.

*Dunning, John, Booked to Die, Scribner. The first book in the 
Cliff Janeway series, is “a joy to read for its wealth of inside knowl-
edge about the antiquarian book business and its eccentric trad-
ers” (The NY Times Book Review). It’s also a damn good mystery. 
PB. $16.00. Feb.

Millar, Margaret, Collected Millar: The Tom Aragon Novels, Soho. 
Ask for Me Tomorrow/The Murder of Miranda/Mermaid. Tom 
Aragon, a Mexican-American lawyer turned private investigator, 
looks into three very bizarre vanishings. PB. $17.99.

Offord, Lenore Glen, My True Love Lies, Felony & Mayhem. A 
dead body turns up at a sculptor’s studio. Like all Offord’s novels, 
My True Love Lies provides an intriguing bridge between 1930s 
style plotting and a kind of feminism that feels startlingly up-to-
date. PB. $14.95.

*Silvis, Randall, On Night’s Shore: An Edgar Allan Poe Mystery, 
Sourcebooks. New York City, 1840. Edgar Allan Poe becomes en-
trapped in a mire of murder, greed, and power that stretches from 
the Five Points slums to the gleaming heights of Fifth Avenue. PB. 
$15.99. Feb.

Silvis, Randall, Disquiet Heart: An Edgar Allan Poe Mystery, 
Sourcebooks. Pittsburgh, 1847. As a cholera epidemic is raging 
Poe learns young women are disappearing. PB. $15.99. Feb. 

Simenon, Georges, Maigret and the Old Lady, Penguin. Maigret 
takes a case from a lively old widow whose maid has been poi-
soned. PB. $12.00. Feb.

Simenon, Georges, Maigret at the Coroners, Penguin. In Arizona 
on a tour of the US, Maigret observes a day in the life of a lo-
cal coroner and becomes absorbed in a young girl’s murder. PB. 
$12.00.

Thayer, Steve, The Wheat Field, Conquill Press. Sex, politics, and 
betrayal. What appears to be a husband-wife murder-suicide, in a 
Wisconsin wheat field, soon opens into a deadly conspiracy set for 
election night. PB. $15.00. Feb.

SOFT-BOILED
Abbott, Kristi, Pop Goes the Murder: A Popcorn Shop Mystery, 
Berkley. Second in the series. When her ex-husband is charged 
with murder, Rebecca decides to bag the real culprit. Includes 
popcorn related recipes. PB. $7.99.

Alexander, Ellie, Fudge and Jury: A Bakeshop Mystery, Berkley. 
Welcome to Torte – a friendly, small-town family bakery where 
the pastries are delicious...and, now, suspicious. PB. $7.99.

Archer, Winnie, Kneaded to Death, Kensington. Everyone swears 
by Yeast of Eden, the Mexican bread shop in town. But tonight, the 
only thing on the menu is la muerte. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Beaton, M. C., Death of a Nurse, Grand Central. Hamish Mac-
Beth must find out who killed a beautiful new resident of Suther-
land, and why, before the murderer strikes again. PB. $7.99. Feb.
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Beaton, M.C., Death of a Ghost, Grand Central. Hamish Macbeth 
decides to stay with his partner Charlie in a haunted castle to dis-
pel the unnerving rumors surrounding the place. There’s no sign 
of any ghosts, but then Charlie disappears, and a body appears! 
Then things get complicated... $26.99. Feb.

Blackmoore, Stephanie, Murder Wears White” A Wedding Plan-
ner Mystery, Berkley. Mallory Shepard’s wedding planning busi-
ness is off to a shaky start when a member of the bridal family 
drops dead at a food tasting. PB. $7.99.

Blake, Bethany, Death by Chocolate Lab, Kensington. First in a 
new series. Pet sitter Daphne Templeton sets out to clear her sister 
of a murder charge, and to find a chocolate Labrador that went 
missing the night of the murder. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Cahoon, Lynn, Fatality by Firelight, Kensington. Cat Latimer’s 
Colorado bed-and-breakfast plays host to a group of aspiring 
writers. But between the murder of a ski-bum, the theft of a rare 
Hemingway edition, and the arrival of a black-clad stranger, Cat’s 
afraid everything is going downhill. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Campbell, Melodie, The Bootlegger’s Goddaughter: A Gina Gallo 
Mystery, Raven. Gina works to uncover a bootlegging operation 
that threatens to jeopardize her wedding. PB. $9.95. Feb.

Davis, Krista, Mission Impawsible, Berkley. When a letter from 
Holly’s grandmother is found in the pocket of a dead man, Holly-
with help from her furry friends-must fetch the real killer. PB. 
$7.99. Feb.

Fluke, Joanna, Wedding Cake Murder: A Hannah Swenson Mys-
tery, Berkley. Before he’s had a chance to taste Hannah’s Butter-
scotch Sugar Cookies, a celebrity chef is found dead in the walk-
in cooler. Features over a dozen cookie and dessert recipes. PB. 
$7.99.

Furlong, Susan, War and Peach, Berkley. The local election of a 
mayor gets deadly serious when the barn of one of the candidates 
goes up in flames....with him in it. PB. $7.99. Feb.

James, Miranda, No Cats Allowed: A Cat in the Stacks Mystery, 
Berkley. Librarian Charlie Harris and his cat Diesel must clear a 
friend when the evidence is stacked against her. PB. $7.99. Feb.

James, Miranda, Twelve Angry Librarians, Berkley. Gavin Fong is 
kind of a jerk. So when the librarian is found dead, no one is all 
that upset—save for fellow library scientist Charlie Harris, who 
finds himself at the very top of the list of suspects! Can Charlie 
and Diesel the cat find the real killer? $26.00. Feb.

Kappes, Tonya, A Ghostly Mortality, Witness Impulse. Emma 
Raines helps ghosts stuck between here and the ever-after. This 
time it’s her murdered sister she must help. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Kelly, Diane, Death, Taxes, and Sweet Potato Fries, St. Martin’s. 
Tara is on the hunt for a trail of bogus 1099s. Someone is using the 
IRS in a game of revenge. PB. $7.99. Feb.

McKinley, Jenn, Assault and Beret: A Hat Shop Mystery, Berkley. 
The London milliners are off to Paris to search for Vivian’s hus-
band. But when he and a priceless work of art disappear, it’s up to 
the ladies to follow the trail of clues. PB. $7.99.

O’Connor, Carlene, Murder in an Irish Village, Kensington. In the 
small village of Kilbane, County Cork, Naomi’s Bistro has always 
been a welcoming spot. But murder has a way of killing business. 

It’s up to feisty Siobhan to solve the crime and save the family 
business. PB. $7.99.

Orgain, Diana, Third Time’s a Crime: A Love or Money Mystery, 
Berkley. Ex-detective Georgia Thornton returns to reality TV to 
solve a cold case but a very hot one greets her arrival on the scene. 
PB. $7.99.

Perry, Carol J., Murder Go Round: A Witch City Mystery, Kens-
ington. Lee Barrett is about to leave a storage auction, when the 
sight of a samovar awakens her psychic abilities and conjures vi-
sions of murder. PB. $7.99.

Reilly, Linda, A Frying Shame: A Deep Fried Mystery, Berkley. A 
cooking contest becomes a fry to the finish when a contestant is 
found dead at her cooking station. Includes recipes. PB. $7.99.

Rosett, Sara, Marriage, Monsters-in-Law, and Murder: An Ellie 
Avery Mystery, Kensington. Wedding planner Ellie Avery finds 
her biggest challenge is to prevent two mothers-in-law from kill-
ing each other. It comes as a complete surprise when it’s another 
member of the wedding party who’s actually murdered. PB. $7.99. 
Feb.

Ryan, Sofie, Telling Tails: A Second Chance Mystery, Berkley. De-
livering a package, Rose arrives in time to see the customer mur-
dered by his wife and then is knocked out. When she wakes up 
no one believes her. And the wife claims her husband left her for 
another woman. PB. $7.99.

Shelton, Paige, Bookman Dead Style: A Dangerous Type Mystery, 
Berkley. Claire Henry’s town is having a film festival. But when 
she sees police arresting one of the stars for killing his sister, Claire 
is convinced he’s the wrong man for the role. PB. $7.99. Jan.

Shelton, Paige, The Cracked Spine: A Scottish Bookshop Mystery, 
Berkley. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Stewart, Fran, A Wee Homicide in the Hotel, Berkley. Return 
to Hamelin, Vermont, where Peggy Winn, owner of a Scottish-
themed shop, is spectator to caber-tossing, sword dancing, and 
just a spot of murder. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Stewart, Fran, A Wee Homicide in the Hotel: A Scot Shop Mystery, 
Berkley. Peggy Winn and her 14th century Scottish companion 
must set aside the differences to put a cold-blooded key under 
lock and key. PB. $7.99.

Tate, Cloveer, Blown Away: A Kite Shop Mystery, Berkley. Book 
1 of a new series. Set in the beachside community of Rock Point, 
OR, kite shop owner Emmy Adler gets swept up in a murder in-
vestigation. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Wallace, Auralee, Snowed in with Murder: An Otter Lake Mys-
tery, St. Martin’s. There’s no retreat and no surrender when Erica 
Bloom finds herself stuck in a snow storm with a stone-cold killer. 
PB. $7.99. Feb.

SUSPENSE
Beakey, Chris, Fatal Option, Post Hill. Stephen Porter staggers out 
the door after a night of drinking, intent on rescuing his teenaged 
daughter, who is stranded. Kieran O’Shea is looking for his autis-
tic brother, who has wandered off. A collision in a blizzard brings 
the two seekers together with devastating results. $25.00. Feb.
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Bickford, Susan Alice, A Short Time to Die of Suspense, Kens-
ington. Two women from opposite sides of the country find their 
lives inextricably bound by blood, by fear, and by a merciless, 
murderous revenge. PB. $15.00.

Blaedel, Sarah, The Lost Woman, Grand Central. An ordinary 
housewife is shot while standing in her kitchen. But although slain 
in Britain, she’s a Dane who’s been on the Missing Persons list for 
twenty years, so Detective Louise Rick is called in—only to find 
her partner Eik reported her missing in the first place! $26.00. Feb.

Brundage, Elizabeth, All Things Cease to Appear, Vintage. A riv-
eting, beautifully written novel that combines noir and the gothic 
in a story about two families entwined in their own unhappiness, 
and a gruesome and unsolved murder. PB. $15.95. Feb.

Burke, Alafair, The Ex, Harper. A woman agrees to help an old 
boyfriend who has been framed for murder – but begins to sus-
pect that she is the one being manipulated. PB. $15.99. 

Burt, Alexandra, The Good Daughter, Berkley. From the author 
of Remember Mia comes a tale of a young woman in search of her 
past, and the mother who will do anything to keep it hidden. PB. 
$16.00. Feb.

Croft, Adam, Only the Truth, Thomas & Mercer. On a solo busi-
ness trip a man is shocked to discover his wife dead in his hotel 
room. PB. $15.95.

Fitzek, Sebastian & Searle, Jaime Lee, The Nightwalker, Pegasus. 
Leon Nader once suffered from insomnia. Then he graduated to 
sleepwalking, sometimes mixed with danger. He thought himself 
cured until his wife disappeared under mysterious circumstances. 
Is the Nightwalker back? $25.95. Feb.

Gimenez, Mark, The Case Against William, Sphere. When a star 
football player is charged with rape and murder, his attorney fa-
ther must find a way to sober up and save him from the death 
penalty sought by an ambitious district attorney. PB. $13.99.

*Ginsburg, Melissa, Sunset City, Ecco. A taut, erotically charged 
literary noir set in Houston about a woman caught up in her 
friend’s shocking murder, and the dark truths she uncovers. PB. 
$15.99.

Goodman, Carol, River Road. Touchstone. Driving home from a 
party, Nan Lewis hits a deer. But when she gets out of the car the 
deer is gone. The next morning police arrive to tell her one of her 
students was killed by a hit and run driver and Nan is a suspect. 
PB. $16.00.

Graham, Brandon S., Missing People, Tyrus. Six years after the 
traumatic disappearance of Etta Messenger, it’s clear her family 
is still in mourning. On the day of her memorial a snowstorm 
threatens Chicago, and a chance observation on a commuter train 
creates a dangerous situation that recalls the events surrounding 
Etta’s loss. PB. $16.99.

Grippando, James, Most Dangerous Place, Harper. Miami lawyer 
Jack Swytek is defending a woman accused of killing the man who 
sexually abused her decades ago. She’s the wife of a close friend. 
But in separating truth from lies, he finds that the case is much 
more complicated than simple black and white. $26.99. Feb.

Gutcheon, Beth, Death at Breakfast, Morrow. The first in a new 
series featuring an unlikely pair of investigators set in small-town 

New England. A retired private school head and a socialite decide 
that two women of experience equipped with healthy curiosity, 
common sense, and a cynical sense of humor have a useful role to 
play in finding a murderer. PB. $14.99. Feb.

Hamer, Kate, The Girl in the Red Coat, Melville House. PB. A sin-
gle mom has a constant fear that her daughter will wander off and 
go missing. One day she does. Alternating between the mother’s 
story and the daughter’s, and written in gripping prose that won’t 
let go. $16.99. Feb.

Harper, Karen, Drowning Tides, Mira. When forensic psycholo-
gist Claire Britten started working with a lawyer on his project, 
she had no idea it would endanger her life-or the life of her daugh-
ter. PB. $7.99.

Kubica, Mary, Don’t You Cry, Mira. A tale of deceit and obsession 
that builds to a stunning conclusion that shows that no matter 
how far we run, the past always catches up to us. PB. $15.99.

MacDonald, Patricia, Don’t Believe a Word, Severn House. When 
Eden Radley is told her mother has killed herself and her severely 
disabled young son, Eden is ridden with guilt. Her mother had 
tried to get in touch with her the night she died and Eden ignored 
the text. Was she calling for help? PB. $17.95.

Mackintosh, Clare, I See You, Berkley. How often have you sat 
on the train, idly flipping through the paper on your way home? 
What if you saw your own picture looking back at you, the subject 
of a daily column of missing/victimized people? Zoe Walker does 
just that, and with the help of a cop, vows to get to the bottom of 
the mystery—if she can hold on to her sanity! $26.00. Feb.

Magson, Adrian, The Bid of Suspense, Midnight Ink. A drone 
expert disappears and investigators discover a plot to kill the US 
President and destroy an Air Force base. PB. $15.99.

McCarthy, Ava, Dead Secret, Harper. Jodie has one task to fulfil 
before she takes her own life. And that’s to kill the man she holds 
responsible for her daughter’s death...her seemingly perfect hus-
band, Ethan. PB. $12.99.

Mendelsohn, Jane, Burning Down the House, Vintage. A story of 
two girls. Neva, from the mountains of Russia, Poppy, the adopted 
daughter of a successful NY real estate family. One of these young 
women will help bring down this family, and the other will try to 
save it. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Morgan, Ann, Beside Myself, Bloomsbury. Six-year-old twin sis-
ters decide to switch identities for one day. But one refuses to 
switch back. In time, the girl who used to be Helen loses her sense 
of self. Twenty-five years later she’s about to be pulled back into 
her sister’s orbit. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Murphy, Sara Flannery, The Possessions, Harper. A psychic who 
allegedly channels communications with the dead makes the mis-
take of falling in love with one of her clients. Connecting with the 
possibly murdered wife of Patrick Braddock, Eurydice becomes 
jealous of the glamorous couple and focuses on having Patrick for 
herself. $26.99. Feb. 

*Oates, Joyce Carol, A Book of American Martyrs, Ecco. Luther 
Dunphy is a zealot who murders abortionist Augustus Vorhees, 
supposedly on orders from a higher power. The latter’s wife and 
children are understandably embittered and the two families are 
drawn together as conflict is inevitable given their warring con-
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victions. $29.99. Feb.

Parker, Samuel, Purgatory Road, Revell. A couple find themselves 
stranded in the Mojave Desert with dwindling hopes of survival-
until a mysterious man shows up. Will he help them or does he 
have more sinister plans? PB. $14.99.

Parsons, Kelly, Under the Knife, St. Martin’s. Morgan Finney is 
the shy, retiring type until his wife dies in surgery. Morgan vows 
to kill the surgeon, but first he’s going to destroy her life, in part by 
gaslighting her. Brought to the brink of madness, Dr. Rita Wu is 
not without weapons of her own to fight back…

Prebble, Stuart, The Insect Farm, Mulholland. An eerie debut sus-
pense novel that explores how little one man may know his own 
brother and his own mind. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Rose, Karen, Every Dark Corner, Berkley. Special Agents Griffin 
Davenport and Kate Coppolla are on the trail of a depraved crimi-
nal. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Rosson, Keith, The Mercy of the Tide, Meerkat. Riptide, OR, 1983. 
A human skeleton is unearthed in a local park and mutilated ani-
mals begin appearing. Four people are drawn together by a recent 
tragedy. A gorgeously written book that merges the sly wonder of 
magical realism and alternate history. PB. $16.95. Feb.

Santiago, Mikel, The Last Night at Tremore Beach, Atria. Battling 
the aftermath of a divorce and ongoing creative blockage, noted 
composer Peter Harper escapes to coastal Ireland. But after being 
struck by lightning he starts having disturbing visions that may be 
warnings of things to come. $26.00. Feb.

Schepp, Emilie, Marked For Life, Mira. When a Thai girl overdos-
es smuggling drugs, the trail points to Danillo, the one criminal 
public prosecutor Jana Berzelius most wants to destroy. Eager to 
erase any evidence of her sordid childhood, Berzelius must secret-
ly hunt down this deadly nemesis with whom she shares a horrific 
past. $26.99. Feb.

Scottoline, Lisa, Most Wanted, Griffin. Riveting and fast paced, 
Most Wanted poses an ethical and moral dilemma: What would 
you do if the biological father of your unborn child was a serial 
killer. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Silvis, Randall, Two Days Gone, Sourcebooks. The wife and chil-
dren of a beloved college professor are found slaughtered and the 
professor is missing and now a prime suspect. Does the half-fin-
ished manuscript he left behind contain clues to the mystery? PB. 
$15.99.

Wasserman, Robin, Girls on Fire, Harper. Hannah and Lacey are 
two teenaged high school nonentities who set out to get revenge 
on the popular kids they’re convinced despise them. PB. Feb.

Webb, Debra, No Darker Place, Mira. Det. Bobbie Gentry has 
sworn to stop the serial killer who robbed her of her husband and 
child. Nick Shade is on a mission also, and the murderer known 
as the Storyteller is next on his list. And the best way to find his 
target is to stick close to Bobbie. PB. $9.99. Feb.

Wendig, Chuck, Thunderbird, Saga. Miriam Black heads south-
west to consult a psychic who may be able to help with her curse 
of seeing constant visions of death. Instead she comes across a ter-
rorist cell which provides the most realistic vision yet! $27.99. Feb.

Wirestone, Max, The Unfortunate Decisions of Dahlia Moss, Orbit. 

She’s unemployed and broke, but before Dahlia can make her life 
any messier she’s offered a job. A job that will lead her to murder, 
and possibly a fella. PB. $14.99. Feb.

Young, Hester, The Shimmering Road, Putnam. Expectant mother 
‘Charlie’ Cates has recurring dreams wherein a child speaks to her. 
Charlie is shocked to find that her own mother, who abandoned 
her as a tot, has been the victim of a double murder, along with the 
half-sister she never knew she had! $26.00. Feb.

THRILLER/ESPIONAGE
Ahlborn, Ania, The Devil Crept In, Gallery. An unforgettable hor-
ror novel in which a small-town boy investigates the mysterious 
disappearance of his cousin and uncovers a terrifying secret kept 
hidden for years. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Baldacci, David, The Last Mile, Vision. Melvin Mars, a convicted 
murderer on death row, is granted a reprieve when another man 
confesses to the crime. When a member of Decker’s team disap-
pears it becomes clear something sinister hangs in the balance. 
PB. $9.99. Feb.

Berenson, Alex, The Wolves, Putnam. John Wells has unfinished 
business with the man who almost drove the US to war. PB. $9.99.

Berry, Steve, The 14th Colony, St. Martin’s. What happens if both 
the President and Vice President-elect die before taking the oath 
of office? Cotton Malone is about to find out. PB. $9.99.

Brown, Holly, This is Not Over, Morrow. A psychological thriller 
of two women caught in an escalating game of cat-and-mouse. 
PB. $15.99.

Carnoy, David, Lucidity, Overlook. Detective Madden is inves-
tigating a twenty-year-old case of a disappeared wife and miss-
ing husband. Meanwhile an author is murdered and her editor is 
feverishly investigating while insisting that he had nothing to do 
with it. $26.95. Feb.

Coulter, Catherine, Insidious: An FBI Thriller, Pocket. FBI agents 
Savich and Sherlock must discover who is trying to murder a 
powerful, wealthy society icon. They soon discover that the dan-
ger may be closer than expected. PB. $9.99. Feb.

Cross, Mason, The Samaritan, Pegasus. Sequel to The Killing Sea-
son. A serial killer who leaves no traces, a police investigation 
grinds to a halt. That’s when manhunter Carter Blake volunteers 
his services. PB. $15.95. Feb.

Cross, Mason, Winterlong, Pegasus. Carter Blake left the top se-
cret operation Winterlong five years ago, confidentiality agree-
ment in hand. But now one of his former colleagues is dead and 
the new head of Winterlong wants to tie up loose ends—including 
Blake’s life! $25.95. Feb.

Cumming, Charles, A Divided Spy, St. Martin’s. After a career in 
MI6, Thomas Kell is finally done with the spy game, but then he’s 
offered a chance to match wits with a Russian agent. As the threat 
of a devastating attack on Britain looms, the question becomes, 
can Kell choose between loyalty to his country and his own con-
science? $26.99. Feb. 

Ellory, R. J., Bad Signs: A Thriller, Overlook. Set in 1960s rural 
America. Orphaned half-brothers know little of life beyond the 
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walls of state institutions--until a convicted killer seizes them as 
hostages and takes them on a frenetic journey from California to 
Texas. PB. $16.95.

Ewan, Chris, Long Time Lost, Minotaur. Nick Miller run a lucra-
tive and illegal operation providing a kind of Witness Protection 
Program for at-risk individuals in Europe. He’s good at it because 
he himself is on the lam, but when he intervenes to prevent the 
murder of a client, he’s drawn into a conspiracy that threatens to 
destroy his entire network. $27.99. Feb.

Freeman, Brian, Goodbye to the Dead, Quercus. Two unrelated 
cases years apart suddenly have a mysterious connection. Det. 
Stride questions if he put an innocent woman in prison. PB. 
$16.99. Feb.

Greaney, Mark, Back Blast, Berkley. Court Gentry was the CIA’s 
best agent until they turned against him and put out a kill on sight 
order. That’s when the international assassin The Gray Man was 
born, and Court has been working for himself ever since. PB. 
$9.99.

Greaney, Mark, Gunmetal Gray, Berkley. The CIA is trying to find 
Fan Jiang, a Chinese cyber-warfare expert. Two previous missions 
have failed, Court Gentry is called in after five years in exile, and 
now Asian hitmen are on his trail. But China wants Fan in custody 
too—who is working against whom? $27.00. Feb. 

Griffin, Laura, At Close Range: A Tracers Novel, Pinnacle. When 
a lakeside tryst ends in a double murder, Det. Daniele Harper ar-
rives to find clues everywhere but nothing adds up. PB. $7.99.

Griffin, Neal, A Voice from the Field, Tor. A gripping thriller about 
human trafficking in the US. A small-town Wisconsin detective 
Tia Suarez goes after a white supremacist group to rescue a young 
girl. PB. $9.99.

Hagberg, David, The Fourth Horseman, Forge. A CIA assassin has 
accepted the most critical contract of his career: kill the most dan-
gerous terrorist alive. PB. $9.99.

Hannah, Sophie, A Game for All the Family, Morrow. Pulled into 
a deadly game of deception, secrets, and lies, a woman must find 
the truth in order to defeat a mysterious opponent, protect her 
daughter, and save her own life in this dazzling standalone psy-
chological thriller. PB. $15.99. Feb.

*Harvey, Michael, Brighton, Ecco. An extraordinary thriller. 
About two friends growing up in a rapidly changing Boston, who 
must face the sins of their past in the midst of a series of brutal 
murders. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Haseldine, Jane, The Last Time She Saw Him, Pinnacle. In this 
gripping debut, a reporter searching for her kidnapped son must 
untangle the connection to her brother’s long-ago disappearance. 
PB. $9.99. Feb.

Healey, Tony, Hope’s Peak: A Harper & Lane Mystery, Thomas & 
Mercer. Evil lurks in a North Carolina cornfield. Detectives Harp-
er and Lane face a series of dead ends until they meet a woman 
whose mother was killed years earlier. PB. $15.95.

Herron, Mick, Spook Street, Soho. Legendary MI5 operative Da-
vid Cartwright’s mind is going. How do you deal with a spy who’s 
losing his faculties in his dotage? Slough House is on the trail of 
the perps of a shopping center bombing, but is there room in the 

investigation for a man past his prime? $26.95. Feb.

Hill, Joe, The Fireman, Morrow. A worldwide pandemic of spon-
taneous combustion that threatens to reduce civilization to ashes 
and a band of improbable heroes who battle to save it, led by one 
powerful and enigmatic man known as the Fireman. PB. $18.99.

Howe, K.J., The Freedom Broker, Quercus. Thea Paris is now faced 
with the toughest undertaking she’s yet had. Her father has been 
snatched from his yacht, but there are no demands for ransom, 
political appeals, prisoner releases, and the plotters killed the 
yacht’s entire crew to boot. $26.99. Feb.

Johansen, Iris, Night and Day: An Eve Duncan Novel, St. Mar-
tin’s. The third book of the trilogy starring forensic sculptor Eve 
Duncan. Protecting Cara Delaney from the enemies who want her 
dead leads Eve to be their target. PB. $8.99. Feb.

Jones, Merry, Child’s Play: A Thriller, Oceanview. Soon after Ty 
Evans is released from juvenile detention for killing his abusive 
father, his former school principle is murdered. Then a teacher. 
And a former girlfriend. PB. $16.00.

Kay, Edward, At Rope’s End: A Dr. James Verraday Mystery, 
Crooked Lane. Seattle Det. Constance Macleanis convinced a new 
case is tied to an earlier murder and seeks the help of Dr. Verraday, 
a professor of forensic psychology and profiling, PB. $15.99.

Kent, Kathleen, The Dime, Mulholland. Betty Rhyzyk hails from 
a family of hard-bitten Brooklyn detectives. Relocating to Dallas, 
she battles a group of unruly subordinates, a persistent stalker, a 
formidable criminal organization, and an unsupportive girlfriend. 
$26.00. Feb.

Lafferty, Mur, Six Wakes, Orbit. A space adventure set on a lone 
ship where the clones of a murdered crew must find their mur-
derer before they kill again. PB. $15.99.

Lancet, Barry, Pacific Burn, S&S. Japanese antiques dealer and PI 
Jim Brodie goes up against a killer operating on both sides of the 
Pacific. PB. $16.00. Feb.

Larsen, Ward, Assassin’s Silence: A David Slaton Novel, Forge. A 
killer leaving a trail of bodies across Europe, and an airplane dis-
appearing without a trace. When their worst fears are realized, the 
CIA must trust the one man who can save them: David Slaton, the 
perfect assassin. PB. $9.99. Feb.

Larsen, Ward, Passenger 19, Oceanview. An investigator for the 
NTSB is asked to investigate the disappearance of a plane over the 
Columbian jungles, and his told his daughter was on board. PB. 
$16.00.

Leigh, Melinda, Midnight Obsession, Montlake. Louisa Hancock’s 
father receives a package containing photos of two dead bodies in 
a tableau that matches a recent crime scene. Before the police can 
investigate the killer’s connection to her father, he goes missing. 
PB. $12.95.

Lennon, Christine, The Drifter, Morrow. A compelling debut 
novel about a group of friends on the cusp of graduating from 
college when their lives are irrevocably changed by a brutal act of 
violence. PB. $14.99. Feb.

*Les Becquets, Diane, Breaking Wild, Berkley. One woman miss-
ing in the Colorado wilderness, and another woman who, against 
all odds, she believes she can find. PB. $16.00. Feb.
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Lotz, Sarah, Day Four, Little Brown. On the fourth day of a cruise 
in the Caribbean, the ship stops dead. Supplies soon run low, a 
virus plagues the ship, but when the body of a woman is found in 
her cabin, irritation escalates to panic. PB. $7.99. Feb.

Meltzer, Brad, & Goldberg, Tod, The House of Secrets, Grand 
Central. A secret worth killing for. A woman with no past. A book 
hidden in a corpse. And an act of treason that changed America. 
PB. $7.99.

Noonan, R. J., Where the Lost Girls Go, Crooked Lane. Portland 
rookie cop Laura Mori investigates the death of a runaway girl and 
is soon entangled in a case of a half dozen girls who have disap-
peared while living on the streets. PB. $15.99. Feb.

Pavone, Chris, The Travelers, Broadway. A travel writer gets 
caught in a web of international intrigue, and the people closest to 
him may pose the greatest threat of all. PB. $16.00.

*Perry, Thomas, Forty Thieves, Grove. The Abels are a husband-
and-wife detective team, and the Hoyts are assassins-for-hire. The 
two couples have little in common until both are hired to do dam-
age control on the same murder case. One couple tries to solve it 
while the other attempts to cover it up. PB. $16.00.

Putnam, David, The Replacements, Oceanview. Bruno Johnson is 
an ex-detective and ex-con who must risk his freedom to save two 
children kidnapped by a man who was himself a victim rescued as 
a child by Johnson. PB. $16.00.

Quirk, Matthew, Cold Barrel Zero, Mulholland. A Special Ops 
legend who went rogue returns to the US to take revenge on his 
accusers. PB. $15.99.

Rhoades, J. D., Ice Chest, Grove. A smart, sexy and hilarious heist 
novel about a crew of thieves who attempt to steal the world’s most 
valuable jewels from the world’s most valuable beauty. PB. $15.99.

Robb, J. D., Apprentice in Death, Berkley. NYPD Lt. Eve Dallas 
returns in this fast-paced thriller. Someone is being trained in the 
science of killing, and they have an agenda. The killing of three 
people in Central Park was just a warm-up. PB. $7.99.

Rosenstiel, Tom, Shining City, Ecco. Peter Rena is a ‘fixer’ for the 
elite, and now he’s got his work cut out for him. He’s charged with 
vetting the newest Supreme Court nominee, but his investigation 
is interrupted by a string of killings—and the nominee may be 
next! $26.99. Feb. 

Ryan, Thomas, The Ottoman Conspiracy, Thomas & Mercer. A 
former Special Forces soldier attempts to stop a bus hijacked by 
terrorists before it reaches the border. PB. $15.95.

Silva, Daniel, The Black Widow, Harper. On the eve of Gabriel Al-
lon’s promotion to head of Israel’s intelligence service, events con-
spire to lure him into the field for one final operation. PB. $9.99. 
Feb.

Starr, Jason, Gotham: Dawn of Darkness, Titan. Novelization of a 
crime-drama television series. Based on characters from DC com-
ics in their Batman mythology. PB. $7.99.

Strumwasser, Stu, The Organ Broker, Arcade. Jack Traynor is an 
underground black market organ dealer. After the death of a cli-
ent, Jack decides to redeem himself and attempts to prevent a pre-
meditated murder. PB. $16.99.

Tata, A. J., Three Minutes to Midnight, Pinnacle. An Army geolo-
gist is kidnapped and two nuclear plants attacked. Enter Jake Ma-
hegan, a Delta Force veteran. If he fails, our nation fails. PB. $9.99.

Taylor, Brad, The Forgotten Soldier, Dutton. Pike Logan returns 
with his most dangerous and personal threat yet: a Taskforce Op-
erator gone rogue. PB. $9.99.

*Vidich, Paul, An Honorable Man, Atria. A chilling Cold War spy 
thriller set in postwar Washington, DC.PB. $16.00. Feb.

Webb, Betty, Desert Vengeance, Poisoned Pen. Scottsdale PI Lena 
Jones hunts the killer of a serial child rapist. The man who raped 
her as a child. PB. $15.95. Feb.

Wilson, Sam, Zodiac, Pegasus. Societal position is determined by 
the sign of the Zodiac and a series of brutal murders encompasses 
all twelve. As a result, detective Jerome Burton is working with an 
astrological profiler, for even a moment before or after midnight 
can make all the difference in life. $25.95. Feb.

UNCLASSIFIED
Gelasimov, Andrei, Into the Thickening Fog, AmazonCross-
ing. A Russian theater director makes a reluctant trip back to 
his hometown. Once there his boozy exploits unravel into an 
unexpected chain of events-including meeting a woman who 
might be his daughter, run-ins with old lovers, encounters 
with the devil and the unlikely affection of a dog. PB. $14.95. 
Harkup, Kathryn, A is for Arsenic, Bloomsbury. Agatha Chris-
tie’s extensive chemical knowledge provides the backdrop for this 
study in which Kathryn Harkup investigates the poisons used by 
the murderer in fourteen classic Christie mysteries. PB. $17.00.

Janik, Erika, Pistols and Petticoats: 175 Years of Lady Detectives in 
Fact and Fiction, Beacon Press. A lively exploration of the strug-
gles faced by women in law enforcement and mystery fiction. A 
study of women’s very early place in crime fiction and their pub-
lic crusade to transform policing. Whether real or fictional, in-
vestigating women were nearly always at odds with society. Most 
women refused to let that stop them, paving the way to a modern 
professional life for women on the force and in popular culture. 
PB. $18.00. Feb.

Knott, Robert, Robert B. Parker’s Revelation, Putnam. Marshals 
Cole and Hitch thought the worst of the troubles were behind 
them. Until, that is, the notorious Driggs and some other tough 
hombres make a jail break, and they are out for revenge on one of 
the lawmen in the pursuing posse. $27.00. Feb.

Lambert, Charles, The Children’s Home, Scribner’s. For fans of 
Shirley Jackson, and Neil Gaiman. A beguiling novel about a mys-
terious group of children who appear to a disfigured recluse. He 
invites them into his mansion and soon their discoveries grow in-
creasingly disturbing. PB. $15.00.

Levy, Robert, The Glittering World, Gallery. Told from four char-
acters points of view. A unique blend of taut psychological thriller 
and supernatural suspense. A debut novel about the mysteries of 
the natural world and the secrets buried deep within the human 
heart. PB. $16.00.

Nielsen, Jakob Stougaard, Scandinavian Crime Fiction, Blooms-
bury. Exploring the genre’s key themes, international impact and 
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socio-political contexts, this study guides readers through such 
key texts as Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy, and Mankell’s Wallander 
books. PB. $29.95.

Pandian, Gigi, The Elusive Elixir: An Accidental Alchemist Mys-
tery, Midnight Ink. A three-and-a-half foot gargoyle chef who 
fancies himself a modern day Poirot, is slowly turning to stone, 
and it’s up to Zoe Faust to unravel the alchemical secrets that can 
save him, but a cold case that dates back to 1942 throws her off 
course. PB. $14.99.

Renner, James, The Great Forgetting, Picador. A blend of science 
fiction and conspiracy thrillers, with a touch of fantasy. When his 
best friend goes missing, Jack Felter follows a trail that takes him 
to Manhattan, then secret facilities buried under the Catskills, and 
eventually to a forgotten island in the Pacific; the final destination 
of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370. PB. $17.00.

Sorrentino, Christopher, The Fugitives, S&S. From a National 
Book Award Finalist comes a funny, keenly incisive and mind-
bending novel about love and obsession, loyalty and betrayal, race 
and identity, and compulsion and free will. A love story, a ghost 
story, and a crime thriller. PB. $16.00. Feb.

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Knight, Stephen, Towards Sherlock Holmes: A Thematic History 
of Crime Fiction in the 19th Century, McFarland. The development 
of crime fiction has its own mysteries. The book explores theme-
focused aspects of its complex history through the nineteenth 
century. PB. $35.00.

Siciliano, Sam, The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The 
Moonstone’s Curse, Titan. Charles Bromley believes his wife is in 
danger, as she has refused to sell the Moonstone diamond. When 
the diamond is stolen, Holmes must try to solve a mystery centu-
ries in the making. PB. $12.95. Feb.
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